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Dear Frank, 

3169 Reach Street 
Phtladelphta, Pa. 

February 4, 1938 

Euer since the 1936 1rattonals at Detroit, I 
haue been isolated from model atrplane acttutttes; ne
uertheless I ~ill try to ttue you a picture of the pro
tress tn general from my past experience. 

Nothtnt tn our aee, I haue obserued, ts a better 
hobby than butldtnl and flytne model atrplanes. It ts 
ditntfytnl and tnsptrtnt to young and old, and aboue 
all - it ts educational. The s ,endtnl of teams to com
pete in foreitn countries has helped to form brother
hood and toodwtll, and perhaps euerlastinl frtendshtp. 

The National contests, as I understand, are get
tint to be biller and better euery year, and to all who 
attend, tt ts like a trand festtual. It was not so 
long ato when I had competed tn National contests, and 
as to whether we wtn or lose. we always learn the true 
tradttton of what tt takes to be a tood sportmun. When 
the last curtain falls on the nanquet that concludes 
the National ~eet we could almost cry, euen thoufh we 
win nothtnl we had a good ttme. Howeuer, the loser in 
many cases, wtll be the "champ" for the followtng year. 

Now about the N.A.A. set up, I thtnk the whole 
thing ts food because tt ts a touerntnt body and the 
rules adopted, are always sattsfytne to the aueraee 
model butlder. I heard Lieut. H. JI. Alden ts out of 
the oreantztne end, and I do think that tt ts dtsap
potnttne for many of us who knew htm; furthermore tt ts 
toinl to be pretty hard to find ~omeone to take his 
place , because of the treat work which he has done tn 
the past. But we do hope that he may come back atain 
someday. 

Well, Frank, I wish I haa somethinl worthwhile to 
contribute to your book, as I had in the past, or per
haps next year - I 

Sincerely yours, 



THEORY 

AERODYNAMICS 

It is common knowledge that flight depends on the difference of 
pressure on the upper and lower portion of the wing; high pressures 
on bottom and reduced pressure on the top. We can tangle ourselves 
in fluid flow theory which would mathematically prove the phenomena, 
or we can take the scientists' word for it. But since most of us pos
sess inquisitive minds, we might as well know what goes on. The fol
lowing vi~ual picture of the airflow action on wings is intended to 
make it possible for us to realize the difference between action at 
high and low speeds. 

PROPERTIES OF AIR 

It is only sensible to know something about air since it is t he 
medium in which we work. To most of us it is still empty void. If 
such were the case,we would be flying rockets instead of ai rplanes. 
The flight depends on the physical law of "to every action there is 
an equal and opposite reaction." This means that the airplanes must 
have some substance t,o react upon to remain aloft and counteract gravi.ty. 

We a r e o f t en r em i n de d o f t h e v a s t o c e an o f a i r i n w h i ch we li ve. 
Also that if we were to cut a cubic foot of air on the bottom of this 
ocean and place it in a vacuum room, tt would weigh 1.227 ozs. The 
air now has body. Let's imagine that this cubic foot of air is f ired 

from a cannon at a speed of 300 m.p.h. This speed multiplied by the 
weight of cubic foot of air will provide kinetic energy of 386 ozs. 
or 23.7 lbs. Quite a blow from an invisible substance. The wind is this 
sort of energy. Nature, with its high and low pressure regions, pro
vides the propelling forces. 

The given flight th~ory of increased and decreased pressure de
ceives many of us into believing that we have compression on the lo
wer portion of the winQ. For practical accurate calculating purposes 
we can disregard it as long as we keep under 300 m.p.h. At speeds 
below 300 m.p.h. the wing is a very poor compressor because the air 
is a very lively medium, and it escapes in all direc~ions to avoid 
being cruwhed. It is not like a bicycle pump where a pressure of 40 
or 50 lbs. may be exerted on 2 SQ.in. on top of confined air. A much 
better thought to keep in mind about the air is to liken it to water 
and as such it resents ch~nge of motion. 

Besides having weight, the air also has the property of close 
cohesion among ·its molecules. This state of affairs is called vis
cosity. To have a better visualization of air we might liken its 
molecules to t i ny octupi with arms all around its body, andthat every 
arm is clutching an arm of the surrounding m~lecular octupus.We now 
have a sort of a three dimensional web. This illustration may be 
far fetched but it will explain many facts now known to us by name only. 



THE NATURE OF AIR FORCES ON WING 

Referring to the sketches you will see that a moving andangled 
ai r foil tries to shove the molecules downward. The little fellows 
will naturally oppose this suppress i on and will try to ~ush the air
foil upward. If the section is moving slowly, the molecules will 
take the easy way and try to escape from the pressure in the front 
and rear of the airfoil. Only the molecules which cannot escape will 
bear out the law of "to every action there is an equal and opposite 
reaction." We can make a rough calculation of the molecularreaction 
under the wing as follows: 

Weight of one cubic inch of air is .000775 oz. Our wing area is 
200 sq: in. and the speed is 20 m.p.h. Angle of attack is e0 • Using 
approximate •average pressure developed under the wing as shown by the 
pressure graphs, a 200 sq. in. win~ will affect, say, 100 cu.in. or 
:0775 ozs. of air. The result o f multiplying this by 20 m.p.h.2 is: 
.0775 x 400 = 31.00 ozs. of kinetic energy acting at a tangent of e0 • 

The upward component is Tangent 6° = .105 x 31 = 3.25 ozs. 

This force. is obtained by the angle effect of· the lower portion. 
As you will see later, the curve of the upper surface tends to reduce 
the pressure and lets the atmospheric pressure increase the lift many 
times. In some cases as much as three times, which would ~ive us 9i3 
ozs. of total lift for our ~00 sq. in. win~. 

!These calculations are necessarilly rough. Liberty was taken 
to use round numbers. The results, which coincide with actual model 
practice was as surpris i ng to the editor as it must be to you. l 

,,,.--- ,tf/1'UT£ .R£S-Ui.TS 
o,r l/tfPACT 
~ '/•SPACIN40llToP 

~~·~ .. SPACING Oto( BOTTOM 

( .. :c= ~- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ___ , 
--__,~l:=r--x-=:i--+-~~~~-

Standard air or atmospheric pressure at the bottom of our air 
ocean is about 1.4.7 lbs. or 235 ozs. per sq.in. Therefore, if we only 
have a 1/ 6300 pressure reduction on the upper surface of a 200 sq.in. 
wing, at 20m.p.h. the atmospheric pressure underneath the wing will 
surge upward with a power of o ozs. Just how do we obtain this heaven 
sent reduction? 

Referring again to the illustration you will note that the dis
tance from the leading edge to the trailing edge is the longest along 
the upper curve. This means that the upper molecules have to travel 
a greater distance in the same time as their low~r companions to re
meet at the trailing edge. Since the number of molecules on the top 
is the same as below we ~an readily see that they will have lo spread 
apart a bit to keep the line contact intact. The moment the pressure 
is reduced below atmospheric pressure, the reaction from the lower 
portion makes itself evident in upward surge. We have already noted 
how small this pressure reduction has to be to work wonders with lift. 

The question which always pops up is why we have the greatest 
difference in pressure at the ~a.ding edge, both top and bottom. 

THE EFFECT OF LOWER SURFACE 

It is evident that the leading edge is the first portion- of the 
wing which comes in contact with almost stationary molecules. lt is 
at this point that the molecules are initially driven downward, and 
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in so doing they impart their effect of the minute wei~ht they pos
sess to the support of the plane. This downward movement is evident 
i n fl ow p ho to g r c;,p h s and i s t e r m e d "d own w a s h " • I t ch a n g e s t h e a n g 1 e 
of the airflow behind the wing which makes it necessary to remember 
it when designing the size, shape and incidence of the tail surfaces. 

This reaction between stationary molecules and moving wing na
turally consumes part of the engine power. Since all factors which 
contribute to consumption of power are termed in the general name of 
drag, this particular action is called induced drag. The very name 
'induced' describes it as something that is brou~ht about by another 
action. It is not parasite drag which is a waste without visible re
turns. The induced drag is the result of the law "to every action 
there is an equal and apposite reaction". This drag or reactionva
ries as the lift varies. For example, when the lift is small,as at 
low angles of attack, the downward motion is limited to the nearby 
neighborhood and thus resulting in low indueed drag. While a high 
lift, which requires high angles of attack, causes the downward mo
tion to extend beyond the,neighborhood to backup the uppermolecules 
against the increased oppression. More will be said under "Stall" 
heading. 

The induced drag is a necessary evil. The aviation lads min
imize it by decreasing the chord and increasing the span. A glance 
at the diagram will show that of the two airfoils presented the lar
ger one affects about four times as much air as the lower, although 
the size of the section is only doubled. Since the span of thesmal
ler airfoil need to be only double of the larger chord forsame area, 
~ts induced drag will be only ~ the larger. This principle is applied 
in gliders and whenever permissible on the power planes. It has al
so led many model builders to follow the example. However, as it will 
be later pointed out, it is doubtful if this reduction of the induced 
drag is beneficial at lower speeds where the lift is hard to produce. 

11ore ~It' 41-e.snE4.-.t 15 
CNAN<fEP ro l'AA>ALLEL 

,VIT'{ 4/11!.&"0/,(, 
l=,(0)1/ 

ACTION ON THE UPPER CAMBER 

At first thought, we would think that pressure difference would 
be equal along the entire uppe1· curve. However, we must remember that 
a substance "gives" most at the point of the initial attack. The 
"give" or strech is then tt~nsmit~ed on all sides. On the airfoil, 
it is the abrupt upward curve which attacks the airflow lines first 
and it is here that we have the greatest "give" or strech. We have 
already seen that the greater the strech, the greater is the reduction 
of pressure. This phenomena can easily be demonstrated on a long wire 
spring on which we can see why there is a greater reduction at high 
speed than at low. If the spring coil is given a gentle pull, the 
difference in spacing of the first few turns cannot be noticed. But 
if the tension is sudden, the increase in spacing is marked mostly 
at the point of force application. The tension gradually loosing its 
momentum as each and every turn (or molecule! exerts its power of 
remaining at fixed point. 
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THE STALL 

So far we have covered the ideal manner in which the airfoil 
works. The end comes as follow s : We have seen that the molecules 
under the wing are g iven a downward motion. If the angle of attack 
is small, they will pass the remaining portion of the win@ without 
trying any mischief. But if the angle is increased to such an ex
tent that they are cont i nually forced downward by the angled wing, 
they will be building up opposin~ forces all along the lower camber. 
As they come to the tra i ling ed ge, they will try to force themselves 
upward in t o area of low pressur e . The resultant flow is shown on 
the dia~rams. Their entry produces a circular motion. If the angle 
of attack is not lowered, this circle will increase its strength and 
3ize from the incoming molecule s . Soon they will be interfering 
with the unbroken upper flow as the circling motion oppossesthe air
line motion. This will slow down the necessary streamline flowuntil 
it breaks the fi ~ st line. Now more dead and useless air is dra@ged 
along to interfere with still more upper lines. This process continues 
until the upper flow is destroyed. Since so much of the lift depends 
on this reduction of pressure, the result is in complete loss of up
per camber help and the plane squashes down in the clutches of gra
vity. To read on with easy minds, let us assume that the pilot managed 
to straighten the ship and is again on his course. 

The stall treatisewill be completed with few remarks on the ac
tion of slots to extend the stalling range by clearing away the eddies 
of stagnant air which break the streamlines. To clear these dead air 
eddies we must direct a@ainst them a strong stream of ~ ir. This is 
done by setting up vanes so that they direct airflow near the sur
iace towards the trailin g edge, and soprolonginQ the period in whic h 
the stagn a nt air does not interfere w1th the normal streamline flow. 

/~~~-~~~~- < • I JU&!~':_ sr,eE4,., 
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LOW SPEED AERODYNA1UJCS 

Most of the experimental aeronautical data is based on speeas 
of 40 m.p.h. and upwards to 300 m.p. h. Investigation now in pro
gress are reac ~ in g for speeds beyond 30 0 m.p.h. This cannot be used 
by model builders. We want information to start from 1 m.p.h. and 
continue upwar d to a reasonable extent in accordance with model speeds. 
A part i a 1 answer to th l. s p 1 ea i s the N • A. C. A. report No. 586 w h i ch 
will be resumed later. To understand this report,we must learn ~ore 
about the methods used in aviation to compare test model's data with 
the final produ c t, as well as know the possible difference in re
actio~ at low and h igh speeds. 

Data appearing in laboratory reports assumes that the airflow 
around bodies will be similar at all speeds. The only di f~ erence 

bein ~ the intensity of the reaction produced by change of speed ve 
locity. For this reason the only variable in the lift and drag for
mulas is the speed. The coefficients (indicators of difference in 
reaction of one body to another, or one angle of attack to an~therl 
are found by tests on scale models and applied to full size calcu
lations. It was found that there is a difference in the final re
sults between the model and wing. The full size win~ has more lift 
than the model data indicates. In time this was corrected by adding 
a correction factor which covered this scale effect. 

Indications are now for an explanation of the lift and drag 
formulas so that we may have a better idea where we m~y apply our 
slow speed correction. 

u .. ~ 

.af 
.. j 
. u: 

• 1' ~ 
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LIFT FORMULA 

Lif t ( in l bs .)= CL ~ S y 2 

DRAG FORMULA 

Drag ( i n lbs . ) = Cn £. S V2 

2 
CL = Lift Co eff ic i e nt 
Co ; Dr ag Coeffi c i en t 
p ; De ns i t y of a i r . 00237 

( at l s oc & 760nun 
S =Surface area i n sq . f t • 
V = Ai r Spe ed i n r ' t . Se c • 

EXAMPLE 

To fi nd l ift and d rag o f a · 
wing wh o se a rea i s 8 sq . ft ., 
s ecti o n Gott . 497 a t 20 po s. 
Ai r spe e d <!Omph ( 29 . 33 ft . s e c . ) 

Lift= . 7 X . 001185 X 8 X 2;i . 332 
An s , b . :2u8~ lbs . 

Drag; . O.f5 X . OOll85 X 8 X 29 . :'>32 

Ans •• :'>00''~ l b s , 

The coefficients are, as mentioned above, reaction difference 
between different bodies and angle of attacks. Density of air is an 
indicator of the number of molecules in a ~iven volume of air where 
the plane flies. It thins with increase of altitude. Its inclusion 
in the formula automaticallk takes care 0f these chan~es, since the 
number of molecules will be smaller with increase of altitude. 

The wing area is evidently the factor which controls the amount 
of air acted upon. The speed, which is squared, determines the num
ber of molecules which will be attacked within a ~iven time. As we 
have seen in the first section, it is very important to attack the 
molecules suddenly and give them no chance to escape in a round
about-way. 
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Al5out the squaring of speed: As a rule we just take it for grant
ed without worrying about the reasons behind it. And because of this 
attitude, it is more or less a mystery to those of us who have for
gotten physics. The square law can be developed from a series of 
motion and kinetic ener gy formulas, but the simplest explanation is 
as foll ows: A plane tr avels at ~O m.p.h. and another at 40 m.p.h. 
Logically we would think that we are affecting only twice as much 
air, judging by the distance travelled. The point we neglected to 
bring in is that when we travel twice as fast we also attack the mo
cules twice as hard, and _so affecting twice as much air below and 
above the wing. We now have; twice the distance travelled and twice 
the downward and upward effect. Results: Four times more reaction 
at 40 m.p.h. than at 20 m.p.h. See diagram for visual explanation. 
Of course, ve are not getting anything for nothing as the drag is 
also ~quared with doubling of speed for the same reasons •. 

REACTIONS AT LOW SPtEDS 

The question is if these statements hold true at speeds below 
those at which the tests were made, 40 m.p.h. or so. It might be 
safe to . surmise that at low speeds th~ molecules do not react.accord
ing to the square law because the airfoil is evidently . slu~g1sh a~d 
~ction of short duration, (small chord! to make worthw1le impressio n 
on the molecules. It can be likened to a bicycle pump. If the han
dle is shoved down fast the air is forced into the inner tube, but 
if it is pushed slowly the air manages t~ ooze out between the plun
ger and the piston wall. Could it be that this is what happens at 
low speeds? Our job, therefore, during the coming months will be to 
prove or disprove these formulas. The coefficients will undoubtedly 
be changed. At 40 m.p.h. the air molecules react strongly and deve
lop increased and decreased pressures as stated. The assumption _that 
they will react in like manner at 20 m.p.h. minus the square effect 
or to only ~ value is the point in question. Experimen~s tend to 
show that we cannot use the assumption of equal relative values. 
More about this in the Report 586. 

DRAG AT LOW SPEEDS 

So far we have surmised that at low speeds the air is sluggi!h 
and thereby interfering with the "streching" upper streamline lines 
as well as g iving poor returns on pure reaction difference:i. The dra~ 
also suffers, or s hould we say rejoices, because of these characte
ristics. Take the shearin g action for an example. As the leading 
ed6e plows into our three dimensiona. web it has to tear the molecules 
apart. If i t is done slowly their resistance is great, but do it fast 
and the molecules are apart before they realize what has happened. 
It i s li ke tearing a ra~. Do it slowly and the cloth will bunch, 
strech and tear in all direction. But tear it f ast and the result 
is a clean tear line. This plowing i nto molecules at low speeds is 
like tTyin g to get a start; a pe r petual initial attempt to overcome 
the stationary molecules. While at high speeds the rnoleculesare ~ i
ven the impulse to move up or down a considerab l e distance ahead of 
the leadin e edge. So, here again the coefficient of drag mi~ht be 
much hig her for low speeds than that given for higher speeds ~cause 
of this i nitial inability of the section to obtain a start. 
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Still another drag to worry about at low speeds is the skin 
friction. It is thought that this might have something to do with 
early stalls at low speeds. With air molecules so minute that they 
could hold a political meeting on a pin point, we ~an reason ~hat we 
carry a great many of them in small cracks, crevices and lean-tos 
formed by balsa and paper fibers. All would be well if these mole
cules were self i sh and just filled up the pores. But no, they believe 
in cooperation and stick out their tenacles for other molecules to 
hold on for a free ride. By now we have a cluater like a swarm of 
nees to drag along during the flight. 

The results are not proportionate to the square law at high and 
low speeds. At high speeds we manage to clear thi~ cluster almost 
to the skin and give the lodged molecules very little chanoe to lend 
a helping hand outward beyond the surface. While at low speeds the 
cluster has time to accumulate as there is plenty of time to catch 
a hold. It is like riding a crowded street car. While the car is 
moving slow, people have time to catch the smallest holds and brace 
against steps. While at high speeds it is hard to coordinate this 
catch, and if successful, the air pressure or wind tends to tear them 
from the hold. This picture gives an idea of the boundary layer at 
low and high speeds. 

ASPECT RATIO AT LOW SPEEDS 

It has been shown that the induc<ed drag varies with Aspect Ra
tio and that this fact is ~sed by full size plane designers. The 
question is; how will this wark at model speeds. It was made evi
dent that the lower surface of the wing contributes a great deal of 
lift at low speeds. Therefore, it would be advantageous to favor it 
by having large chords. In fact, the induced drag theory might work 
hand in hand at low speeds. It might not be beyond imagination to 
expect a chord of double size to effect four times as much air. See 
sketch for thought behind it. And with air being so stagnant at our 
s p e e d s , i t m i g h t be to o u r ad v a n t a g e to re a c t u po n i t a s 1 on g a s pos
sible. Since most of the drag is usually contributed by the rest of 
the model, a s l ight increase of wing drag in return for more lift at 
lower angle of attacks is a worthwhile exchange. However, if you 
have area to spare, use high aspect ratio. 

To have fair torque and stability control it does not seem ad
visable to have aspect ratio of below 6-1. .The importance of well
des i gned tips cannot be overemphasized at low aspect ratio. What 
we may gain by having large chord, we might loose through poor tips. 
A safe rule to follow is to .use elliptical tips which have their mi
nor axis begin at about two chords' length from the tip. The out
line need not follow the ellipse to the letter, according to Mr.Hoff!
man, but it maybe of parabolic nature, which is almost identical ex
cept that the tip portion is wider. This recalls the recommendations 
we made last year of not having the tips of smaller size than 3~ in. 
as measured by the continuation of taper lines to the tip chord lin~ 
The previous discussions bear out this thoueht. Just remember, the 
smaller the airfoil, the less effective it is. 

A final word on the Aspect Ratio has to do with the shape of ai~ 
foils towards the tip. The airfoil with a large trailing edge down
jroop develops considerable high pressure under the lower camber. So 
to carry out full efficiency to the very tip we must ~radually drop 
this pres~ure by chan~ing the downward droop to a eradual s~reamline 
~t the tip. Luckily the low speed sections lend themselves to trail
ine edge tapering without necessitating individual plotting. 
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Resume of 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Report Ho. 586 

AIRFOIL SECTION CHARACTERISTICS AS AFFECTED 
BY VARIATIONS OF THE REYNOLDS ~UMBER 

By Eastman N. Jacobs and Albert Sherman 

!As interpreted by your editor) 

The object of the investieation was to make available section 
characteristics at any free-air value. Therefore, when data from a 
model test ara applied to a full size airplane, the flow conditions 
would be similar in both cases. Thie is necessary since the aerody
namic coefficients usually vary with change in the Reynolds Number, 
<the ratio of the mass force to viscous force, usually referred to 
as "scale eff~ct".) Mass is weieht of air divided by gravity constant 
I 32 ft./sec. l, and viscosity is the force with which the air mole
cules cling together. Molasses has hieh viscosity, alcohol, small. 

Early tests wete made in small open-to-air tunnels which made 
it impossible to cover a laree ranee of Reynolds Numbers needed to 
bridge the gap between 5 x ~O inch model and ? x 50 foot wing. The 
requirements b~ing that the model should be attacked by the same nu~ 
ber of molecules as the tull size win~ at thP. same instant. This means 
high compressio~ or close spacing ~f the molecuie~ of the air which 
runs in the wind-tunnel. 

The N.A.C.A. variable density wind-tunnel is a unit all enclosed 
in an elongated tank made of about 1~ inch steel plates. Powerful 
pumps can compress the air contained in it to pressures of 2~ atmos
phere , or 14.7 lbs./sq.in. x 20 = 2g4 pounds per sq. in. This in
creases the molecular contents QO times, or having a 5" chord equal 
100" (almost 8~ ft. l under normal atmospheric conditions. This tre
mendous pressure is used to simulate full size conditions for a large 
range of Reynolds Numbers. To test for Reynolds Numbers below the 
40 m.p.h. flight speed but still retain this speed for wind-tunnel 
work, the pressure was reduced as low as ~ normal atmosphere or 
3.9 lbs./sq.in., or reducinQ the number of molecules to a number 
which would correspond to the number which affects the wing at lower 
flight speeds. 

The standard 5 x 30 inch test models were made of metal, usu
ally of duralumin and very highly polished. They were repolished af
ter every run. The airfoils used were those developed by the N.A.C.A 
Luckily, some O·f them look good for model work. !In fact, J.P.Glass 
recommended some of them for model use in 1926, and they were includ
ed in the 1935-36 YEAR BOOKi 

The accuracy of these tests is as fine as modern engineering 
permits. Every care and correction factor wa.s applied during the 
run. However, the results, especially the drag and pitching moments 
under 800,~00 Reynolds Number became relatively inaccurate owing to 
the limitations imposed by the sensitlvity of the measuring equip
ment. (The equipment is very accurate and sensitive when under nor
mal fairly high load.) "In fact, it appears that the accuracy be
comes insufficient to define with certainty the shape of curves re
presenting variations of these quanti t ies with angle of attack or 
lift coefficients. Hence, the airfoi characteristics dependent on 
the shape of such curves, , that is, t.hE! optimu111 (best), lift coeffi-
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cient and the aerodynamic-center position are considered unreliab l e 
and in most cases are not presented below an effective Reynolds Num
ber of 800,000". All th i s simply means that at low speed it did not 
seem to make much difference what sort of an airfoil was used. 

Airfoils shown herewith were chosen for their possible use in 
model design. Some of ' them have curves tested at Reynolds Number of 
42,000 (very l i kely at ~atmosphere) which is equivalent of a 5 inch 
chord model flying at 9 m.p.h. Mr.Jacobs provided us with a simpl i 
fied method for obtainin~ the Reynolds Number. 

Reynolds Number - Speed (Ft. per sec. l· x Chord ( in Ft. l 
- .000157 

By using this formula you can determine the Reynolds Number for 
your particular use. The graphs given for the tests differ fromothers 
mostly in having but only one characteristic on graph. One graph shows 
lift coefficients and the other the drag. The drag readings differ 
from standard in that it is plotted against the lift angles and also 
for profile drag only. An example readin~: On the Airfoil No.8412, 
the profile drag coeffic i ent at 6° is .025 at Reynolds Number of 
41,800. Check: Lift coefficient at 6° is 1.1. drag coefficient on 
the 1.1. line is .025. Of course these coefficients can be used with 
given lift and drag formulas. However, we must not forget that the 
drag coefficients given are for profile drag only. To the drag cal
culated using coefficient from these graphs we mast also add the in-
duced drag as found from: C 2 

Induced Drag 
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Quotine aQain from the report: A"Marked scale effects that have 
been experimentally observed are usually associated with transition 
from laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer. This transi
tion from laminar flow in the boundary layer, as in Reynolds classi 
cal experiment, is primarily a function of Reynolds Number but, as 
shown the transition is hastened by the presence of unsteadiness or 
turbulence in the general air stream". Turbulence in the air stream 
of a wind tunnel hastens the transition at a given point on the mo
del at a Reynolds Number in the tunnel sooner than it would in free 
air. Th~ effective Reynolds Number for practical purposes may be 
cbtained by multiplying the test Reynolds Number by a factor termed 
as the 'Turbulence Factor'. By full scale comparison tests t his 
was found to be 2 .64. 
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"Flieht conditions as regards the effects of the transition 
may then be considered as being approximately reproduced, but it 
should be remembered that the flow at the lower Reynolds Number can
not exactly reproduce the correspbnding flow in flight. Both the 
laminar and turbulent boundary · layers are relatively thicker than 
those truly corresponding to flight, and both boundary layers have 
higher skin-friction coefficients at the lowerReynolds Number" . 

The maximum lift coefficient is one of the most important pro
perties of the airfoils. It determines the maximum lift of a wing 
as well as its stalling speed . As can be seen from the graphs, this 
maximum lift coefficient varies great ly with Reynolds Number because 
it is dependent on the boundary-layer behavour, which in turn is di
rectly a function of vis cosity as indicated by the value of the 
Reynolds Number. 

"The mechanism of the stall as affected by variations of Reyn old 
Number: Basically, the discussion is concerned mainly with the &ir
flow separation. The press~re distribution over the upper surface 
at the maximum coefficients is characterized by low-pressure point 
at a small distance behind the leading edge and by increasing pres
sure from this point in the direction of flow to the trailing edge. 
Under these conditions the reduced-energy air in the boundary layer 
may fail to progress against the pressnre differences. When this air 
(next to boundary layer) fails to progress along the surface it ac
cumulates. The accumulating air thereby produces separation of the 
main flow. The separation, of course reduces lift." 

A~it was pointed out in the first section, the reduction of pres
sure on the upper camber depends in having an unbroken airflow from 
the leading edge back. We have j ust been told that at low Reynolds 
Number the separation of this flow away from the airfoil happens at 
very small angles of attack. A visual proof is given in the first 
photograph. Although the flow seems good, the break away has hap
pened as it can be determined by the fact that the flow lines above 
the ~irfoil are almost straight back. While the second photo, taken 
at h1g~er speeds or Reynolds Number, also sh~ws separation, we still 
have lift as can be seen by the curved lines over the airfoil. The 
third photo shows a fully developed stall. Note particularly the .tear 
away of air at the leading edge, and the eddying of air from the lower 
high press ure portion. The black space is dead air being dragged a
loni, and i t just contributes so much more dra~. 
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"The process of st a 11 in g , i n general , is more complex than just 
discussed. It has been compared by Jones to a contest between lami
nar separation near the nose and the turbulance separation near the 
trailin~ e4ge , one or other winning and thus producing the stall." 
(Or it might be a combination of both. l 

From this we can see that boundary layer plays a great role at 
lower speeds. This would indicate that the upper portion of the 
leading edge i s most important. We would be led to believe that it 
should be highly polished to reduce the boundary layer, yet an ex
periment made by Mr.Jacobs would prov~ just the contrary. 

(This ex periment was mostly of an illustrative nature. It will 
very likely not appear in print. We managed to.hear of it because 
of a personal visit to the Langley Field N.A.C.A. Laboratories. l 

While testing a se r ies of 12 inch chord airfoils closely resem
bling the standard sections now used in models, it was found that 
the lift developed by the upper camber was practically zero as shown 
by the first photograph. Differences in thickness, upper and lower 
camber dit not seem to make any change in the flow. Seeing the se
paration taking place at zero angle of attack, Mr. Jacobs thought of 
placing a .1/8" diameter rod a short distapce behind the leading edge. 
The idea being to produce a turbulent flow with which to combat tur
bulent boundary layer. It is a known fact that a turbulent flow dig. 
plays much more resistance to separation than the laminar or smooth 
flow. The ex periment worketi like a charm and the sections followed 
the action similar to that or high Reynolds Number. 

It might also be mentioned that the above airfoils were made 
like model wings. One airfoil did show better characteristics. A 
close inspection later on showed that this particular airfoil had 
its leading edge spar form a sharp break with the covering, and so 
producing the turbulent flow which Mr. Jacobs later reproduced in 
other airfoils with the rod. 

This then is a condensed version of the N.A.C.A.Report No.686. 
The editor has taken rather wide interpretation liberties at cer 
tain points. It is hoped that he was correct in conveying the ori
ginal meaning, and that the authors would reco·gnize it as their work. 
The report can be obtained for fifteen cents from the 

Superintendent of Documents, Govern~ent Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 
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THE SELECTION OF AIRFOILS 

The discussion on t he l ow speed aerodynamics presented a dark 
picture for us. And if we were not already flyin g models and eet
tin g fairly good results some of us would become discouraged. To 
be perfectly frank, we must admit that our models are not such won
derful performers when compared with full size ships. Our biggest 
stock in trade is tre hi gh power we use to literally pull the models 
up regardless of their aerodynamic efficiency. Some of us ~et a lucky 
break to catch a thermal and we reflect in the work doen by natur~ 
How often have we seen a model practically point down yet being sucked 
into the clouds! Those 15-lglides some boys report mus t be optical 
illusions as it is only necessary to do a bit of calcul \ ting. If a 
~odel achieves 300 feet and its speed is 10 m.p.h. and :he glide is 
15-1, i t should take at lea.st 5 minutes to reach the gr0und. While 
normal average fli~hts are within 2 and 4 minutes duration, we can 
readily come to the conclusion that the average gliding ratio is a.
bout 7-1. This sounds reasonable. Gas models, on the other hand, 
with their larger airfoils, are beginning to show us just how a mo
del should be flying. 

Last year a series of gliding tests were ma.de on five wing sec
tions. The work was done in the stillness of an armory. The area 
of the wings was 150 sq. in., round tips, aspect raUo of 6-1, and 
with every wing having the same C.G. point and weight. Admittedly, 
these tests were no~ conducted with laboratory precision, but normal 
model practice was applied. Wing loading was about 2 oz. per 100sq.in. 
The test fuselage was solid balsa sheet with balsa tail surfaces. The 
adjustments were made by changing the angle and applying weight in 
form of modelling clay. Out of the series the Clark Y had the best 
gliding angle with a ratio of 6.5 to 1. The next in line was theRAF 
32 wit~ slightly less• A Clark Y top with single surface underca.mbe r 
showed up third with a.bout 5.5. to 1. M-6 showed 5-1 after needed 
incidence was applied. Another section of extremely deep underca.mber 
at the trailing edge was tried. This section was too unstable wtth 
the small stabilizer. It was very sensitive wit h tendencies to gal
lop. The e l ides were timed and Clark Y had the best duration. 

The above tests might not prove anything as increase of win~ 
loading and higher speeds would have shown different characteristics. 
It proved , however, that the reaction at low speed is not in pro~or
tion to the higher speeds. The performance of Clark Y in comparison 
with RAF 32 type was a surprise. It is quite possible that theiiAF's 
undercamber provided diving moments which are normally ta.ken care of 
in practice with large stabilizers and shifting the wing until the 
balancing point is reached. While the testing fuselage had fixed 
mount and small tai 1. However, the fc1ct that deeply underca.mbered 
sections di d have strong divine moments would prove that the under
camber is very effect i ve at low speeds. 

While a.broad, th e oversea. lads wanted to know the secret of Ameri
can phenomenal durations. The answer was: "Use a large dihedral.a 
lar~e t~il, large prop, plenty of power, a weak mind and strong a.rm 
when you wind to the maximum, launch and pray". This formula. has 
undoubtedly won most of the contests and it will still keep on doing 
it. The idea., of course, beine to ge the model as high as possible 
and hope f or thermals. Yet even following this formula we run into 
trouble. Sometimes the currents simply a.re not there and ve must 
admit that a.s a rule the glide of a model is pretty poor. We only 
need to compare it to the soa.rers which never 3eem to come down when 
they attempt to land. 
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The large gas models need not worry about efficiency of their 
winQs outside of their stability viewpoint. They have suff i cient po
wer in the 10 c.c. to tide them over the tight spots, as well as pro
duce 'power pu l l-ups'. The field in which we should be most concerned 
is the 500 sq. in. and under. And with introduction of smaller and 
lower power gasoline motors, the gas model builders will be in the 
same lot as the rubber powered boys. 

From the information gathered from the low speed visualizations, 
our gues, which is as good as yours, would be to use airfoils which 
have the leadinQ or entry edge Qf almost neutral chracteristics, just 
as though the airfoil was set at 0°angle of attack. Thia should pro
vide a good initial airflow with small drag values. Since the upper 
flow breaks away so soon at low speeds (pending further inve s tigation 
of the Jacobs' turbulent rod) it would seem best to pay more atten
tion to the lower camber. Referring to Figure 23 airfo i l, wi th flap 
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set at 30°, the plotted results show very good values of lift with
out increasing the drag beyond uselessness of the section. Of course 
the diving moment, or bringing of the Center of Pressure to the rear 
are great. But since we use large stabilizers this should not worry 
us very much after satisfactory flight and glide adjustments aremada 
Therefore, a good airfoil should embody this downward droop of the 
trailing edge. Perhaps more liQht will be shed on the subject by in
clusion of a report sent by one of our correspondents, Robert Hawkins. 

"Mr. Sullivan, Aeronautical Professor at Indiana Tech, put me 
next to an idea of using the complete plan form of a section then drop
ping the rear 40% of Chord about ten degrees. The effect is that of 
a 40% flap permanently depressed ten degrees. The N.A.C.A. claimed 
at a SAE meeting that the glide was increased, the stalling point r& 
maining the same, and the lift increased all out of proportion to the 
drag increase. See sketch for method used. Note that the 'bend' is 
carefully faired into the airfoil. Now, here is what I don't know 
about. Does the angle of attack used at Langley Field tests include 
the drop of the chord line or is it figured on the original line? If 
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the new chord line is used, you hve what we could consider a sort of 
a ~ lorifie d R F 32 , which makes one wonder whether its a 'find' or 
merely 'one of those things'. The Center of Pressure moves to the 
rear as the flap or bend is depPesed, but remains almost constant 
throug h the range of lift." 

Re por ts from the field favor undercambered sections. Results 
from airfo i ls of Ma rquar d t and Ritzenthaler designs proved very good 
in a c tual use. Marquardt airfoil is shown somewhere in the book.If 
these airfofls are set at a few degrees positive angle of attack, 
they would almost meet t he specifications we have just mentioned. We 
mi~ht also recall that birds' wing section closely resemble this de
si~n. And Mr. Rauol Hoffman mentions this close relation in May,1938 
issue of Popular Aviation. Since bird flight is very similar to mo
del, we can be fairly assured that we are on the right track with our 
assumptions.·Also see · Lippisch airfoil design on Page 128 . Mr. Lip
pisch knows his aerodynamics since he has been in the game from the 
very be~ining so that we can safely use his design. 

Referrine to the N.A.C.A. Airfoil 8412 we will note that it ai-
30 meets the qualifications if it is set at about 5°. In fact, Mr. 
Jacobs recommends this section for model use. It has all the needed 
features, thickness for spar depth, trailing edge adaptable for tip 
tapering and Reynolds Number tests to 41,000. It can be thinned i£ 
you wish to experiment; j ust chang£ the thickness ordinates. 

The interestin-g exp.eriment tried by Mr. Jacobs to produce a tur
bulent airflow should be a welcome test for the wings now being flown. 
It just needs cementing of 1/8 dia. rods on sol1!oe point near the lead
ing edge. The exact point seems to b,e important, so make several trials. 
This idea m~ght be carried on all surfaces. Reports would be most 
welcomed and we are sure Mr. Jacobs would like to know how his stunt 
works in practice. 

With so many doubts in our minds it is difficult to make any other 
airfoil suggestions. It is true that we have contradictions right 
and left but this is because we do no t yet have sufficient correct 
data to be certain. Since we have a vaaue idea what it is all about 
we mu s t p r e s en t a s ma n y po s s i b 1 e po i n · s f o r d i s cu s s i o n • I f i't h a s 
~nly made you to realize how little is known about low speeds, the 
inclusion of this chapter in the book will be justified. 
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AEROBALAHCE 

by A.G.Nymeyer 

The idea of the aerobalance suddenly arose in my mind when I was 
experimenting with my new airfoils. I believe it is quite new,at all 
events, I have never seen any means of comparing airfoils built like 
this. 

It can be easily built from very few and cheap parts. To obtain 
800d results His only necessary to have good bearings and an airfoil 
whose characteristics are absolutely known, I use the well known air
foil, the Gottingen 497 which has been used very much in Kurnpe and 
of whose characteristics are well known even at low speeds. The test
ing procedure is as follows: 

1. ~ 
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The test sectiond are of six inches span and chord. · Both the 
knowh and unknown wings are placed on the balance arms of the Aero
balance. The G5ttingen profile is fixed at a certain distance from 
the center and all characteristics noted, such as angle of attack and 
its C. G. point. The unknown is similarly positioned, following as 
close as possible the master win g settings. The AEROBALANCE is now 
placed in some sort of an airstream. 

The small size of t he balance makes it possible to use an elec
tric fan. A better flow can be obtained by using a four-bladed pro
peller. If these means are lack i ng, the natural wind an be used as 
knowing the speed is not important since both airfoils have identical 
speed. Of course, the set up can be complicated with a regular set 
up of honeycombs, controlled air and speed of the electric motor re
volutions. The readings are taken as follows: 

After the balance has been under the wind influence for a suff i
cient length of time to be certain of its action, the calculations 
are made. Say, for example, that the unknown airfoil had an upward 
motion which indicated greater lift than the master airfoil. We must 
now shorten its arm until both section are in balance. The equation 
presented then is: · 

Lift of known Airfoil x itsrwment arm= Lift of unknown Airfoil x its moment arm 
Or - Lk x f4tc • Lu x Mu 

The only unknown or X, will be the Lift of the unknown wingT 
All other factors ate known or can be measured. However, this equa
tion does not take care of the difference in weight of the balance 
halves as the sections are moved for counterbalance, and so moving 
the C.G. The corrected dlagram is shown in the sketches. 

To eliminate all weight factors the AEROBALANCE can be placed 
into a vertlcal airstream, and since the weight of the various parts 
is at right angles to the lift we can forget the weight in the cal
culations. The drag force can be !ound on the horizontal airflow as 
nere the drag force is at right angle to the weight forces. 

The method just disclosed to compare aerodynamic characteri$ics 
of different airfoils can be applied to many other objects, such as 
fuselages shapes. It can be modified to meet a great many conditions. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr.Hymeyer has provided us with a new method of trying out oar ideas 
The idea can be very helpful in deciding which section to us. It is unfortunate 
that we do not have more characteristics of the section he mentioned besides those 
I isted in the Report shown elsewhere in the book. Offhand, the square planfo~m 
seems a bjt on the doubtful side, althought the six inch chord Is a good size to 
use. One difficulty in using large spans is that we move out of the current 
sphere as produced by an ordinary electric fan. Perhaps some of you can make lar
ger airflow supply, or wish to test outdoors . Let us, therefore, standarize on the 
fol lowing: 

Use Clark Y as the Master Air.foil. Dimensions 5• Chol'd, 15" Span with round 
tips. This wing will have an a~ea of 70 sq.in. with an Aspect Ratio of ~.5 to I. 
This section should show up the difference between flat and undercambe~ed lower 
surfaces- If tests are made in a steady stre:am, the I ift of the Clark Y can be 
found by plac ing weight on the opposite arm at the point which is the aa11e dla
tance from center as the Clark Y's C.G. Of course, it Is understood that the ba
lance will be balanced before tee tests are begun. 

There is no limit to the applications of' this dev•ce. It Is hoped that great 
many of us wi l l try it and have concrete information by next year. If all of us 
were to wait for the other fellow to do the experi~ental work we would never ~ake 
any progress towards a better understand lng ci1f Low Speed Aerodyna11ics. 



STABILITY 

With introduction of higher speeds to meet higher wing loading, 
and the universal adoption of the gasoline motors, our stability prob
lems are growing because speed is one force which shows up ~he slight
est defects, no matter be it man or machine. The model has three di
mensional possibilities and its stability becomes more complex that 
that of a two dimensional vehicle such as an automobile or boat. 

There are three classes of stability: Longit~dinal, or up and 
down. Directional, or right and left. Rolling, or changing the po
sition of the wing with respect to the horizon. Although all three 
work in cooperation, the last two are almost always used incombination. 

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 

Longitudinal or up and down stability is requi~ed because the 
lifting force of the wing does not stay fixed with change in airflow 
or an@le of attack. It is basically dependent on the position of the 
C.G. in relation to the lift re3ultant. Discounting the effects of 
the propeller and thrust line, we can stabilize a model as sketched. 
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Most of the adjusting directions mention the position of the 
C.G. at 1/3 Chord behind the leading edge. Yet when thip is done 
the model still stalls. The reasons are sketched. Note that be
sides having a lift we also have a drag force to counteract if the 
C.G. is placed directly below the lift force. The drag force tends 
to stall the model, and if the stabilizer is not able to counteract 
it, the model will be unstable. As you all well remember after you 
have placed the C.G. at the 1/3 point you still had to push the win~ 
back so that the C.G. counteracted both the lift and the dra g moment. 
Just how much should we move the C.G. forward to balance both forces? 
The simplest trick is to take the resultant formed by the lift and 
drag, and extend it through the model. The C.G. can be placed any
where along this line with assurance that it will be correctly posi
tioned 

To obtain the correct resultant angle we must know ~he forces 
acting on the lift and drag lines, as well as the point through which 
it acts, or the Center of Pressure. Judging from experience it would 
seem that the LID of a wing is about 8 at the angles of attack we use 
4° to 7°. The Center of Pressure is between 30 and 40% Chord. This 
infotmatipn provides us with a rough means of computing the place and 
the angle of the resultant so that we can estimate the line on which 
the C.G. shoul9 be located for the simplest and the best method of 
achieving longitudinal stability. 



This type of stability is used in the regular aircraft design
ing. Its value lies in the fact that we have no load on the stabi
lizer, and the moment the wing wanders away from its setting without 
manual control, the stabilizer effect is almost immediate. The de
signs that require a load, up or down, on the stabilizer, are always 
tricky since we cannot be sure of how the stabilizer will react. 

This method of achieving longitudinal stability can be easily 
applied to gas models where the weight. is concentrated on the nose. 
The resultant line should be known, and if possible marked on the 
fuselage . When a model misbehaves you can always begin the checking 
by starting with the C.G. position. 

The stability diagram evolved for rubber models during the last 
three fears is as illustrated. This is the outcome of bringing the 
wing forward· and using ci. large lifting tail to balance the upward ten
dency of the wing force. Note that the C.G. is almost at the trail
ing edge of the wing. The design is definitely of semi-tandem pat
tern, and if we make a few calculations you will see that we can 
treat it as such. 

In the AERODYNAMICS section we have been shown that we have down
vash. We do not know its angle at low speeds but we can assume 1°. 
This would set the actual airflow for the stabilizer at 1° less than 
set by the base line. We can also realize t .hat the air ' is fairly well 
mixed up by the time it reaches the stabilizer so that we cannot ex
pect it to be 100% efficient; 75% efficiency is a fair estimate. Re
membering the3e conditions we can go ahead and make few calculations 
to familiari~e ourselves with the action of a lifting tail. 
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With the wing lift ahead of tne C.G. it is evident that this 
force will try to stall the model unless we have a counterlift on the 
tail end. Just at what angle will the wing and tail forces balance 
each other? Let us take for an examp ea model using a 200 sq.in. 
wing, 80 sq. in. stabilizer, Gottingen 497 for wing, and Clark Y for 
stabilizer, 3° incidence (about l/8 11 blocking for 5 11 chord) on winR 
a n d 0 ° o n s t a b i 1 i z e r • W i n g ' s mom e n t a rm i s 3 11 and s t a b i 1 i z e r' s i s 18 11 • 

"" To simplify calculations we, will use standard coefficients, areas 
and moment arms We could use the reQular formulas but since speed . 
and air density will be same for both surfaces, we can leave them ou~ 
Because the tail is only 75% effective we have an effective stabili
zer area of 60 sq.in. Because of 1° downwash, the angular difference 
between the wing and stabilizer is 4°. Therefore: 

Results for wing at 3° 200 sq. in. ic .75 (coef.) x 3" = 450 units 
Results for tail at .. 1° 60 sq. in. ic .3 (coef.) x 18" • 324 units 

Under t hese conditions the wing will obviously lift the front in
to a larger angle of attack until a balance of forces is achieved, as: 

Results for wing at 7" 200 sq. in. x I.OS (coef.) x 3": 630 units 
Results for tail at 3° 60 sq. in. >t .6 {coef.) x 18": 648 units 

The balance is now in effect with stabilizer in favor. These cal
culations come very close to observed performance, especially the 7o 
angle of attack. Mr. R. Hoffman made extensive experim~nts on hand 
launched . gliders and he found that e0 was a good average. Having the 
C.G. further back on rubber models we can concede th~ 7°. 
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If the wei 6ht of our test model · is 8 ozs., the a bove proportion 
of moment arms indicate that the win g lifts about 6 ~ ozs. and the st~ 
b i l i z er H oz s , Th i s e qua t ion or a er o·d y n am i c balance w i 11 hold true 
at all speeds. Speed, not including t he effects of thrust line, has 
no effect on the balance. It is evident that since both surfaces 
have the same speed they must hava the same proportionate reaction. 
The ch an g e of speeds , a s i L w 1 11 -be cleared up i n the POWER ch apter , 
determines the fli ght path in relation to the horizontal line. While 
the aerodynamic lon gitudinal balance determines the position of mo
del in relation to t he airflow. In our case, d iscountin ~ torque and 
assuming head-on fli ght, the base line or fuselage center line would 
be 4° positive in relation to the fli ght pa th. See sketch. 

The modern method of adjustin ~ rubber and ~ as mo del s is to first 
adjust for the best glide, and then for t he power climb. The glide 
adjustments are u~ually made by movin ~ surfaces back and fort h , in
creasing incidences and movin g or addin g wel ~ ht. The final setting 
result is the aerodynamic balance of the tandem set-up just covered, 
or the positionin g of the C.G. on the Lift-Drag resultant line. The 
power climb is controlled by shiftin c the thrust line until best re
sults are obtained. Why must the thrust line be shifted to provide 
climbing stability? 
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Referring to the di~ g rams: If the Thrust Line is passed through 
t h e C . G . , t h e mom e n t s a b o u t t h e C • G . s e e m t o be s a t i s f i e d a t a g 1 an c e. 
But if we were to work out the thrust dia gram on the assumption that 
the model is set at angle of attack of 4° we will note a~ upward com
ponent of thrust which tends to nose the model upward. (In experience 
this is illustrated by the fact that most models stall under power 
until down thrust is applied. J Checking on the down thrust used we 
note that model builders use anywhere from 1/ 32 " to 11 8" down block
in g on H" dia. or height of nose plu gs. In angles this varies from 
1° to 5°. The 5° is most applicable to the 200 sq. in. model we are 
checking. If we draw this 5° down thrust line in reference to the 
base or center line of the fuselage we will note that thrust is now 
almost parallel with the fli~ht path. T~e upward thrust component 
is lost and we have slight downward effect. However, we assumed a
bout the maximum downthrust used in practice 3°or 4o is more like 
what we actually use. A 4° downthrust would balance the upward com
ponent. ·While a 3° downthrust woul~ still p~oduce a small upward 
force. However, its value is comparatively small and it can be easi· 
ly cc~trolled by the ieneral aerodynamic balance. 



We have cleared up the upward or upsetting thrust component by 
changing the thrust line. But we now have a thrust force line pas
sing about 1 11 above the C. G. tending to dive the model. The power of 
this forcecan be roughly estimated from the LID characteristics of 
the model. If our 8 oz. model has su ch excellent L/D as 8 to 1, the 
drag would be 1 oz. This dra~ requires 1 oz. of thrust for level 
flight. Therefore our diving force is 1 in./ oz. This diving force 
is easily balanced by the slight upward component force at the nose. 
Since increase or decrease in thrust effects both forces equally, 
our balance is assured. This accounts for the final fine adjustments 
we all make with down thrust. 

From t he descriptio n given, it would seem advisable to keep to 
non-liftin g tails on gas jobs, which is understood to be the posi
~ioning of the C. G. alon g the Lift-Dr ag Re~ultant line. Using lift
ing airfoils on the stabilizer with the C. G. so positioned that they 
do not developed any special dangerous characteristics. In fact, it 
could be used to compensate the thrust line if it is under the C.G. 
However, the airfoil effect should be slight or the stabilizer will 
assume the upper hand since it has such an enomous moment arm advan
tage over the wing. 
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The formula for finding an approximate non- l ifting tail area is 
2iven in the diagram. Note that we have coefficients to justify for 
different designs. Rubber models musL naturally have larger stabi-
1 izers since the motor weight is distributed along the fuselage and 
the wing so far back. While easoline models have the wing so far 
forward t hat we can mi nimize the effect of enertia caused by swin~
in& fuselages. It requires more power LO stop the swinging of a lon 2 
beam than short one, even if both are of same weight. It mi ght be 
~entioned that the formula is simply a check. You may use more or 
less area than the formula produces. A smaller area requi~es finer 
adjustments,while a large area tail gives fair results with rou gher 
adjustments. In aviation, the tail size is kept as small as possible 
to cut down the dr~e. 

Although a lifting stabilizer is not the ideal stabilizing me
dium, we are forced to use ~t on our r ut~er models. So, we might as 
~ell know how to get the most out of t hem. When using a liftin@ tail 
the first concern is to make sure tha the wing stalls before the 
tail if something unusual happens. The very fact that the tail works 
at 4° angle of attack less than the w: ne should be of some consola
tion. However, we must not foreet the lifting characteristics at 
low speeds. We can keep the efficiency of the stabilizer high by 
using double rudders. This has t he effect of increasing the Aspect 
Ratio or reducing the tip losses without increasing the span. Also, 
when the airflow is from a side the blanketing of the stabilizer and 
rudder area is less when the rudder is divided into two portions. 
Another stunt is to use fairly low aspect ratio to keep the stabili
zer rs Reynolds Number comparable to wing. In all, try to make it as 
efficient as you can without increising the angle of attack differ
ences between wing and stabilizer. 



SPIRAL STAB I LI TY 

Spiral stability is a combination of Directional and Rolling 
Stability. It was discussed in great length in 1937, but models are 
still spinning in 1938 so that some of us must still have vague 
ideas about the matter. 

We cannot avoid making spirally ~nstable models every once in 
a while, and most of us have sufficient adjusting experience to ob
tain some sort of flights from such models. However, we find consi
derable trouble attached to them as every adjustment we make only 
seems to hold for that particular power. They might fly fairly ~ood 
under low power or calm weather, but &s soon as we pile on turns or 
try to fly in rough weather we run into trouble again. This is a 
sharp comparison against a stable model which seems to possess mi
raculous power of adjusting itself to all sorts of weather and power 
~onditions. Just what is the difference between a stable and un
>table design? For the answer we must review the action of themodel 
1hile under influence of airflows which effect the model from sides, 
just as we did for the Longitudinal Stability which depended on the 
airflow along the flight path. 

Offhand, we are led to believe that a model flies with the fu
selage parallel with the airstream. Very likely, this idea has led 
us to minimize the importance of stability required to keep the mo
del in control while side forces are trying to throw the model out 
of course. One of the basic forces which we have to keep under con
trol is the propeller torque. The torque will re~ct against the fu
selage and try to rotate the model in a direction opposite of the prop 
rotation. The moment this force is applied, the lift component of 
the wing is no longer vertical, but at an angle. In the head-on view 
the result is a side force trying to pull the model away from the flignt 
path. A plan view of the forces would show us this force plus the 
thrust force. Since both are pulling at angles to each other we have 
a resultant which is somewhere between the two. This resultant then 
becomes the new flight path with the model at an angle to it asshown. 
It is assumed that some force is now counteracting the torque. 

With the fuselage no longer in line with the flight path, we 
present an altogether new face to the airflow. If we glance along 
this new flow we will see a compressed side view of the model. Let 
us take several desi~ns from this view and find out how they will 
react under the same conditions. 
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CASE #1:- Using a flat wfng. The wing halves balance each other. The rudder h~s 
a slight counteracting arm to the horizontal C.G. line but its effect is more than 
balanced by the landing gear. So we can expect the ~odel to keep on rotating un
der the torque force. 

CASE #2:- Using a wing with "V" dihedral. The ~ing has a counteracting force in 
form of changed angle of attack on the wing-halves. The inside wing has a posi
tive angle and the outsidP. h~c a negative angle of attack; just what we needed 
for counter torque. 

CASE #3:- A low wing with "V" dihedral. The effect is similar to #2 except that 
the lift forces are closer to the C.G.i hence shorter moment arms, and the fuse
lage is blanketing and spoiling a portion of the outside wing ~nd thereby putting 
~reater load on the inside wing. 

~ASE #ij:- A reversed dihedral. Works hand in hand with torque until rotation rea· 
ches 180° and then the dihedral assumes the "V" effect. 

CASE #5:- Gull Shape dihedral. Shows how inefficient the gull shape is .at large 
drift angles. Hote how the outside tip has a tendency to blanket the inside an
gled portion of the wing. This shape should be avoided on high powered 111odels 
unless exact dr ift angle can be calculated, and correct gull shape used. 

:ASE #6:- The Ti p dihedral. This is used in many cases. Its effect comes from 
the long moment arm. Its danger is in the excessive upturn which miqht stall at 
large drift angles, thereby hastening the spin~ 

CASE #7:. High rudder to provide a long arm above the horizontal C.G. Its effect 
is small since the small chord might not provide the force exDected, and thereby 
offsetlng its purpose. 

CASE #8:- A low rudder. It wi 11 help to rota.te the model. Dihedral must be in
creased. Wheel pants have the same effect. 

CASE #9:- Wing set on center fin. Small effect because of it~ short distance from 
C.G. Its use will call for a larger rear rudder. Might be of help on streamlined 
models where the fuselag.e has low drag and so making regular rudder too effective. 

CASE #10:- Elliptical wing slightly parasol and divided rudders. Advantages of 
tip and "!"dihedral, plus no sharp dihedral breaks. Divided rudders keep the 
rear P~rt1on o'. ~he model neutral so that same adjustments will apply to power 
and glide cond1t1ons. 
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Of . all the cases presented the "V" an4 Elliptical hold best pro
mis~s. If you plan to use other~. be sure to realize ~heir limita
tions and make up the shortcomings. Also when flying these des i gns 
be sure to watch ou t for the tendencies mentioned 

The next step is to determine just at what drift angle the wing 
will stop rotating and torque counteracted. The simplest answer is: 
When the wing reaches a point at which the drift an gle will provide 
an angle of attack for the wing at which it can t'.l ke c.are of the torque. 
Using the "V" dihedral wing for an example, t he followin ~ ca l culat101 
can be made: 

Refe~ring back to our longitudinal stability model, we found 
that the 200 sq . in. wing had to carry a load of aa ozs. The span of 
the wing is 40" and the dihedral is 4" under each tip, or 1z0 . The 
torque of a tightly wound motor suitable for an 8 ~z. model is rough
ly 40 in./ozs. Shown on the diagram, this torque is distributed on 
the two halves of the winQ at the 10" points where the lift of each 
half is centered. Note that we have upward and downward forces of 2 
ozs. To counteract this torque we must decrease the lift of the out
side wing to 1. 35 oz. and increase the lift of the inside wing to 5.35 
azs. The ratio of the difference is 1 to 4. We must now find the 
drift an gle at which the lift coefficients of the two halves will be 
in such a ratio. How to find these angles and more information on 
dihedral, we ref e r you to the lollowing a~ticle by Albon Cowles. 
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ACTION OF DIHEDRAL IN SIDE DRIFTS 

by Albon Cowles 

Diagrams from 1 to 4 show front views of dih~dral shapes used 
in model designing. The various dihedrals were calculated so t hat 
the lift is equal for all cases. Using a lift of a flat win e as100% 
efficient, the loss of lift because of dihedral triangulation is 4%; 
or we may term the dihedral 96% efficient. As explained in the 1937 

'i\P' 'po,:/DIHEDtAL' 
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YEAR BOOK, the torque of the motor produces a side slip to provide 
counter-torque force. The effect of such a side slip on the different 
dihedrals can be calculated by finding out the new angle of attack 
produced by the new airflow at an an ~ le across the wing. The method 
used to determine the new anele of attack is shown on Diagram 5. The 
10" radius segment is used to simplify the angular calculations. 
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Using the "V" dihedral for example, the calculations are made 
as follows: For 4" tip dihedral on a 40" span wing, the point "A" 
is two inches above the base on a 10" radius. Knowing the drift an-
6le, the new angle of attack can easily be found by findin'g the dis
tance 8-D and solving the Sine formula of: 

Sine C : -~~- : Angle of attack 

Example: If ~~ift angle is 25°, distance BO is 9/16" or .5625. Therefore, 
Sine C: ~ : .05625. Our trig tables show that the angle for Sine 
.05625 is 3° plus. We now have a. wing whose inside half has an 
angle of attack of 3°, and whose outside wing half has -3°, or ap anqular 
difference of 6° in angle of attack. 

Using a Clark Y airfoil we can make a complete table of Angles 
of Attack as developed by the different drift angles. All we need 
to know is the BO distance in decimals; move the decimal point to 
the left by one, and then find the Sine angle of this number under 
the Sine Table. 

Example: Clark Y, Span 40", 'V' Shape, 4" under 
each tip. A:-lnside wing. B:-outside wing. 
Drift Angle of Attack Lift Coefficients 
~ngle Sine "A• "B II "A" "B" 

50 .015 10 -lo .45 .35 

10° .0218 I 1/'J° -1 1/-JJ .5 .3 

15° .0281 I 2/'J° -1 2/-JJ .53 .27 

2.00 _oq37 2t0 -2i0 .6 .2 

25° .056 30 _30 .63 • 17 

30° .0687 40 -~o • 7 • I 

The method used to find 
the angle of attack of other 
dihedral shapes is a modifi
cation of the above system. 
Of Gourse the different di
hedral dimensions will change 
the Sine readings as will 
the different shapes. The 
Gull shape will use 3.9" 
since its maximum dihedral 
is at 10" point. This is 
a 1 so tr n e for the t i p di he
d r al. We will have to have 
a.double table for thePoly
d1hedral; one for each sec
tion. 
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When using the results thus obtained to find the resultant coun
ter-torque force remember to apply this force at the correct spot.The 
force would be placed at the half-way mark for the 11 V11

• While GULL 
only gets it at ~ point of the wing half, and the tip design gets it 
way out at the ~ portion. The polydihedral will need two moment arm~ 
one for each angled section. 

Diagram 6 is a comparison graph of the different dihedrals set 
at various drift angles. The graph was calculated as on .the 11 V11 di
hedral example for all the shapes given, and the forces applied at 
the correct spot as mentioned in the above paragraph. The individual 
calculation tables were too lengthy to include in this article. How
ever, the graph is a true indication of the counter-torque force re
lation of the dihedrals when all the wings have same characteristics 
while flying at same angle of attack and at z.ero drift angle. CI course 
any deviation from the forms given would result in different readings 
Increasing the tip dihedral of the GULL would undoubtedly make a bet
ter showing. But since it is the purpose of this article to show the 
extremes, modifications and special designs will have to be calcula
ted by the Teader. 

The graph was also plotted without reference to the parasol ef
fect or the lengthening of the moment arm due to increased distance 
between the center of lift and the C.G. An increase in parasol would 
be most beneficial to the GULL, and slightly to the POLYDIHEDRAL. 

The results shown are purely mathemathical, and coefficients 
used are as listed for regular airplane use. No correction was ap
plied to possible interference where the change of dihedral is affect
ed. Results show the Polydihedral to be best of the series, and this 
would let us to believe that an elliptical shape, which is similar 
but without dihedral breaks would be best. 

SPIRAL STAB I UTY (Cont I nued) 

To find the lift coefficient differenc~ of the two halves of 
l to 4 for our test model wing, we must make a table similar to 
Cowles'. Except that we will use Gottingen 49? instead of Clark ~ 
We can use his Drift Angle, Sine and Angle of Attack readings since 
they are applicable to our 200 sq.i~. wing which also has a 40 11 

Span and a 4 11 tip dihedral. We will add to his table the drag· coef 
ficients and the lift ratios of the two halves to enable us to make 
quick comparison at various drift angles. 

Drift Sine Angle of Attack "A" Coets. "B" Coe s. Lift Ratio I 
Angle Value "A" "8" Lift Drag Lift Drag "8" to "A• . 

f 

50 .015 10 .10 • 6 .03q .5 .027 5 to 6 

10° .022 I I/'!' -1 I/'!' .67 .oqo .1~5 .022 q.s to 6.7 

15° .028 I 2/'!' -1 2/'f' .69 .oq3 .q3 .021 q.3 to 6.9 

20° .oq3 2a0 -2a0 • 75 .050 .35 .020 3.5 to 7.5 

25° .056 30 .30 .80 .055 .32 .018 9.2 to 8 

~ .068 qO .qo .86 .060 .27 .017 2.7 to 8.6 

The above table shows that at a drift angle of ~o0 we approach 
our required ratio of outside and inside wing lift difr~rence of 1 
to 4. The calculations were made with the assumption that the a~le 
of attack ~as o0 when the fuselaee is parallel with the airflow.The 
lift coefficients for 4° and-4° anele of attack differences for the 
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two halves miQht prove to be two small in value to ~reduce tne r~ 
quired counter torque forcd. Consequently the angle of attack of 
the entire wing will have to b~i;,i~~reased until the counter force i s 
larRe enough. On our model the~~n~ l e of attack had to be 7° to sa
tisfy the wing and stabilizer balance. This increase would give us 
11° for the inside wing and 3° for the outside wing. Note that we 
keep the required 8° difference for the counter torque force. The 
torque force is now balanced because we have reached the setting at 
which the entire wing lifts e~ ozs. How about our longitudinal 
stability ? Using our Lon~itudal Stability calculations, we have: 

Results for ino1vldual wing halves, ( A) 
mode I set at 7° Ang I e of Attack: (8) 

100 sq. in. x l.25 ( 11°): 375 Units 
I 00 sq. i n. X • 75 ( 3°) : 225 Uni ts 

A total of 600 Units 

Our stabilizer's UNITS totaled to 648 so that the thE '.lngle of at· 
tack will be decreased slightly until the longitudinal balance ls 
reached . Eowever, the change will be small since the .stabilizer is 
now le·ss efficient because the ruddt~r blankets considerable area at 
the dri ft angle of 30°. The sli~ht decrease in angle of attackshould 
not change the counter-torque force because the model will automati
cally speed up at lower angles because of reduction in drag. So that 
we can now assume tha:t we have the model under control in all respects. 

A glance at the differences in the drag of the wing halvesshould 
explain why the model's natural circle is with the torque. The po
sition of the model with respec t to the horizon will depend on the 
thrust poRer. (The difference between thrust power and torque is 
that th r ust power is the final pulling force of the propeller; whi le 
torque is the power reauired to run the prop. The torque is h)gh 
when prop is inefficient and low when it is working under ideal con
ditions. More about this later . l 

The next step i s to calculate just what sort of a "face" the 
model presents to the airflow. The approximate "face" can be calcu
lated as follows: Let' s us assume that the maximum thrust for our 
model is 2 ozs. Placin e this force in our 30° drift diagram we ob
tain 116 oz. side force. (lt is simpler to work backwards. Too many 
unknowns if we start· from scratch. l Using a scaled diagram, we find 
that the win~ has rotated 7°to reach the counter torque point. We 
ca~ now "stop'.'_ the model in midair · a.nd examine its_ "face". 

/l/T. 8oX.. 
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(H.t:ECT/VE) 

FACE' (),r A -/tf()!JEJ, "' l',PE~NTOJ 
TO .4/RFLOJY AT .JtJ• -'IPE OR/FT 
N'ITll TIJR~(IE 8"4LAHCE/J 

The sketch shows us that the i nside wing has almost reached the 
horizontal position, the difference being 5°. (12°dihedral and 7° 
rotation. l The angle of the at t ack on the inside wing is 11° which 
determines the angle of the model as presented by the fusela~e lines. 
This then is the position of a stable model when torque forces the 
wing to seek the counteracting force. It is of course assumed that 
forces are balanced on each side of the C.G. and that the higher drag 
of the i nside wing i s causing the model to circle with the torque. 
But· what happens when other or counter forces are introduced? 
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FIRST CASE: Let us assume that the area behind the C.G. is too small 
to balance the area in the front In practice, rudder area too small. 
Referring to the plan view of a model in a 30° drift angle we cansee 
that the more powerful front force will try to swing the model into 
still greater anele. If the drag increase of the inside wing is not 
sufficient to counter-act the front force, the drift angle wilJ con
tinue until fuselage will be presentin~ almost the full length view. 
Consequently the overall drag will increase and lift efficiency will 
drop until the model just flounders. A good indication when a model 
has too small rudder is tailwigwags back and forth as it approaches 
a stall while under low power. Under high power, the model just me.Es 
a rieht or left wing over, and diye for ~round. 
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SPINNlHG WITH TORQUE TURN 

SECOND CASE: The assumption now is that the rear portion has too large 
an area. In practice, rudder too lar~e, Referring again to the plan 
view of a model in a drift angle we see that the large rudder tries 
to force the fuselage into the airflow, or decrease the drift angle. 
We have just calculated that our design has rotated 7° to achieve 
the 30° drift angle. But if the rudder keeps on forcing the modei 
to face the airflow we can realize that the wing never reaches the 
30° drift angle, and if this is the angle needed for counter torque 
force, the torque keeps on rotating the wing. If we did not have gra· 
vity, the result would be a horizontal spiral flight with wing ro
tating. But with gravity always waiting to pounce on the unwary,we 
have the following results when the rotating wing reaches a vertical 
position. The lift is now horizontal, which accounts for tight cir
cles. And the large rudder act like a stabilizer forcing the nose 
into a dive. The outcome is the familiar fast twist commonly known 
as a "spin". Cure: Reduce the rudder area until the wing can assume 
the requi~ed drift angle to counter-act the torque. Or increase the 

.dihedral so that the required force will be obtained at lower drift 
angles at ~hich the rudder does not assume dominant posi~ion. 

CIRCLING AGAINST TORQUE 

During the last four years it was found that a model can be more 
easily adjusted if it is flown against the torque. A model which would 
normally spin very easily when circling with the torque, could be111.de 
to perform good in 'against torque' adjustments. Also that the best 
adjustment3 were made by offsettine the thr~st line. Adjustine with 
the rudder alone usually forced bhe model into a spin after the po
wer used up. 
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Circling with the torque proved so successful because the side 
torque minimized the domination of the extra large rudder, which 
caused the spin in with the torque turn. Exami?in~ the diagram you 
will see how side thrust balances the large rudder effect. If they 
balance, the wing reaches its drift an~le and torque control is main
tained. Normally, our excessive power assumes domination and the 
model circles to the right. The drift angle remains as before as 
the wing still has to control the torque. The side thrust does coun
teract the torque in a mild way as shown by the force diagram. 

This then is the explanation why we are able to use large rud
ders when we adjust models to fly against the torque. If we adjust 
by rudder alone, we lessen its effective side area. And by thrust 
line we provide a counter balance. The scheme of the arrangements 
works out well as power becomes exhausted: The drift angle decreases 
and with it the danger of large rudders. A slight right rudder is 
usually used in combination with side thrust to continue the cir
cle after the power is out. 

SPINNING WHILE CIRCLING AGAINST TORQUE 

At first glance, it would seem impossible to spin circling 
with the torque. Especially since our minds are so fixed with the 
idea that the inside wing is always low for torque control. It is 
hard to reason how a model would rotate in direction favoring the 
torque. However, the models spin so there must be a reason. Our 
reason does not deal with gyroscopic forces which also seem to be 
more effective while circling against the torque. A detailed ar
ticle by Mr. Cameron will cover that viewpoint. 

Spins while circling against the torque usually occur while we 
still have high or excessive power. Referring tu the diagram ~e can 
see that if the thrust force exceeds the rudder balance, the model 
will 8wing into still greater drift angle. Consequently the wing 
will have excessive torque control and it will begin to rotate in 
torque direction. If high power still pevsists, the rotation will 
continue until the wing is banking for the right turn. As soon as 
we begin to steepen the bank the lift is angled and higher speed re
quired for level flight. But at the same tLme the side thrust is 
now no longer sidewise but downward. With lift lost through steep 
banking, and side thrust now developing a down force the result is 
our familiar spin. ' 

Cure for spinning against the t1Hque is to reduce the side thrust. 
Increasing the rudder area would help, but it would be a combination 
of two wrongs making one right with results that as soon as one be
comes weak the other dominates. We still come back to our old stand
by; too large rudder, because if the rudder was not too large in the 
first place we would not have to use such excessive side thrust which 
would upset the balance. A larger dihedral would also help by keep
ing the drift angle small and so lessening the rudder and side thrust 
balance. 
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SPIRAL STABILITY IN A GLIDE 

We do not have much troubl~ with spiral· stability in a ~lide as 
~e do while under power. This is mostly due to the fact that most 
of the present models use considerable dihedral which brings the mo
del back into flight line if an upsettinP, force is applied. Thetrou
ble will usually be found on soarin g ~liders or models which ha ve 
small dihedral and lar ge rudder. The action is as follows: 

An upsettin g force causes the model to rotate and so brin j in 
our famous s ide force. The action is identical as described u~ d er 
"spinnin~ wit h torque" section, except that our "torque" force is 
now the weiRht or inertia of the rotatin ~ winft and model which has 
to be brou~ht back to a level position. To do this we must j et our 
drift an~le, and so increase the anele of attack on the insi Je win~ 
W i t h i n t r o d u c t i o n o f s i d e d r i f t , w e c an no t k e e p t he r u d d e r o u t o f i t. 
If the rudder is of correct size, we will have no trou bl e . Rut if 
it is too lar ~ e, the wing will never reach the required d rift a nele 
and the initial upsettinP, force will continue to rotat e the Modei 
u n t i l t he mo de l t i g h ten s t he bank • W i th s tee p bank t he l i f t i s lo st 
since we have no excess thrust to speed up the model. Wit h lift 
gone, and th e model in a n almost vertical bank, the rud der does its 
d irty work and dives the mo del into the ~ roun d . 

The above action can be rig ht or left, dependine on the upset 
tin~ force. The dan~er of sharp turne d rudders will become aµ parent 
mostly in a elide, es pecially if the rudder borders near too lar~ e 
area proportions. This action can be best brou ght home by quoting 
from actual flieht t es ts made by Mr. Weick as reported in N.A. C.A. 
Report No. 4~14 

REPORT No. 494 

A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE LATERAL CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
SHORT WIDE AILERONS AND VARIOUS SPOILERS WITH DIFFERENT AMOUNTS 
OF WING DIHEDRAL 

F:Ft 'ECT Ot' lllHEIHU L 

ln o rdrr to mnkr 1111 n. pprn isnl of thP r fl'ect of dih f'
drnl 011 thC' churnctC'ristics of thr rnrio1 1,; latC'rn l control 
systrms, it wn s first nrcC'ss:n'y to dt'trrminC' th r dfC'ct 
o f dihedrnl 011 thr s tability chnractf'ri;; ti rs of the ni r
plnrir , It \\'H" kno wn thnt thr clihf'drnl princ ipa lly 
nffrctrd thr rollini.r ch:irnetrristics of tlH• a ir plnnr undrr 
co nditions of s i<lrslip. I t wn s not 1•xpPctrd th nt th r 
longit udi na l stability 1rnuld hr grr:1tly afl'rc tc•cl h,\· thC' 
d ihedrnl r hn11gr :ind thP flight ksts ,.: h01rrd t hi s to hr 
truC', Thr nirplnrH• 1rns longitudin :illy stahle with nil 
thr dih rdrn l nni:drs for 1hC' cond itions !l•strcl :i ncl , :i;; far 
ns thr piolots cou ld dC'1PrminC', thl' (' h:1rnctrristic·s 11-1'1'1' 
the sn mc i11 nil cnsrs. An nt tr111pt to >'l' Jl:ll':l(l' tlu• di
rcctionnl s in bi lit y <'11nrnct Prist ics frn111 (hr 111orr grnrrnl 
lntentl s tnhilitv ,c hnr:1rtt• ri :-;ti1s \\':ts ,;11c·r pssful only ;it 
0° dih rdrn l, wl~r r C' t hr ml ling d11r tn ;; idrs lip w:1;; .s mnll. 
The re thr tC';;t,.: inclicatPd thnt t hl' :1irplanr had n f:1ir 
drg rrr of dirrct ion :il stahi lit.r . 

With o0 clili r<lral thr airpl:111r 11·:1s dPfinit r lY 1111st:1hlr 
]ntrrn ll v. \Yh Pll cl1•lilH' r;ttPlr c:111srd to si1kslip in 
eith f' r dirrctio11, it wu1ild t111:n in thr clirPdion of th r 
initi nl slip nn d.spirnl inddinitPl_v 1d1PthPr tl11' cun!rols 
wrrc fr rr<l or rrtu rn r d to nr11tral. By :t11 i11n1':1sP of 
thr dihrdral to ;1°, th r stab ilit y (' h:t rndrris ti cs wrrr 

t' whnt i111pro1,rd. I n thi s condition, thl' airpi:rnP 
.. s un stnblr only with 1hr controls frrrcl. \\' ith thP 

controls neutrnlizrd thC' nirplnnC' wo1 il<l l'C'CO\' rr to 
s trni O'h t flight nftC'r a fr11, oscillntions. \Yi th G0 

dihedrnl th~ nirplnnr wn s s tnblC' bot h with frpp controls 
nnd 11-ith thr controls rC'tunlC'd to nrutrnl. 

The nirplnnr rxhibit('(l inst:1bility of :1 clifl'rrf'nt t.1·1w 
with go dihf'drnl nnd co nt rols frrc. \\"hrn sidP;;Jip 11·:1,.: 
stnrted to thr right , for exnrnplr, nnd thl' contrnls 
fr('('d, thr nirp lnn r 1rn1ild turn din'rt ly to 1hc' lrft :m:1y 
from the init i:t l sidrslip (1d1rm1;; 1\·ith 0° clihC'drnl, it 
hnd turnrd in to thC' sidr,.:Jip ) :ind 1rnuld co111nH•nc1' ;1 
lrft nosr-down ;;pirnl ncrompnnird hy ;1 rnpidlY incn':\s
ing nir spC'rd. \\"h rn thr con trol s ll'C'l'l' rl't111·npd to 
nC'utrnl during n sidC';;lip, the nirplnnr rrturn!'d to 
s tn1ight flight with no nppnrr11t oscill ntiorL 

In con ncrtio11 11-i th thesr tests it 1rn ,.: notPd thnt thC' 
ruddC't', wh rn fr!'rd, hnd ;1 grPatrr tr11dr11Py to dPfll'C'I 
to thC' right tha11 to thl' lrft, thus intniducing ;:ornr 

a~yrnmf't -ry in thr nH~t~~~'ci-&'%~~u1dg)~~,)nr lrft 
,-ideslip, Th r rrason for tins hn s not hrrn asc1'rln m!'d. 
T hr obsrrT :lt inn;: on tlH' l:itr rnl stahilit~ pn'riously 
i.ri,,rn r(•prPsrnt :11·rrag1' conditions for 1!1r t wo clir1•c
tions of s idl',;lip . It 1rns nbo oh,;rrn•d that in a ;;idt:
slip thl' 11,idC'-chnrd ni lrron o f tht• forwnrd wing would 



trail up when the co ntrol s wLt·e released a nd s tay there 
through a ll the ensuing m otion· until s t rn ight flight, if 
the airplnne were s tabl e, wa s regained. If the airplane 
11·n s uns tabl e, the nileron s rcnrnined in the initi nl 
1JOs ition tnken, regn rdl css of thr form of the ins tability. 

With the 11·ing set nt 0° dihedral th e rndd er gi11·e 
almost independ ent directi onal control , th e hanking 
due to the ynw produ ced being 1·ery slight when the 
ailerons were h eld in neutral. Turns co uld be mad e 
without th e a il erons but they were ch aracterized hy 
skidding during entry nncl sicl eslipping cluring .reco1·ery, 
the amount depending on the nbrnptness 11·ith whirit 
the rudder wn s used. As noted prev iously, if t he nil
ero ns were freed during rudder movem ents , the trailing 
of the outer ailerons might result in the wing digging 
in and banking in the wrong direction fo r the t urn; a 
d elibernte sidesli pping therefore required careful h a n
dling of the nilerons. The increased banking effect 
obtnined with 3° dihedral eliminated nil tendency of 
th e fonnird win ir to dig in and nrnde sid eslips easier to 
perform. The r ffer t wa s noticeable also 11·hcn ruddrr 
turns were mncle. Tight, or steeply hanked, rudd er 
turns , howe1·er, were difficult to enter as th e airplan e 
would nose down during t he time tak en to roll to the 
desired angle of bank. If nn attempt was then mad e 
to bring up the nose with the rudder, the a irplane would 
start sideslipping and would roll out of th e ba nk . The 
airplan e nhrnys hank ed in tl!e direction of the turn 
set up by the ruclcl er , whether th e a ilerons were h eld in 
neutral or freed. With 6° dih eclrnl , the rudder had a 
powerful ba nking effect and i t wa s difficult, with full 
a ileron d efl ect ion, to hold the wings levrl for any but 
snrnll nmounts of sidcslip . The roll that could be 
generated by t he rudder at go dihedrnl wa:: so g rea t that 
the rudder had to be handled with discretion and 
sid eslipping was practically impossible. With 6° and 
go dihedral, the a irplane show ed a progressiv ely g reater 
t endency than at 3° to nose clown a nd roll out of rudder 
turns. 

Dihedral.--lncrc1bing the dil w lrnl , as expcetci:l, 
in <' re11srd the ro ll due to sid es li p ; t he res ult s obtain ed 
11·ith th e in creased dih l·drnl, in gl' ncra l, showed that 
thi ;; 1rns the only n1riablc of importan ce. Lu teral con
trol sy stt· ni s 11·ith nPgatiYe ya1ring momp n t-.; are 11d-
1('('sely 111l'eC'ted hy in rrr11s i11 g thr dih r clral. In the 
pn•spnt [{»;h 11·it!i go dihrdral it ha s hren sPP n that the 
ro llin g 1110111 Pn t n•s ulting frnn1 the y uw w11 s suffiei ent 
to cou nt e ra ct enti rely that of th l' 11·idr -c hord a iler ons. 
E1·en th o11gh th !' ro lling n10n1 cnt of th e ailerons wa> 
not entirely co11nte rhalan crd at G0 nnd 3° dih Pclral, 
inr rrn sed de fl ec t ions and co nsequ ently increnscd forces 
11·ere n•quired for nonn:d manc11Hring. \\'i t h t.h c 
spoilers for 11·hi ch th e ya wing 111omcnt wus positive, 
the dih edral had consid erabl e effect in reducing the 
apparent la g. At go dih edral the ro lling set up through 
action of thP posit i1·c yu 11ing momc11t 1rns apparently 
s1iflici l·nt to coYPr up the lag of the spoil ers. This 
statem ent st•f' 11 1s to be a co ntradiction of t he fa c t tha t 
11·ith thf' saw-tnothrd spo il er, la g was record ed with 
i11 stn 1111Pnts at !J 0 d ih ed ral . A po.-sibl c ex plana tion is 
tl1at tl1P l:i g i11 t he rolling :1diu11 11my de pen d directly 
011 tll<' dr:i g 1·1 11 N•d liy thr spoilrr - :1 11d tl1 e plain s poile r 
l1ad r·1JJ1 s idr·r11! 1h· 11 1r1n• dra g than thr sa w-tooth s poil er . 
Thus, tl1 P s:i 11·-toot h spoil<-r 11iay r·!wsr co nsid crn bl y 
l1• ss y;111 ing tl1:111 th e plain spo il er and have gn~ater 

la g 111 it s rol ling :1et io1i , so that at go dih edrnl, the sa w
too t h $po il rr co1 ild ::; till ha H show n somr a ppnre n t 
;,1g, 1d1rrPas thl' plai n spoilPrs :-ho1\'rd non e. The 
rolling d ue to th r rud rkr 11 · :1 ~ so gre:1tly in crea sed by 
the dihedr:t ! thnt nt 9° dihrdrn l s teady s talled fli gh t 
wn := m ore 11 en rly mnintnin ed 11·ith u' e of the rudd er 
thnn 1\'ith nny of tlir Intern! co ntrol ~. 

Thr forl tli:it the a irplane rxhibitrd spiral ins tabil
ity 11·ith 0° dilu•drnl sho11·rd that thr fin 11rea w:1 s too 
lnqre fo r thr dih cdrnl. .\s t hr r:ttio o f dihcdr:tl to fin 
nrrn 11 n~ in cn 'a,rd, the :t irpl :rn r l.H'l':tmr l:ttrrnlly 
s tahlr. The optimum dihrdrnl angle !Pstrd wa s Ge 
With 9°, thP -dihrdrnl wns too large for the fin nrcn 
(rudd er frrc ) nnd ins tnbility 11·ns ~gain presrnt . I1 
this condition thr nirplan c turned out of the sides lip , 
m aintnining its initinl yaw, and s pirnlPd with i11crrn :<
ing sperd in th e opposite dircr tio11 . 

The ability to sidr'slip is i111porta11 t i11 :i <' 0111·<·11tio11:il 
airplan e 11ith a sm11ll rnn ge of g liding nng!Ps and a 
poo r fiPld of vic 11· nhead and down , us i t permits th<' 
pil o t to ohtnin n bette r 1·iew of thr landi ng firld beforr 
the s tart of or durin g the landing glid e. Dihedral 
dec reases the nbility to s id eslip . The rolling clu e to 
yaw, 11·ith dih edrnl an gles nbo1·c G0

, 11·as sufficient t o 
preclude th r pra ct icn l use of sid eslipping ns n ninne 111·pr. 
E vidently, the nbilit y to sicirs lip nnd mnintennn cr of 
Inte rn! s tnbility inYolvc o pposite ronsidPr:itions con
cerning the dih edrnl nnrl some co mpromise mus t br 
made rega rding them. As Intern[ s tnbility is probably 
more importnnt thnn the ability to sideslip , th e opti
m11m dihedral nnglc for this nirplnne with the spccinl 
wing, con~idrring bo th fent11rcs, is probnbly of the 
ordrr of 5°- an nnglc that 11·ill gi1·e a fnir amount of 
Intern ! s tability nnd s till ll'ill permit a limited amount 
of deliberate sid eslipping . 
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CALCULATING THE DIHEDRAL ANGLE AHD RUDDER AREA 

Considerine how important dihedral and rud der area are,one would 
ima ~ ine that our libraries would be chockfull of formulas whichwould 
give us the correct answer to all our questions. However, t he truth 
of the matter is that full size craft do not have to be so inh erent
ly stable as models. Resides they do not have to contend with such 
out of proport i o ~ torque as we do. They just allow a few deare es for 
d i he d r al , and cal e ll at I:! the rudder part l y from the pre c e d i n ~ mode ls 
or by formulas which have a great many unknowns. Most of these for
mulas depend on accurate data. Si nce we do not have that, we cannot 
use full size formulas as they are. 

DIHEDRAL 

The dihear al angle can be best decided upon from past exper
ience with models havine similar prop and power; especially since 
a lar t e dihedral is mostly used to counteract the t9rque . Or you can 
check on other models which proved to be stable. An 1~" for e very 
foot of span under each tip seems to work well for fairly high po
wer modb!ls around the 20 0 sq.in. class. Gas jobs, on the ot her hand 
will ~et away with 1" per foot on lar ~ e spans of over 6 feet. Sma ll 
high powered gas jobs will need more, almost as muc h as hiP,h powered 
rubber models. Just remember that the moment arm ~f the counter
acting force has a great deal to do with torque control. If you 
think that your model does not have enough dihedral, do not hesitate 
to add more if you intend to use high power. Of cou rs e, there is a 
loss of lift due to win g triangulation, but the first requiremen t 
is stability . 

The shape of the dihedral has been well covered before. A word 
of caution on tip dihedral. We re a lize at what high drift a n gle s 
the wine works. l~ ow place your tip into this airflow and see how it 
would react. If the reaction is not too hi~h an e led, and tip d ra g 
normal you can safely use it. But if there is a C.an~er of ha. vin e the 
tip stall, you had better help alon e wilh polydihedral. The ellip
tical would seem bes t from all viewpoints. Besides intro d ucin ~ lon~ 
moment arm, the shape of the tip a l so he lps to have a mor e gradual 
interflowi11 2 of high a nd low pressure, and so r ed uce the tip turbu 
lences which cause considerable dra~. 

RUDDER 

In the past Ye a r Books we recommen ded the s i de view pattern of 
the model to obtain approximate ru dd er ~rea. It is a fair me th od if 
t he user knows its limitations. J ust wha ~ af f ects the rudder a r ea? 
First we have to ba l ance the fusela ge area on each side of t he C.G. 
~ormal reactan gular cross section fuselaAes have lar ~e are a in the 
front, and a bit of rudder is nee ded to affect the balance. A streamlined 
model does not have very stron~ resi sta nc e factors whil e at a n a n~le 
and its Center of Pressurffi are almost at t he us ual C. G. So we can 
treat streamlined models as sticks. Next in li ~c is the win ~ . A 
win ~ in a drift an gle usucllly has e xcess drag on the in side win~ wit h 
the result that it tries to pull the fusela ~e into t he dr i ft an~le . 

Since this is the exact action of a lar ~e ru dde r we woul d for~et the 
win~ in rudder calculation if it were not for the fa ct that the d ra ~ 
resultant mi gh t be weak if liftin ~ tail i s used and so b rinin ~ the 
C.G. far back, and also when drift anele i s lar 6e . So we add a no 
ther trifle of area to rudder. The lan d in g gear should be use d com
pletely, as the area presented is directly apposinQ the rudder. It 
is in this ~ide drift an ~ le that we note how much more dra~ a wheel 
has with streamlined than without them. F'rom thi s viewpoint a t hi ck 
wheel would se em best. Or we can attach the streamline d pants in 
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castor fashion so that they will adjust themselves to the airflow. 
The final object is the prop The prop is one member which usually 
eats up most of our rudder area. 

While under power and at drift angle the prop influences the 
rudder by its slip stream and its thrust adjustments. The slipstream 
is probably almost angled by the airflow by the time it reaches the 
rudder, so tts effect will be sli ght. It would call for a bit of ex
tra rudder area to keep the balance between the rudder and the wing. 
Th e side thrust is altoge th er another problem. It . needs considerable 
area to keep it balanced as it was shown in preceding sections. In a 
glide the prop comes into side ar ea picture whenever the model is an
gled into a dri ft. The difference of prop reaction under power and 
in glide i s that under power the prop blade s actually have higher 
airstream t han the rest of the model, while in a glide they have the 
same, and thereby contributing to the general drag. Effect of a prop 
in a glide during a side drift is to counteract the rudder area. It 
is evident that we must have rudder area to take care of the idling 
prop or the front portion of the model will dominate. A freewheeling 
prop needs more rudder are~ than one fixed. A fixed prop presents a 
definite area, while a freewheeling p~op presents a partially com
pleted circle because of the rotation of the blades. 
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After reading these par3gra~hs you will very likely still be in 
dar k about how to calculate rudder area. However, do not blame your 
i~nor~ nce as no one has the exact met hod. But you should have an idea 
ju3t wtat influences Lt. I f you can work out a formula from so many 
unknown variables, you may sure that somethiu.Q is wrone somewhere. 
Our bcsL meth od in finding the correct rudder area is to keep a re
cord of the ~odels and their behavior. After a while, the ~uestima-
t in~ of rudder area will be a second nature, we hope. 

TEMPORARY A0JUST~EHTS 

After you have built a model and found it unstable check over 
all the points brou~ht up, ' and if you think that you have reached the 
trouble, do something about! You might be wrong but at least you 
will begin to investigate systematically. What good are the builders 
who have an unstable model, crack it up, repair it without a thought 
of what is wrong, and then go out again for another crack-up. They 
are n menace to humanity and a black mark against the sport. 

If we were to take the present trend in design most trouble will 
come from using too large rudders. This fact will actually stare us 
in the face, yet we will do nothing about it. We would rather do any
thing else but change the rudder. Ohno, not the rudder! Undoubtedly 
this is because we spent so many hours drawing out the beatifool out-
1 inel And it would hurt our artistic taste if we were to cut off the
top portion. But science recognizes no arts which would keep it from 
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the truth. So use all your will power, and cut that rudder down if 
you think that it is the cause of all the trou~les. If you cannot 
bear to do it have your friends do it for you, but do it! 

Another way of temporarily adjusting for spiral instability is 
to cock the wing in relation to the fuselage. In front view this will 
give us extra incidence to take care of the torque without bringing 
the rudder into play. Warping one side also helps if power is not too 
large. However, these adjustments usually produce a poor glide be
cause they naturally bank the model to even up the lift of the wing. 
In banking they usually produce a side flow which attempts to spin 
the model to the right after the power is out. 

SUMMARY OF THE STABILITY CHAPTER 

It is hoped that the discription of the different stability pro
blems will give you a better insight of what goes on. If you can un
derstand clearly the foregoing pages, the explanations should uncover 
many mysteries. One of them being why streamlined models did not come 
up to expectations. A streamline fuselage is a very lively thing and 
one cannot put a finger on its center of pressure for calculations. 
Consequently,most streamlined models had stability problems which pr~ 
vented them to show up against 'boxes' which in their very sluggish
ness achieved a sort of balance. However, a picture of the airflow 
~bout the model should prove that only a streamlined model can hope 
to achieve the acme of perfection. Let's spend the next few years 
working out the stability problems of streamlined models. 

TESTING PROCEDURE 

One of the most exasperating experiences is to bring, what we 
thought a well adjusted model to a contest only to be bitterly dis
appointed when we give it the "works", or to give the model full po
wer wind-up and then have it fly beyond recovery. A cure for these 
heart breaks is to equip your model with a pin-and-tube combination 
about 10" from the nose. All you do is to divide the motor in the 
fuselage and push a pin through the ring. Now only the front motor 
is used which can be given the works without danger of losing the 
model. 
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CANADIAN AVIATION 

G ~u~~~~l{;na~ ~hheo s~:t~e~!~:!:~~ 
of what a few minutes before was a 
beauteous creation represen-ting possibly 
months of work, and wondered why the 
crash occurred, will do well to read caTe
fully the feature article in tills edition 
of M .A.L.C . News. Jim Cameron, one o'f 
the many gas model experts oul Van
couver way, has prepared an article on 
thJs subject based on theory and indica
tive of holding true in practice. We re
commend .that what Jim has to say be 
studied carefully and hi s advice pul to 
t:se. 

THE GYROSUOPE AND THE GAS 
MOD·EL 

By D. J . Cameron 
Foreword: Of the fifty thousand or 

so ga.s models in the United States 
and Canada, probably forty 1housand 
will crash this year. If the fellows 
applied the principles of correction, 
and I believe this article will assist 
lowaTd .that end, a total of about $60,-
000 would be saved in crack-up re
pairs and far fewer builders would· 
gel discouraged. 

I have tried to write the article ~o 
that everyone can understand. The 
development af the equation may be 
beyond many, but the final equation 
<No. 4) can be understood and used 
•by all. The equation is necessary to 
prove to a great many people that 
what has gone before is correct. It 
may seem ·like an odd mixture of 
simple and technical terms. but I 

y 

I v, 

is the eff ect. We wcn·t go a ny fur ther 
int o why the gyroscope reacts in this 
manner. as it is purely in the real m of 
physics, and can only be explained by 
terms and qu antiti es with which you 
may not be fa m iliar . Any good book on 
e lementary mechanics will explain the 
ph enomenon , if il ca n be called such, 
quite cl early. 

Now consi de r R , and R, as though t.hey 
we re appli ed lo the so lid a'sem bty in 
Illustration II. Th is whole assembly 

don"l lhJnk il could be presented in 
any other manner. 

It is desired to acknowledge the 
help given m e lby my friends , par
ticularly Victor Hill , who aided in 
bringing the equation .to a si!Tl:Jlle 
form and made many helpful sug.ges
tions. 

Y~~a~a;!r~~lr~s~,ld~~~ ~~~~!;Ila:~:~ 
you have crashed your own sh ip at least 
once. It wasn't due to bad workmanship 
or design that your model crashed; it 
was due. as is the case in nine out of ten 
crashes, to the GYROSCOPIC EF'FE'CT 
of the !Propeller of your machine. You 
may ·have noti ced that models using 
motors that turn in a c1mnter-clockwise 
direction <Browns and Cyclones) are apt 
to crash during right-hand turns. I 
cral>hed my first machine three times in 
rig.ht-hand turns, and I have .seen m ore 
than 50 other machines crash in similar 
turns, but I have never seen a good model 
crash in a left turn . Rod Doyle, writing 
in Zaic's Year Book, made a similar 
dbservation; however, he made no at
tempt to explain the question. 

Most of us correct for the torque of the 
propeller. It i·s this correction that causes 
the right-hand spiral dives that result in 
a crash. You can preven1 your model from 
crashin·g by rememberini: just one simple 
rule. ADJUST YOUR 'MODEL TO FLY 
STRALGIIT OR TO TURJN WITH 
TORQUE. 

In the following paragraphs I will 
attempt to explain as clearly and simply 

c 
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as possi•ble the cause of most gas model 
crashes, and to formulate an equation by 
means of which you can calculate the up
setting forces developed by the propeller 
of your machine. 

The propeller of a gas model seems 
insignificant when compared with the 
whole of the model. However, ·because of 
its extremely high speed of rota tion 
(4,000-7,000 r .,p.m.) the ·propeller has a 
rotational or gyroscopic inertia of con
siderable magnitude, a fact which we can
not afford to overlook. When the propel
ler is turned (as the machine turns) the 
forces produced by its gyroscopic inertia 
are sufficient to cause what is equivalent 
to a 2" shift in the Centre of Gravity of 
the model. I am sure you will agree that 
a 2" shift in the C. G. will cause even 
the best of designs to crash. 

In order to understand clearly what 
takes pl~ce, it is necessary to know some
th ing aJbout a gyro.scope. It is a well
known :fact in mechanics that a gyroscope 
when forced to turn , reacts at right angles 
to the turning forces . Illustration I shows 
a simple gyroscope rotating in a counter
clockwise direction. The initial turning 
forces are F , and F,. two equal and 
opposite forces. The resulting forces are 
R, and R,; you will notice that R, and 
R, are in a plane at right angLes to that 
or F and F . The result is that the 
gyrMcope tiPs forward as shown by the 
d otted lines. If F, and F , were from the 
opposite direction , the gyroscope would 
tip back, not forward . To prove these 
facts to yourself , try twisting a spinning 
bicycle wheel and notice how pronounced 

R, ) ! P, 

ILLUS. I / ILLUSlJ 

(th ink of it as a "T" square w ith a nail at 
the point CJ is capable of rota t ing about 
th e point C. When R, and R, are applied 
to this assembly it will move down an d 
around . If you do not sEe just why il 
moves thus think only of the piece AB. 
A<B would r otate in the direction shown 
if the re was no joining piece CD, but as 
CD joins solidly to AB and can rotate 
about the point C . you can see why the 
whole assembly will rotate about C. The 
two forces P , and P , are t-he resultants of 

R , and R,, P having no visible e ffect at 
the fixed point C . 

We can now apply this information to 
our model. C ons ider Illustrations I and II 
appli ed directly to the model in Illustra
tion III. Let gyroscope in Illustration I be 
the propeller of the model and axis XX 
the fuselage ; ihen we can consider the 
member AS in Illus tration II to be the 
prcpell er, member C D lhe fuselage and 
the poi nt C, the C. G . of the model. T he 
initial turning moment of F , and F, (nol 



shown for reasons of clarity) is the same 
as that exerted by the rudder during a 
rig·ht-hand turn. R, and R , are exactly 
the same. P, is also the same. P, acting 
at the C . G . has no moment arm and is 
not to be taken into consideration. Now 
the force P, acting at the propel'ler, times 
the moment arm X (distance to C. G . of 
airplane) is the upsetting moment during 
a right-hand turn and the direct cause of 
our trou'ble. If you understand all this, 
you will see that in a left-hand turn , P , 
acts upward; conversely, in a dive it acts 
to the right; in a cHmb it acts to the left. 

The magnitude of the gyroscopic effect 
depends on a number of things: the 
radi us of turn and ~ed of the model 
detez,mining the Angular Velocity of 
P recession; the weight, diameter and 
r.p ,m. of the propeller, and !.he length of 
the moment arm X. The value of the 
force P, can be found by an equation 
developed for this purpose. 

The.following is the development of the 
equation to find the value of P 1• You 
can substitute your own values and 
obta in the desired result even though 
you may not understand the derivation. 
Incidentally, this equation may be applied 
to full scale aircraft as well as to our gas 
models. The following symbols are used 
to re present the factors involved: 

P, = The gyro3copic force in lbs. 

X = Distance of C . G. of .propeller to 
C. G. of model. 

W = Weight of Propelle" (Jobs.) 
K = Radius of gyration of the .propeller 

in feet. 
g = Acceleration due to Gravity = 32.17 

ft. per sec. 
r = Radius of Propeller (ft.) 
R = Radius of model's turn. 
N = R.P.M . of .propeller. 
V = Speed of Flight (M.P.H.) 

The average value of K in our case is 
,·ery nearly .3r ft .. so that we may say 
K' oc .09r'. Due to the difficulty of obtain
ing this value experimentally, you will 
have to take my word for it The mathe
matical derivation is too lengthy for 
presentation here. 

Illustration IV shows a model making 
a right-hand turn. e representing the 
angle traversed 'bY the model in one se<:
ond. The propeller has turned through 
this same angle 0 as shown by d cttEd 
lines. 

The Arc SMQ = D istance traversed in 
c ne sec.=V 

ILLUS.lII ~ 

5280 
= - V= l.466V ft. 

3600 

SMQ V 
Angle 0 (radians) = - = 1.466 -

R R 

(1) 

0 then, is the Angular Velocity of Pre
cession of the Air.plane about the point 
e, and also of the IPro.peller about the 
points S. 

Turning Moment of Rudder rubout 
Vertical Axis (through S ) = Pitch ing 
Moment about Transverse Axis (also 
through SJ = iLoad at Centre of Prop x 
Distance of Centre of Prop. from S = P ,X. 

We can say therefore, that P ,X = Reluc
tance of Prop. to swing a.bout S 
= Moment of Inertia of Prop. about 
its centre x Angular Velocity of Prop. 
about crankshaft x Angular V eloci ty of 
Centre Line of 'Machine. 
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V = 30 'M.P.li. (Speed of model) 
r = .583 .ft. (Radius of 14" propeller) 

X = l2" = I foot 
R = 20 ft. (!Radius of turn) 
P , = (.000429) (.25) (0000) (30) (.3396) 

(!) (20) 

= .32799 lbs. = 5.248 ounres 

Since P, is acting downward through 
the C. G. of the Propeller, with a force 
of 5.248 ounces, the nose of the model 
will drop. the speed of the model will 
increase, and the R.P .M. of the propeller 
will increase. As the R.P .M. of Prop. and 
the speed of the model increase, the value 
of the upsetting force incre~s. With a 
speed of 40 M.P.H. and an R.P.M . of 7.000 
the value of P , is about 9 ounces. suffiw 

. ·. P,X = - K' WW, . 
g 

(2) cient to move the C. G . forward 2". In 
other words. the Gyroscopic Force varies 
lirectly as the velocity of the ae ropla ne. 

1he weight. radius and R.P.M. of the 
propeTier, and inversely as the distance 
from the propeller to the C. G. of the 
'plane and the Radius of turn. Now you 

where W=Angular Velocity of Propeller 

2TTN TTN 
= - - "' - radians per second. 

00 30 
w, = Angular Velocity of C entre Line of 
Machine during turn 

Velocity of Prop. C. G. about S 

x 
Velocity of Prop. about S = xe 

v 

v 
= x 1.400-

R 

W,= 1.466 - radians per second. 
R 

. . P,X =; Kr~~' ) ( 1.400 ~) (3) 

Since K ' = .09r' 

P, = L09) (1.466) l3 .1416 ) ( W NV r') 
(32 .17) (30) X R 

C3n see why it is that so many models 
crash in right-hand turns. There is. of 
course, a limit ~o the right-hand turn that 
w ill cause a crash. A turn of radius 
greater than 100 ft. will not set up forces 
sufficient to cause a crash. 

As we have already observtod, a model 
flying in a left-hand circle fli es well-it 
does not stall as might be expected even 
though the gyroscopic effect is acting 
upwards . The explanation is this: the 
righting effe<:t of the stabilizer is suffi -
c:ent to coun teract the gyroscopic effect 
at positive angles of attack since the 
Cen tre of Pressure of the wing has moved 
fcrward. H owever. in the opposite case 
during a right-hand turn. when the angle 
of attack is negative and the Centre of 
Pressure has moved backward. the right
ing moment of the stabilizer is insuffi
cient to counteract the downward acting 
gyroscopic forre. Pitching Moment 

P, = 000429 ( W:: r' ) (4) Curves bear out these statements. This 

This is the Equation in Usable Form. 
We will now a,pply the conditions that 
bring about a crash during· a right-hand 
turn. 

W = 4 ounceso=.25 lbs. <Wt. of Prop.) 
N = 6.000 R1P .M. (Revolutions per 

minute of Prop.) 

question may have been in your mind; 
I hope the explanation is clear. 

In conclusion I will say that :by using 
this knowledge of the gyroscopic effect. 
an enti rely new field of flight and flight 
ad justment is open to you . May good 
fortune attend you a t future contests! 
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PROPELLER 

The power and propeller question seemed to have been well taken 
~are of in 1937. Most of us used large diameters propellers, and 
if they proved sluggish, we put on more power or cut down the dia
meter. This is the simplest method of achieving high power to 
weight ratio. 

The propeller theory is undoubtedly known to all by now. The 
blades being nothing else but twisted wings. The lift resolves in
to a forward thrust, and the drag into torque. Treating the pro
peller like a wing we can understand that the lift, or thrust, must 
over come the drag of the model If the model has low drag, even a 
small thrust will move it. While a high drag model will need larger 
thrust forces. Reffering these extremes against wing theory, we note 
that for a s~all thrust the propeller can be small or have low rota. 
tional speed. But to obtain large thrust force we must either in
crease the speed of a small propeller, or increase its size, or a 
combination of both. 

TOROUE AND THRUST 

The importance of reducing torque force cannot be overemphasized. 
We have seen what awkward positions our models have to assume to con
trol this power. Host of the instability forces can be traced to it. 
If we knew how to achieve the best power, p~opeller and model combi
nation, our troubles would be ove r . But these things are still in 
the experimental stage. So the next best thing is to review the f~ 
tors which constitute the propeller forces. 

If the propeller is too small, in size or rotational speed, for 
the model , the blades will assume hieh angle of attack. And we know 
how high the dra g is at large angles, and how closely we are flirt
ing with stall or no thrust. On a model this is ~vident by high speed 
pror whizzz with very small forwa r d motion. Curei larger propeller, 
even if i t means more power. 

Then we have a h i gh pitch propel le r working od a sluggish model. 
Working out the prope l ler and model distance covered during the same 
period of time we find we have high angles at ~he point where we ob
tain the needed thrust. Cure: Lower pitch. Increase of power would 
be wasteful as we get very poor return for our power. 

The ideal propeller lies between these two extremes. The ideal 
prop would work at comparatively low a.ngles at which the drag is stlll 
small. This brings us right back to our streamlining. So if you want 
maximum output for your power, start streamlining. You might have 
crackups when you begin but when you have the stability pat,you will 
really begin to notice the difference. 

You need not be reminded that poorly outline prop blades,care
lessly carved camber, poorly finished surfaces all contribute to the 
torque because of skin friction, tip whirls and general interferenc& 
Some of us still think that working long on a prop is useless effort. 
This might hold true on gas props where the model is heavier and so 
producing large inertia force when the model glides into the ground. 
However, rubber propellers can be made strong enough to withstand all 
normal landings. Do not be afraid to use 'anchors for Queen Marie' 
grade of balsa. Besides using tough balsa, be sure to cover the bal
sa blades with silk and several coats of cement. This will give you 
all the strength you need. 
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The carving oi a propelier need not be a tiresome chore if the 
work is done intelligently· and systematically. The time will actual
ly be shorter in many cases as the prop will be balanced without trou
ble. Try the following system on your next carving job: Carefully 
blank the prop block in pencil. Drill shaft hole while you still 
have a reatangular cross section to provide a parallel for the drill. 
C~t the blank to the e~act penciled outline. If you did the work 
carefully, the blank will balance. Next cut the under camb~r por
tion so there will actually be no under camber, but a flat surface. 
Now mark with pencil line the point of deepest camber, about 35%from 
the leading edge. With the point of the knife cut-in very slightly 
along this line, and be sure to match both blades equally. Now cut 
out the front or the 35% portion to this cut-in. When the front por
tion is cut deep enough, cut away the trailing or the 65% portion. 
You cannot help but get the correct undercamber. The prop should now 
be in balance, with both blades having identical underccamber cha
racteristics. rhe lower camber can be completely finished with sand
paper. The upper camber is guided by the lower. As soon as you come 
to the dangerous thickness, stop, and start carving a slice at a time 
with in-between feeling with fingers for the blade thickness.You will 
be surprised to find how well your fingers will detect true or false 
airfoil section. The final steps as with ordinary haphazaraous car
ving.--The results of using this method of definite stages will be 
a guarantee that your prop has equal camber, thickness, weight and 
outline of both blades. 
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The selection of a propeller for a particular model cannot be 
given in exact rules. We can make formulas galore but the will on
ly serve for particular designs. As with other things, best process 
is to keep a note of combinations which worked good. 

FREEWHEELING 

The drag developed by a freewheeling is surprisingly high. Just 
remove the prop, glide the·model and note the difference. This is as 
it should be expected since some rubber model props have blade area 
almost 10% of the wing. It takes power to turn such props over. The 
roughly finished props, or those whose freewheeling presses them a
gainst the nose plug will naturally have the most drag. And the on(y 
means of overcoming drag is to nose the model down to aevelop suf
ficient speed for glide. So, keep away from freewheelers that u~e 
a spring in the front to pull the shaft out. Also use ball bearing 
washers between the prop and plug. 
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PUSH-PULL SPEED MODELS 

by Stanley Clurman 

There are two general arrangements for Push-Pullers, i.e., each prop with 
its own power, or each prop at the apposite end of the smne rubber motor . The 
first type seems preferable at first glance since it permits a fuselage of nor
mal length . But it requires a special winder to wind both motors in same direc
tion, or each motor must be wound individually; t oo bothersome when handling high 
.JOwer. Th e second type is th e one I have been experimP.nting . 

My first moael was a fuselage whicu is shown sv.:iewhere in this book. It was 
_or a local contest which stipulated ROG and 12 /1 0 0. The cross section rule 
worked hardships since the second type must have a long body to have any motor 
duration. A body that is, proportionately, very long has a large moment of iner
tia, or a great decentralization of wei ght. The great er the moment of inertia, 
(even if body has same weight) the greater w· 11 be the tendency to resist rota
tional motion . If such a model is perfectly adjusted and i t .is l aunched correct
ly, it will keep .its course wi th amazing tenacity. But if i t's at all out of ad
justment and goes int> a stall, and then a dive, don't expect it to straighten out 
with ordinary tail surfaces. In heavy models with "super" long fuselages if a 
1ive after power is t o be avoided, the followin g precautions must be t ake11 

I. The model must ba~ance exactly. 
2. Despite the tail moment arm ~f almost twice the normal length, t~e stab 

area must be greater rather than smaller than normal. It may even have to 
be 80% of the wing area. This is all because of inertia of the long nose. 

3. The C.G. must be very much below the l ine of thrus t . 

Another fact or which is of specif i c importance to Push-Pulle rs is what Mr. 
Grant vaguely calls "cou nter-gy roscopic force". The nature of this force, the true 
name of whi ch is "precession", is as follows !you can observe it on a toy gyro.): 

~ ·~ c 

b 

c 
(.)d e~~~~ 
':&. ~ D;<'- • 

(\ \ ~"TAIL. llEA~ ~ "-, 

~\ X·tfSV(TANT OS: 'c:•b" 
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If a wheel is spinning i n direction' a'and a torque is exe rt ed in direction'b' 
the r esultant of the two forces will cause the axle to rotate, slowly perhaps, in 
the horizontal plane 'c'. In this case the t orque 'b' is the wheel's own we~g h~. 
This phenomen a is just as I have sketched it here. If the wheel were not spinning 
and t he axle was supported on just one end, the other end would natnrally drop and 
the whole business fall off the pivot. nowever, if the wheel is going at a high 
speed yon "'ill have the astonishing sight of the axle, instead of droppin g off, 
spinning around and arou nd. 

The r eason this is so important to Push-Pull speed m~dels is that the propel
hav e a very hi gh speed and therefore greater processional force. ~lso both 

lers 11 t thi·s force so as to complement each other and so causing the plane 
prope ers exe r 1 o l " , 
to turn and because of the lon g moment arms the~ are very powerfu • _ne qua it~ 

- Pu h Pull to overcore this force is a large amount of side area . For 
necessary if ~ l~. st~e landing gear struts and increase fin area so as to bring th e 
inst ance; i -in · 11 d k th course 
Centre of Side Area back of the C.G . This procedure wi ten t~ e~p e 

- h -fit i s flown cross wind while merely a large fin will cause the 
stra1 g t even i ' . · , b ht · to play 
jobm kite ~ nto the wind. Now, remember that precession isn t roug in 
unl i::ss soine dis tu r bing toraue is brought to bear on the fuselage. 
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Here is the trouble I had, 1'>oth on fuselage and stick designs, the weight of 
the rubber was so great that, even though the C.G. of the rubber was only a sh~rt 
distance behind the wing, ittook an awful lot of clay to balance it. When I saw 
about an ounce and ~ of clay and lead being fixed to a 60 sq.in. job which alrea<ily 
had 4 ozs., I began to slow down. The resdt was that I was trying to fly a tail 
heavy model with a positive tail---and it was awful to watch each time the power 
went out. That is not all, though. The tail heaviness was the torque which 
caused the body to'prece&s' with the result that the model kept swerving to th€ 
right even with the rudder set a few degrees.At the contest in which I used the 
fuselage model, I managed to have the model go upwind with a speed greater th-an 
the winner. However, I kept adding power, thus increasing the tail heaviness and 
'precession',and when time came to fly downwind, the "dachshund" couldn't hold the 
course. Therefore, it is evident that the model must be balanced. 

So much for stability. As far as the efficiency goes, the push-pull offers 
the advantages of a twin pusher or tractor but none of their drag. I am positive 
that I can get a Push-Pull to go 80 m.p.h. over a fairly long course. First would 
come a change in the props. Those I used had too much area and diameter. The 
seemingly high pitch is really efficient, in fact I would increase the P/D to 1.8 
or even 2. o. For we know that pitch alone does not deteniline efficiency. It is 
the kinetic an.gle of attack of the blades to the air which is important. 

8 =Angle of blade (disre9ard h.elix temporarily 
and consider w-hole blade at same angle as tip) 

~ = Angle b I ade advances through to make actual p
1

1tch 

~ = 8 - p = Angle of attack of blades to airflo" 
H • Theoretical pitch V • sp.j!ed of p I ane ~;'.') 
n : R.P.M. of prop R = Radius of prop ~~-

8 = tan- 1 _H_ p : tan- I _v__ q'4'°f(.. 
2n R ·211: n R t/e.t,t. 

cp .. e - p - [tan- I _H_] - [tan- I V ] - t, 
'2n R 2n n R -'/ 

tan- 1 _!L!:!_~_y 
(.2n R )'2 n + M V / 

Efficiency of props - ktu.al P~tch : ~ 
Theoret. P 1 tch tC¥J 8 

The efficiency of the props I used wa.s abo·ot 70"/., which is not bad. The ex
cessive area absorned too mu-eh power though. I would use 6" props with a P/D of 
2.0 or 7-" props with a P/D of i.8. Both would have very little blade area. The 
next plane would be a "flying broomstick" as shown. The surfaces would be built 
up to take off some weight. The boys taught rne to make speed jobs light! Lastlr 
the nose would be just as long as the tail so that I could change power without 
affecting the balance. 

I wish to call your attention to the airfoil used, the Bambino 7, because of 
its remarkable adaptability to speed models, where as we know, accuracy in airfoil 
is more important than on re[ular rubber jobs. The wind tunnel test of the model 
was at 98.4 ft./sec. !66.7 m.p.h.l which isn't any higher than some of the good 
speed models can do. The alrfoil has an L/D of 25 at S although the C1is low as 
you would expect on a speed airfoi1. It is the most stable airfoil I have ever 
seen. From 15% of the Chord at 2°, the C.P. moves to 33% at 16°! It lends itself 
to construction easily since it is flat on bottom from 0.05 to 0.60. --Speed 
mocels should have a minimum flying speed of about 30 m.p.h. if speeds of 60 to 
70 m. p. h are to be top. As per: -JO Pm:~· o~ C~rd 0 0 7 • .~ .. ;&;•·REFDtJ:KCt 10, 757 

' 
v • ~--~--

A Ky 
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v Minimum flying speed 
A Wing area Ky : lift 
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GEARED RUBBER MOTORS 

by Fred Rogerson 

During past years much has been written on building of geared motors, along 
with a few articles on the design of such motors for model USP. But ~hat of the 
application of these motors to our models? Are users of geared motors still up 
in the clouds or are they afraid to commit themselves on their own experiments. 
Tf I may hazard a Ruess I would say that the former is the case, which would ac
count for the very poor showin g made by them in past years. 

Neither is it my intentions to offer formula here, or even rule 
whereby you might get proper relations between model and motor unit, 
to present a new working angle, with which to approach the problem. 
mount of success we get from geared motors, not only depends on the 
used and the amount of rubber, but a very definite relation between 
rubber motors 4nd the propeller. 

of the thumb 
but to try 
For the a-

gear ratios 
the geared 

Our troubles with rubber motors have also ~een increased with increase in 
wing loading last year, since the speed of a model airplane is governed by the 
wing loading. So that when the wing loading is doubled the speed is increased 
by about 50%. This compulsory increase in speed demands a higher power output. 
But to increase the rubber motor from say 2 to 4 oz. would give such a heavy 
thick skein, that the turns would be considerably reduced. Also during the last 
year we have gone to extremes in motor length, so that there is little hope of 
adding revolutions in that direction. Thus, we are forced to look for some o
ther means by which we can retain our turns, increase the power and at the same 
time try to reduce the tremendous strain on the fuselage structure. 

A couple of years ago, while investigating torque cur~ s, for torque de· 
livered at the propeller, on gea!ed and straight drive motors, I became tho
roughly convinced that the geared motor was far superior. Different gear ra
tios have to be used, accordin g to the demand placed on the rubber motors, for 
models of di fferent weights and performance required. Gearing up reduces the 
slope of the power curve and increases the turns available. These two facts 
alone I believe have led many builders to use geared motors, only to come to 
grief later. If they had investigated further they would have found that, the 
average torque decreases, as t he slope of the power curve decreases, with the 
result that the useless turns at the lower end of the curve are increased. For 
instance on 18 strand motor 30 inches long, direc~ drive, develops 46 in./oz. 
of torque at 1020 turns, with an average torque of 19 in./oz. Now if we use 
2 such motors and gear 2:1, the maximum torque is 45 in./oz. at 2040, while 
t,he average torque is reduced to 16.5 in./oz. And from the viewpoint of pre
sent design methods, the useless turns are doubled. Since the average torque 
has been impaired we find it necessary to add two strands to each ~otor unit, 
to retain our original average torque of 19 in./oz. Now summing up we have; 
(1) The same average torque; !2lMaximum torque increased 14%; (3) Stored turns 
Increased 88%; (4)Slope of the p:M"er curve reduced 20%; (5 !Stored energy increased 
122%; (6lThe (so called) useless turns increased 90%. The increase in stored 
energy alone should be suffici ent to sell the idea of gearing, for provided it 
is properly used, it is sufficient to lift an 8 oz. model to an altitude of 330 
feet. 

The job we now have is to turn these a.dv.antages to ac t ual gain in motored 
!lights. It is necessary that we consider the non-useless turns, if ~e hope for 
maximum eff i ciency or maximum performance per oz. of rubber used. Since the 
steeper the torque curve inrelation to the revolutions per second, the larger 
we must make our propellers. I t follows that we should use smaller propellers 
on geared motor units where the slope of the torque curve is reduced since the 
propeller usually stalls first . In well desi gned models t he blade angle should 
nkt exceed a theoretical angle greater than 21° at 3/4 of the diameter fromthe 
hub. (On al l heavily loaded models, this value or-less, has shown improved re
sults on conjunction with geared motors, direct drive not having been tried. 
This angle gives about a 19.S"Pitch on a 16"Di a. propeller . ) In turn this me
thod allows for more climb to be ma.de on the f irst part of the power curve 
where we have the greatest reserve of power and more of the so called useless 
turns to be converted into useful energy . As a matter of fact, I have had pro-



peller, motor unit combinat i ons, that delivered sufficient power for climb un
til practically the last turn. The power duration is nut greatly affected by 
this type of propeller, due to the extra turns made available, while the alti 
tude gained is considerably greater in most cases. Propeller and motor or mo
tor units, are much more closely related than are the model and propeller, and 
I think builders would do well to consider this fact when laying out a new pro
peller. The best torque value for a given model can be determined approximately 
by the formula T• A x L x 10 where T-• Maximum torque, A• Wing area in sq.feet 
L • Loading in Oz. per sq. ft., 10 • a constant. Maximum torque is controlled b 
by the number of strands rather than the weight of motor. The above being true, 
it is quite apparent that the diameter of a propeller should be in relation to 
t orque curve and indirectly in relation to the wing loading, rather than in re
lation to wing span. 

Figure I shows four relative power curves for various geared motors. 
Figure 2 shows the method and equipment used for testing the torque of the 

motor. 
The Terms Rm and Rp are revolution for motor !or rubber) and revolutions 

tor propeller. The Average Tor que is determined by adding,in a vertical column, 
the maximum torque and torque values at each ioo turns down t o zero. Divide the 
total by the number of readings taken. 

My preference is !or a shorter motor run and high altitude . Theoret i cally 
a low altitude and long power run plane has a slight advantage. In practice, hCM
ever, their !lights are approximately the same,with any wind or thermals i n fa
vor of the high climb 3ob. However, the terrain over which the model must fly 
may show large advantages in favor of either. All of which tends to bring in 
conflicting reports of various types of performance which is all very confusing. 
But having flown on the same ground now for four years, under all forms of wea
ther conditions, using direct drive and various gear dtive combinations, com
bi ned with fast and slow climb performances, all on the same model, I feel that 
my comparison of results are quite reliable. 

I would say that an automatic pitch adjuster would be an aid to geared mo
tors in particular, provided, of course, it reolily worked. I have been.working 
on such a device for 2 years, which would just give the thrust required for a 
predetermined performance of the particular model. About a year ago, I had it 
to work as I had desired, absolutely no stall present regardless of the posi
t i on the model assumed in the air and no altitude lost on the down wind side of 
a circle. The tension of the rubber had no influence on the pitch with this 
arrangement. The springs which held the adjustment, however, were so delicate 
\hat after a few fl i ghts, they were hopelessly bent and the blades out of ad
justments. Since that time I have been trying to design a much mo.re posi t i ve 
means of adjust~ent with only one spri~g. 

When fit t ing a power unit to a model, rubber should first be cons idered. 
Fi rst, the weight of the rubber. Second; the length of motor or proper gearing 
!both reducing the slope of the power curve) to reduce the power curve to where 
a very little or no sharp burst is present on the top end . Third; a propeller 
design that wi ll climb the model for 3/ 4 of the length of the power curve. Ihe 
balance of the curve going to level f ligh t . The useless turns be i ng a ve ry 
small percentage on such an arrangement. Tl •u•b on a %" , .... 

GEARED MOTORS Siz Tfl1)fl• of Stock Motort to Ckoo•• From 

!>12ECT ~EADllllG 
SCAL..E - ;ij. OL. 

R.Elll>llllG 5 
i!l.O TO '7. ozs. 

Te.S TING 6QlllPrMEHi 

Precl1ion B ulll t o Yo11 r SpeelfleA.t1on1 For detai ls or advice, write to 

using opedal cut geers h avinll 39 FRED. J . ROGERSON 
~~~~ati~on. the inch for smoother 10 LockP St. N.-Hamilton,Ont. 

Mr .Roderick ' s invent i on has been 
improved since patent was grant
ed . Actual fli r,h t tests proved 
its va l ue; upper motor corning-in 
just at the right time for ano
ther burst of climb . Not yet ma
nufactured. All parties inter est
ed in manufacturing this device, 
please contact Inventor c/o Edi tor . 
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INDOOR THERMALS 

by Rod Doyle 

The Junior 13irdmen indoor contest came to a dramatic con·clusion yesterday 
and I am very much afraid that Rich will be suffering from a headache today. 
Poor fellow had a gootl chance until the weather man dished up a storm, with a 
wind up to 30 m.p.h. and rain. It was quite cold outside too. 

1,'/e got there at 7 A.M. Unpacked and tested gliders by 7. 30 Rich got 46s 
then sos and finally 52s with his glider. We couldn't believe it so we checked 
the watch which was OK. We attributed the high time to the super-finish. Lit
tle did we know what was in store for us. 

The glider event started at 9.30 and soon a word drifted around that Bir
kett had made 61~s on a riser in the center of the hanger. Here is a dra..wing of 

fit the place to make it clear. The cold 
wind came through the South door, 
rushed to the North end, backed up to 
West across the hanger where it was 
warm enough to rise. Then travelled 
South towards the door where it cooled, 
causing a do~n draft. The riser was 
not very noticeable, but strong enough 

om~ Do~ for about. 8 flights over 1 minute. 
78s was tops, Second placed with a 1~ oz. outdoor glider with time of 64s.Third 
place tied three ways with 63s. Then 54s, and Rich 53s for 5th place1 

At 1;00 the side door was closed and the place was not so drafty. In the 
stick event Parker got 13m 10s. Rich had two flights caught in rafters, 1st af
ter iom and second after 9~m; both good for 14m. We cleared his stick off for 
another trial just as the whistle blew. It messed around in a down draft, no 
climb at all, and was down to about 30 ft. at sm approx. Rich was disgusted and 
walked over to the sides to get the cabin job ready. Just after he left, the 
stick caught a riser and went :.ip to about 75 Ft. high and ended up with a flight 
of i2m 40s for 3rd place. Parker won with Connie Thorall 2nd with i2m sos. 

During the Cabin event the lights were turned on and this made the risers 
stronger yet.. You may not believe it but I can safely estimate them at up to 6 
ft./sec. in this event. Rich got his in a riser going up to about iso Ft. then 
drifted South for about 400 Ft. to the other end of the hanger, ending in a down 
draft at 8~m. At the same time Thorall put his up for 13m; 3/32 rubber on 12 11 prop 
a good combination for maximum of 9m. It dead sticked at about 75 Ft.up and was 
soaring for 32m! It was sure great, alrigh t, every flight hit a riser and it was 
just a question of how long the ship stayed in it. Rich's cabin made three flights 
of over 400 Ft. drifting from the center to the South end. He placed 3rd in this 
event with 9m sos. Parker second with iom plus . 

Vernon Parker won the trip on points. 1 imagine he really deserved as he 
worked hard for the last four indoor meets and h-1.d a lot of bum luck. Of course 
Rich got a lot of bum breaks but he has not worked as hard as Parker. However, 
if the conditions had not been so amazing, I am certain that Rich would have won 
as his ships were well set and had flown beatifully the week before at Sunnyvale. 
Tractor made 17m.5os and Cabin 1om sss. Well, that is the way it goes, But I 
doubt very much if such conditions have ever been seen before in this country. 

I told Rich last night that I was going to quit the model game and I hope 
I can as I need the time for more serious work. It is a shame to give up a hob
by that has afforded so much enjoyment and won so many fine friends. Lately I 
have been h.if hearted about model building, not being re~lly interested enough 
to build anything decent. However, when a meet approaches I usually get to 
work at the last minute and patch up the gas job in hopes of winning a meet or 
so. It is mainly to satisfy myself that I can still keep up with the boys, 
though I have been beaten enou gh times to know better by now. I usually wind 
u p 3rd or 4th, sometimes 2nd, always close enough to first to make me think 
I can beat the boys. 

!Rich writes that Rod is messing now with Secondary Gliders. I 
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The features incorJ>orated in the m.odcl.s shown t e low c.re the 
re sult s of five other speed models. Features and reas ons : 

1.-1:.,ow v:ing s are used to prevent the model from diving at the 
end of the flight and to keep the stabilizer clear of downwash. 

2. -Twin rudders are effective in sl11Gothing the rear airflow. 
3.-Use hardwood front bulkhead and hardwood plug to prevent 

sma shes in head-on crash and to pro~ide solid base for E-B~ . 
4. -Have rubber motor shorter than "tfrie €! istance bet".11een the 

two hooKs for greater i:;ower on fe·wer winds. 
5.-Nos e plug should be removable but for flights cement it in 

place to prevent it from twisting or gecaming loose. 

Regarding the perform.ace: The planes f~v close to the . 
ground and land almost level. They h&.d little trouble in keeping 
11·ithin the required 30' x 80' course since they are not troubled 
to a large extent by torque when hand wound. But when fully 
wound with winder, ti1e torque is cquite apparent and extreme care 
must be exercised when flying these winged bullets.--I am con
fident that they can do in excess of 60 m.p.h.,judgedby the 
standard method. 
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GEODETIC CONSTRUCTION 

by Roy Marquardt 

Two years ago British En ginners brought a sensational new developement in 
aircraft construction --geodetic or surf ace construction. By it's use much 
longer and more efficient wings could be used with still a weight saving. Al
tho some work has been done along mod~ l ines (see 1937 Year Bookl model builder 
have been slow to take advant age of the things this now construction has to of
!er. Model results do not seem to indicate that longer wings are advantageous. 
However; a distinct weight saving are easily made, both indoor and outdoor. 
The indoor design shown in this edition has the wing and tai l weighing only a
bout 2/3rd as much as the lightest similar model the writer has used successful
lv and yet the wings show not the slightest sign of washing out in dives or un
der power. A microfilm prop so constructed is as stiff as a solid prop of twice 
its weight. A round fusehge has been turned out using .this type of construction 
around a solid form. The weight was low but so far the cons t ruction is difficult. 

Geodet i c construction is especially effective outdoors . Excellent rubber po
~er wings have been made and a gas job is under construction. The best method 
is to use ribs cut as top and bottom strips with a template from sheet balsa.With 
a tapered wing simply cut ribs from the rear to size. Place ribs same as on the 
indoor model. Use a single thin spar the same height as the rib. Use stand~r~ 
leading a.nd trailing edg'e . With a light wing, cover the leading .. edge only with 
sheet balsa. On a weight rule job the entire wing may be covered and still the 
wing will not weigh more than the usual type. Jn plotting r i bs the horizontal or
dinates of the diagonal ribs should be lengthened by about ~0%. 

SOME OF MY FINDINGS 

by William W. Saunders 

DIHEDRAL- ---Too much dihedral makes a plane rock back and forth . and too 
little makes i t spiral dive or take too long to recover from a side slip. For 
this reason in recent years I have made all my planes with adjustable dihedral. 
For rubber bank models it consists in taking 3/16 11 birch dowels and drilling the 
ends to take a lli6" music wire. The dowels ( 2 to each wing located at approx. 
30% and 70% of the Chord) are glued in the wing at the root . The dowels need not 
be any longer than about l~". The 1/16 " wire is bent to the desired dihedral. 
Such a plane is very flexible and practically crash pr0of. · 

C.G.----I found that the G.G. can be located ~ithin the "A" dimension shown 
Ln the sketch and be stable depending upon the size of the s t abilizer. The larger 
the stab. the further to the rear the C.G. can be located. With the C.G. at· the 
furthest forward position, the plane will have the poorest gl ide but the most sta
bility in very rough weather. As the G.G. is moved toward the rear,the stab.be
comes a l~ft~ng tail and the plane squashes out of stalls and has that floating 
characteristics. I have found t he G.G. locatiQn to be independent of the location 
of the wing above or below the body. A low wing Plane will definitely !ly with 
a l~ftin? tail. Sipce a ·1ow wi ng plane does not have the pendulum stability of 
~ h).gh wlllg plane the stab. must do a little more of the correcting of stalls 
and therefo r e the G.G. is moved forward. 

VERTICAL POSITION OF WING---- l have had my ~est luck with mid-wing planes. 
High wing planes require too much down thrust. Strange as it seems I have found 
that low wing planes require more down thrust than high wing planes. I dislike 
down thrust because it is the saro.e as adding weight to the nose of the plane when 
under power . I do not think that a down thrust plane flies along it's thrust 
line. My wings are always placed on the body at the best LID. 
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AIRFOILS----For rubber models modify a RAF- 32 by reducing the uppe r camber 
20%. For tail surfaces whether lifting or non7lifting use a thick section. I al

•ays use a M-6. When the plane starts to stall the tail snaps up in place and the 
plane does not lose atlt1tude. Take advantage of the late stalling angles of 
thick tail sections. 

TAIL SURFACES ---- The larger the stabilizer the greater the stability and 
flatter the glide. I use stab. on rubber models about 40% of wing area and for 
gas jobs about 30% . A plane will fl:r in a calm with ag,ab equ al to 15% of wing 
but keep the C.G. well forward. The glide will be poor. The fin area i s inde
pendent of the stab. area. Keep it small --about 13% of the wing for rubber mo
dels and 8% for gas models. 

FORMULAE FOR CALCULATING MODEL AIRPLANES 

ily ARVID PAt.:-JGREN 

The following formulae are approximately valid for single skein rubber po
wered model airplanes of standard design. 

SYMBOLS 
R rubber skein sectio, sqmm 0 Propeller Diameter, cm 
w total weight of model, gr B max. propeller blade W'idth, cm 
S Span of main wing, cm v model flying speed, m per sec. 
M root or tor.que, mmg-r q specific 111a in wing 1 oad i ng, gr per sqdm 
n propeller speed, r.p.m. N •umber of winding turns 
s prop.eller slip, % L d!riginal skein length, cm 
r propeller thrust, gr c total rubber weight, gr 
p propeller pitch, cm (spec. gravity : 0:9 

Recommended ma:ximum rubber section ---- R = 0. ~ ( W S )2 sqmm 
(Conversion for 1/)0 11 Gage---1/8 = 2.7 sqmm 3/16 = 4.0 sqmm 1/4 = 5 .4 sqmm 

Rubber t0rqu:e ------Mmean = 9\("R3 mmgr --------Mmax = ~-t)'{RJ mmgr 
(Valid for JO R 90 sqmm Black Rubber and recommended degree of winding ) 

Propeller Speed---- n = 147000\l_M_._ r.p.m. 
l PBD3 

Propeller Thru•st (assu.medl ----T • O. 13 · ~ ~-s--~l...,,.O_g_r_ 

( s = 15% at t\iean --- 52% at ~ax ) 

Mod-el flying speed (minimum horizontal speed) v = 1.5~ q m per sec. 

Winding t~rns (black rubber) L 
Nf i rst • 65 'fR Nf i n a I : 80 _L_ 

'fR 
Propeller Pitch------

3 
(for good altitude): P111ean • 18 +cm 

(fior ma:x. altitude): Pm in = 12 ~3 

3 
(for llXXlerate altitude): Pmax = 214 + 

(pmax to be used foir han.alaunched rnocl:els only) 

Propeller Diameter:--- D • 5.7°"~~ cm 1~ 
Ma.xim.um Altihde labove starting point) and fli9-ht duration (no vertical wind) 

P'raipe 11 er 

Pmax. 

M.axilWlll alti
tude ~n meters 

175 ~ 
w 

130 ~ 
w 

f05 ~ w 

Motor time 
in seconds 

660 

I 20C 

_L 
w q 

_c_ 
w q 

Total time; sec. 
freewhee I prop 

1~_.L w q 

152S _C _ 
w q 

1650 ~ 

Total time in seconds 
Ret. Ld. nr. & Free prop. 

1800 h 
1850 ~ 

1900 t--q 
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EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPOHDEHCE RECEIVED 

from Henry Stiglme1er 

Arter making a long list of data gathered from flight experimenting on va
rious wing sections, the comment was: "Power - variable, weather - variable, ad
justments variable, effort- too much, no fun.---Now I thinkkthat almost any air
foil will ride thermals. However, the glide seemed to be more affected by the 
airfoil than the climb." 

"I tried a featherin g prop with large blades on a stick model. After the 
blades feathered the tail of the model would swing from side to side on the glide 
I tried the same prop on a cabin model which flew well but trouble was again expe
rienced in tail swingi ng. I increased the rudder area but it did not help. Next 
I found that if the prop was given a chance to freewheel, it would do so rather 
than feather until the speed of the model was slowed down very much at some time 
durl.ng the fli ght . . Usually if the model stalled slightly the blades would fea
ther and then the plane would weave sideway or stall depending on whether the 
prop stopped vertically or horizontally, respectively. Later I made tests on 
of the drag of the feathering prop by putting it on a shaft with a weak spring 
behind it and then running int> the wind. I would start with the prop feathered 
and when I gained enough speed, the prop would suddenly begin to freewheel and 
continue until I slowed down to a walk . When the prop was freewheelin g th.e com
pression on th e spring was about twice as much as that of feathering position." 

"llarry Johnson tried a number of different % stabilizers, while I tried the 
airfoils on my stick. General impressions gained from the tests was that 45% 
tail area gives best results for stick models and about 40% for cabin jobs.-
We also reduced the size of our props for the increase in weight rule.--I've 
learned a few things about r ubber tensioners. The spring must not be too weak 
the stop arm must really be soldered to the shaft, and there must be plenty of 
clearance around the motor for large knots.-·-If a tow line glider tows up with 
side diving tendencies, place the hook on the side of the fuselage opposite the 
tendency and the glider will make a straight up tow." 

GAS MODELS 

"The winning model had a c.rank thru the fuselage with cords fastened to 
~hort heavy rubber, which was fastened to the wing. Ile cranked until the wing 
was held on tight.---The best position of the wheels on small gas jobs is about 
half way between the prop and leading edge of the wing. This position prevents 
the tail from banging to the ground and it improves the taxing ability of the 
model very much. Broken props from nosing over the grass are rare.---The size 
of the fin on high powered gas models is very important for good fli ghts. About 
7~% of the wing area is the best to start with. The area should be changed if 
necessa!'y after fli ght tests have been made.---Tempered dural is very good for 
engine mounts, however, plain aluminum or soft dural mounts crack before long 
from vibrations." 

TWIN ENGINED GAS MOD ELS 

"The ori ginal idea i n mind for flying a twin engined model, which was made 
by my brother, was to se t the thrust line of each motor so that it would counter
act its off-center turning moment. If each engine could be separately adjusted 
to fly the model by itself, then it would not be necessary to synchronize the 
engines. nowever, in practice the idea did not work so well. Either engine, with 
the other dead, would fl y the ship but even with a large outward slant of the 
thrust line, the plane could not be made to fly the same way. Then we· obtained 
an engine ignition circuit which would keep the engines synchronized. Also, if 
one engine stopped, the other would also. This special circuit did operate but 
then we experienced considerable trouble in getting the engin~s perfectly syn
chronized and also to prevent both engines from stopping. About four flights of 
short duration were made with the engines running on the special circuit and 
~bout ten flights on regular circuit. On two occasions one engine stopped and 
the plane flew in tight circles and lost altitude until it struck the gr~und. 
However, slight damage resulted. In summing up, the tro~b~e_encounter7d in try
ing to synchronize the two engines and the two fold pos1b1l1ty of engine trouble 
made this particular arrangement of engines undesirable. 
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WINGS 

by Dick Everett 

During last sununer and fall I made many experiments with wings. I found that 
Aspect Ratio does not matter but it is more to the liking of a model builder. All 
I can say is that whoever said that a low Aspect Ratio wing is better than a high 
Aspect Ratio wing never took time to build and try a good Aspect Ratio that was 
fairly high 118-1). And also, whoever said that Low Aspect ratio is poor never 
took time to build a good low Aspect Ratio wing. Now these are very strong state
ments. But I have really gone to extremes by building wings of 3-1 and some of 
18-1 Aspect Ratio. I have tested models with medium ratios 16-1, 9-1 and 1.2-ll. 
The extremes climbed and glided better than those commonly used. If one makes 
wings with identical wing loading, Aspect Ratio does not seem to matter as long 
as you use a good airfoil IRAF-32 can't be beat). It would seem that Aspect Ra
tio is a matter of preference tather than practicability. 

If someone wolld publish full size airfoils instead of ordinates, I think 
that better times could be made. It takes an expert draftsman to draw an eitact 
airfoil.I also think that it would be a good idea if the balancing point is gi· 
ven when plans are drawn. This would give the builder a much better chance to 
duplicate the model in all respects. 

Wing construction varies with individuals. Cleveland fellows use the multi
spar type and they get some wonderful flights but breakage is very high. Some of 
their wings have small braces on top of the airfoil to keep the wing from fold
ing llp. lI realize that in New York your models last for years and years. How
ever in CLEVELAND we usually lose our models on the second or third flight.-
from Jim Ryan~letter, ED.l Another design is the single spartype which is good 
in having low breakage. But did you ever notice the sag between the ribs? Then 
we have balsa sheet covered leading edge with full depth spar. This is trong but 
the sga behind the spar ruins the airfoil section. A type L developed is to build 
a skeleton wing of two spars and leading edge, space ribs 3 11 apart, cover top 'It. th 
sheet balsa, and cement i/32 x 1/16 ribs every 1 11 on the bottom which is covered 
with paper. Of course all balsa covered would be best. 

A small streamline section mount seems to be the best means for fixing the 
wing to the fuselage. The mount can either be fixed to wing or fuselage, or free 
from both. If this type of wing mount is used the dihedral can be decreased to 
i"for every foot of span. While a wing-on-fuselage needs at least l 1/4 11 per ft 
of span under each tip. I prefer the tip type of dihedral as it seems that the 
model is stable with less dihedral and at the same time the flat center section 
give full lift. --- When adjusting plane never warp the wing unless it is abso
lutely necessary. Warpage will weaken the the wing as well as jam .up the glide. 

JY. .Jr. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF STREAMLINING GASOLINE MODELS 

by Car roll P. Krupp 

A group of young men from Akron, Ohio, under the able gu idance of M r. Georg~ 
~vans, of the Goodyear Zepplin Corp., went into the subj ec t of s treamlining ga
soline models in the spring of 1936 , and as a result several wind tunnel tests 
were made on gasoline model fuselages and landing gears. Alt hough the work was 
never completed , su ffi cient information was gained to prove that streamlining 
would not only help but would be of the utmost importance in the future develop
ment of gasoline models. 

The necessity for keeping down the drag of a model airplane is evident, al-, 
though the means of accomplishin g this end is no t at all obvi ous. What little i s 
kno wn about streamlining has been l earned from long experience, for knowledge of 
the subject is still so incompl et e that no sci entific sys tem or theory about it 
exis t as yet . 

Before t he various charts and graphs are discussed, one should first have a 
clear idea of what drag (Parasitic" drag I is, and wh at terms it .is measured and 
calculated. To save space and time the explanation of drag and its measurements 
is given in short statements rather than as a complete discussion. It has been 
found that air resistance may be r educed t o a minimum by streamlining , whichmeans 
that the shape of all parts of an airplane exposed to the air stream are moulded 
so as to permit the air to flow around them wi t h the least amount of resistance. 

Information concernin,g "Parasitic" drag has been gathered throu gh tests in 
wind tunnels and by practical exp·erience. The drag of the component parts of an 
airplane as given in aeronautic al handbook is given in their drag areas or in the 
form of their drag coefficients. 

I. Drag area is defined as the area havi~g a drag coefficient of 1, and the 
same resistance as tbe part to w~ich the coefficient applies. It is computed by 
the fol lowing for!Dula: Drag • .0.0256 (d·rag area) X (velocity)2. 

2. The equivalent flat plate area is tbe area of a circular plate at right 
angles to the airstream having the drag equal to that of the parts compared. 

(Drag area artd the equivalent flat plate area must not be confused because 
the ctrag coefficient of a flat plate is greater than I. It is 1.28; 1.ience~ 
Drag Area• 1.2'8 (equivalent fl at plate area.) 

3. The ctrag coefficient is computed by dividing the drag area by the cross 
section of the object, at rig.ht angles to ttte path of motion. 

RESU LTS OF WIND TUNNEL TESTS 

The group mentioned in the beginning of the article planned to make complet e 
drag tests of the component parts of gasoline models and the effect of stream
lining the fuselage , landing gear, struts, control surfaces and motors. The re
sult s of the tests ran at the Gu1:;genheim Airs hip Institute a..t the Akron Airport 
are presented i n this article. 

Two .types <'Jff fuselage were use<i in, these tests. Ship A-- a simple fuselage 
with no fairing on the motor or landing gear. Ship B -- a fu selage with the nose 
rounded off to a fair degree, and the motor cowled, excep t for the cylinder,ti
mer arm and carburetor. Both fuselage were of rectangular cross section and had 
i/8 dia. wire landing gear. Ship A had ~ x 3/1~ wood en wheels. Ship B had 3 i/2" 
M & M airwheels . 

Fig. I. Gives the relative shapes of the models tested. 
Fig. 2. Is a graphic illustration of the drag found in terms of equivalent 

flat plate area, in both square centimeters and in square inches, of the A &B 
models with and wHhout landing g.ear and wheels. 

Fig. 3. Is also a graph of the drag found for the two models with and with
out landing gear and wheels as given in the actual amount recorded in the instru 
ment in grams at various speeds. 

If one looks over these various charts you can get a good idea of what a 
little s treamlining will do for the reduction of drag. The comparison of A and B 
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in Fig.3 should be proof enough that streamlining .is a sure step in the right di
rection. At the spee~ of .:aq m.p. h. the ship "B" has only i/2 the drag of ship .A. 
From these graphs we also see that the landing gear and wheels constitute about 
i/2 of the total fuselage drag and that the wheels alone produce about i/2 of 
that amount. 

When we consider that the "Parasitic" drag of an airplane is very near to 
90% of the total drag and when this .is thought of in terms of power required to 
overcome this resistance one begins to wonder and worry; !or the climbing abili
ty of an airplane is proportional to the available horsepower divided by the 
weight. Since this available horsepower, lwhich is the amount in excess to that 
which is required to sustain the airplane in level flight) as equal to the pro
duct of the total drag of the~'1lla.ne and the velocity at which it flies divi
ded by a constant, thatis. ' S- • The Available Horsepower. It places direct 
bearing on the importance of th reduction of drag on gasoline models, to in
crease the climbing ability as well as other !light characteristics. 

There are many ways in which gasoline models maby "cleaned up" and their per
formance materially improved. By the streamlining of the landing gear or possibly 
the elimination of it in favor of a wheel protruding from the bottom of the fuse
lage, the total drag of a gasoline model may be reduced by as much as 40 or so.%. 
General improvement in gasoline model design is not far off as the "fever stage" 
is over now and the model builders are trying to improve their design and conse~ 
quentlv their performance; and not being satisfied to merely "turn out" models. 
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GAS JOB'S a 1 'ANGLA I SE 

by LS.Wigdor 

In England there are two schools of thought in the gas job world, of which 
represent but one. I mean that half the enthusiasts build their machines of 

spruce while other, including myself, use only balsa. Personaly, I am fed up 
with hardwood construction inasmuch as it entails so much work, whereas I find 
that balsa is so much easier to use,- as ..,ell as being just as strong. 

We have a vastly differen t problem to face here in our design of gas jobs, 
due to many reasons. The main thing is that we have no wide open spaces to fly 
our jobs, and on account of this, you find that the designer of an English gas 
job considers flight characteri stics a more imp_ortant thing than duration. He 
would much rather see his mach i ne do a flight of one minute, in the course of 
which it did a perfect takeoff , good glide and a stable landing, than see it just 
climb into the blue finally disappearing over the skyline. The quest for more 
stability is the most important object in the design of the modern gas model, 
whether it be American or British, and I tJiink that here in England, this holds 
good in the majority of cases. One interesting point arises here: Spiral Sta
bility is not taken of much account in England due to the fact that crashes so 
caused a~e not frequent. This is because ·We fly our jobs at much lower throt
tles than do you Americans. However, the toll comes .when a high wind i~ b.lo\:iing 
and no doubt we will improve on this matter. i haJle taken. some pains . to.- 1.1ake,, 
''Firebird" stable on turns by dropping the rudder area, w1 th good results. 

The average English gas job is stronger than the American because we have 
to build themto stand up to thevery bad weather conditions we fly under. Conse
quently the wing loadings <1e higher but as we fly them at their slower speeds, 
the climb is not so good. This does not hold for all operators, some of whom 
like a little speed. One enthusiast I know, Mr.Trevithick has a machine that 
has a loading of 2~ ounces to the square foot. This machine flies at about 25 

m.p.h. and has made over 250 successful flights. The wing span is 5 feet and 
the motor is a Brown Jr . It is one of the most consistent flyers I know. This 
machine is an excellent example of the contrast there is to be found between 
American and British models. You must not take me as being typical ~f the ma
jority of English enthusiasts; I am not, but I think that balsa is becoming the 
more used material in gas jobs over here, just as it has conquered the elastic 
models. 

You will notice that have a very wide undercarriage on the "Firebird", 
and this brings the machine in properly every time. This is very important in 
the type of contest we have over here as well as being a safeguard to the ma
chine. Unassisted take offs are required in our contests,, and if you have an 
inefficient undercarriage, much difficulty will be had in preventing ground 
loops. The all wire type is used has proved itself to me to be most reliable 
one under all conditions. 

One of the most outstanding features of the British gas job,is that time 
switches have always _been fitted, even from the pioneer days ten years ago. 
Nowadays, the S.M.A.E. have made it one of their rules that all models in En
gland have such fitted, and they have earnestly advised every enthusiast to 
procure a third party insurance to safeguard themselves as well as well mean
ing onlookers. When we fly our models, we only send them up, at the longest 
with a 90 second engine run. As for myself I havd never had a model in the 
air for more than~ minutes, and I've been flying gas jobs for three years. 
don't see the point of longer flights, unless its to prove that one model has 
a better glide, and mor'e aptitude i.n finding thermals than another. I think 
that this is the general view that we have over here. We are very unfortuaate 
however, in that we have but two contests a year and thus builders are not en
couraged to improve the efficiency of their models. If it were not for the 
fact that _the enthusiast here is a much older man, we would have no p(ogress 
at all. I am in the process of working out a new contest formulawwhich T hope 
will give every model a good chance. It will be a timer contest, the time of 
engine run depending on the all up weight, the engine capacity, and the wing 
loading. Three flights will be had, the total duration counting, while points 
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will be given for landings, and takeoffs. All timers will have to be cali
brated, and stopwatch time will be taken of the actual time of engine run in 
the air. The duration will be corrected for over or under run of engine . I 
hooe that this type of contest will tend to make the builder get the best out 
of his engine as well as making him design a better aeroplane. I think it is a 
poor policy to judge a contest for design of models as the only true test is 
had when it is flying. 

The outstanding factors of British construction practice can be summed up 
as follows:-

a. The need for greater strength entails the use of harder woods. 
b. Bigger and stronger undercarriages. 
c. Removable motor units, tail units and wings. 
d. less use of balsa for covering, a·nd the universal adoption of silk. 

e. A greater tendency to fixed center sections, with removable panels 

As to aerodynamic design:-

a. The use of higher win~ loadings, with more powerful engines run at 
lower throttle, is common. 

b. Many builders use home designed wing sections much deeper than even the 
K.G. gas job section 

c. Machines are rarely smaller than 7 foot wing span. 

d. As in the U.S.A. high wings predominate, but parasols are few, most 
machines being cabin jobs. 

On the whole, the English gas job is a very consistent flyer, and has not 
the lively performance of its transatlantic brother. Safety and reliability 
under all conditions,is the aim and end to which we strive. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE FLYING WING 

By Tex Rickard 

The flying wing is to be the Airplane of Tommorrow as we gather from the 
articles of Hall Hilbard of the Lockheed Co. and Donald Douglas of the Douglas 
Co. I had been working on the idea few months before any articles appeared and 
I think that I have some better ideas on the subject or improvements at any rate. 

The Flying Wing can be built very cheap and on the one that I designed, a 
Husky Jr. motor was used. The main wing has an area of 159 sq.in. and is large 
to carry a Cyclone or a Gwin, or midget motor. My plane w~ighs 1 lb and 
to carry a Cyclone or a Gwin, or midget motor, My plane weighs la lbs. ready to 
fly a.nd it is built strong. 

This model has been flown. On the first attempt it was nose heavy and it 
hedge-bopped along the ground for about qoo feet before it could be caught. This 
1nodel cannot be crashed · very easily and there will not be any broken props ror p 
can the motor be smashed in a crash. The plane can turn over and the motor will 
continue to run until the gas is out of the crankcase. 

I like the rudders on the wing inside of the stabiliZers because the wind 
cannot slip outward and the stabilizers will get fresh undisturbed air. Where 
the flippers are in the trailing edge of the wing yqu loose the lift of the wing 
at that point. I used a Gottingen 387 section on the wing. The leading edge is 
covered to one-third back with 1/16 11 sheet balsa and the whole model is then co
vered with bamboo paper. 

There have been two good flights out of the model in four attempts. It has 
just been finished and I have not had time to make any more, before writing this. 

(Plan of Model on Page sq) 



RADIO CONTROL 
The thought of Radio Cont rol is old; the actual development work is in its 

second year . Fair results have been produced by t hose who know something about 
remote controi by radio. lt was done by sweat of the brow s i nce the rr~uirements 
are mighty t ough, and most of t he work .if of experimental nat ure • . It is a spe
cialized field into which very few radio technicians stray , so that even radio 
engineers are in quandry about the exact spec i fications. So, until the radio end 
is perfected for commercial di s tribution the average model bui :lder can only dream 
of the possibilities. But if you want to be one of the early birds in this field 
get into the amateur radio game . It is a migh t y !ine hobby . Our only fear is that 
you will desert the model field . But we will take our chances since you will un
doubtedly combine the two and give us the perf·ect radio cont rol. 

Mr.Ross A.Hull, associate editor of QST, is undoubtedly one of the most sy-
stematic experimenter in this field. He has been succesful in controlling a 

large model sailplane, not once but time after time. Quoting from his article 
in Oct. 1937 issue of QST: "Casual glance· at the problem would lead anyone to 
imagine that it is all a perfec tly simpJ:e business . All one needs i s some sort 
of receiver that produces enough change i n the plate current of an output tube 
to operate a relay of some kind , the relay then being connected to a control de
vice which produces the necessary effect . Closer examination , however, reveals 
a host of prob l ems which are juicy morsel s for any experimentally inclined man. 
---Ou~ only hope is to open the subject wide in knowledge that a few hundred of 
us hammering at the same objective will have the problem really licked in short 
tim~ . • The receiver and rudder control which did thP trick on _the sailplane are 
snowu. We s t rongly recommend t hat you obtain this issue of the QS1. If you have 
a slightest t hought of working on the radio control, or if you wish to know just 
makes a radi o tick, government regulations on transmitting and licensing, and 
construction of receivers and t ransmitters, obtain a copy of the RADIO AMATEUR's 
HANDB(X)K from American Radio Relay League, West Hartford , Conn. Pr i ce $1 . 00 P. 
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CO >/VERT T H E RU BBER.BAND MOTOR TORQUE 

INTO RUDDER MOTIO N S 

RA~IO CONTROL FOR MODEL PLANES 

by J o hn S. Lopus W8L UZ 

There have been many srstems of radio control built fo r use in model planes. 
Most of them are simple and inexpensive, in fact they are too simple. Due to this 
the writer bas made an" attempt to build a syst em which is not necessarily simple 
but embodies the features which a good control system should have. These good 
features consist of two thing, flexibility and rapid control action. 

To achieve flexibility one must be able to operate three · control; eleva
tor, rudder and motor. With these controls one can do most of the plane ma~ 
aeuvers . Each control must be able to move instantly either side of neutral, 



and also the degree of movement must be under the operator 's control. The 
system developed by w·ri ter and which was shown at the 1937 Nationals is still 
in process of develooment but it holds p~omise of being something really dif
ferent. Since the wor k is incomplete, only an explanation of the system will 
be given. 

ln this system, a tone signal is first generated and impressed upon a ra
dio wave. This wave is picked up by the receiver and the "tone signal" portion 
fed into the circuit !Elector which operates the desired motor via relay. The 
tone generator is of tuning fork variety. This is not too much trouble as 
each signal generator consists of few parts. The tliffe1•ent control signals are 
obtained by using different generators. 

The circuit selector is most important or "brains" of the whole control 
system. It is of the resonant reed type. In this circuit selector the control 
signal is fed into a coil which is wound on a transfonner core that has an air 
gap cut into it. Across this air gap there are mounted six steel reeds. The 
control signal causes a varying magnetic flux across the air gap, which causes 
all the reeds to vibrate slightly. One of the reeds, however, has the same na
tural frequency as the control signal and it will vibrate strongly due to reso
nance. The reed rapidly makes and breaks a contact and acts as a switch which 
closes a small relay. There are six reeds which control six relay, one for 
each control function. The controls are operated by small reversable motors 
which work through wonn and gear to push or pull the control rod. When the mo
tor stops the control will stay in position because of the worm and gear com
bination. 

The radio Transmitter is a standa"J'd five-meter transreceiver. The control 
tone signals are fed into the microphone circuit of the transmitter. The com
plete system used on the plane weighted a little over five pounds. Since then 
it looks quite likely that the total will not exceed four pounds. This is a 
very sketchy description of the control system but one can readily see that it 
has features which are not contained in any other system. For instance, each 
control can be operated instantly without going through any 3equence. This makes 
for rapid control selection. Also many control signals can be impressed on the 
same radio wave so that more than one control can be operated at a time. 

RADIO CONTROL CIRCUITS 

By Chester Lanzo 

I have drawn a group of different types of radio control apparatus for the 
experimentally inclined radio control enthusiast. cannot say wh.ich is the 
best receiver as each has its advantages and disadvantages; experiment alone 
will tell. 
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seem to have most success with this type of receiver using the 80 Meter 
Band. I will switch to the 160 Meter Rand as I think more consistant results 
will be obtained. 
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Two types of circuit have proven t heir worth on the s meter band, the su
perhet and the superregenerative receivers. The superhet rrquires many tubes 
and high plate voltage to obtain consistant results. The superregenerator may 
not equal the results obtained by the superhet but it is a lot easier to con
struct and operate and it uses few tubes 

Trees, hill and fences decrease or cut off the signal to a great extent. 
The lower frequency seem to produce a more stable and dependable receiver. 
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I am working on this device at the present time. The receiver is installed 
in a 'car. No more lost gas jobs with this idea. The transmitter can be built to 
weigh about 10 ounces and is installed in the plane. If after a length of time 
the model goes out of si ght or is lost the transmittet" signal is picked up by 
the loop antenna and the direction in which the model lies is determined. Then 
the volume of the received signal will tell wether you are approaching or going 
away from the model. 
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BALSA WOOD 

The climatic conditions under which bal sa grows provide an almost uniform 
~ exture throughout the log, although a change in the season is definitely marked 
by an inc rease or dec rease in the rate of growth. Ilowever, the degree of change 
is usually comparatively small so that the texture is fairl y uniform. The growth 
rate determines the st r engt h and texture. Amoist set of years will produce fast 
growth of light but weak balsa. While a dry set of year s or hi gh ground will 
cause a s low growth with consequent heavier and harder balsa. Soft or light bal 
sa is also mo~e likely to be streaked with mineral colors because of the rela
tively l a r ger po res through which moisture can carry the fine color sediments. 
This color s treaking does not impai r t he s tren gth since there is no break i n the 
fibers caused by accumulation of fore ig n materi al 

The growth of the tree is obviously from the 
cente r outward. The struc ture is similar to a 
grou p of concentric tubes very finely fitt ed & 
cemented together, each t ube representing ape
riod of growth. From thi s analogy we can see 
that if we were to cut th e log alo ng the C- C 
line we would get a lami nated sheet. A cut along 
the A-A line would gi ve us a sheet of uniform 
t~xture a d structure. Physical character is
tics of t e C-C cut are scallopy appearance,and 
a res istance to tube bending. The A-A cut has 
an even and uniform surface and is almost vel
vet-like in softer grades, and i t can be very 
~asily bent into tubes wifh very slight or no 
moisteni ng at al l. The B-B cut i s anywhere be 

tween th e two extremes. This cut is most commonl~ stockeq by the model supplies 
companies. Also note th e end of a quartergrained prop b.l·ock. 

These differ ent grai n characteristics plus the wei ght differences of fast or 
;low grow i ng can be uti li zed to pro~ide maximum streng th with minimum weight if 
the grain and wei ghts are properly used. 

In construction the C-C cut is used for ri bs, sides of fuselages, bulkheads, 
and wherever a stiff but Light structure is needed. This grain wi ll hav . .e a sh9li t 
bent under just-about breaking point . Then it will just snap! The A-A cut will 
take bending very easily. In thin sheets no moisture is needed, while the thick 
or heavy s heets just need surface or s li ght wett i ng. It i s mostly used in tubu
lar construction and round covering. Fairly large coumpound curves may be covered 
if the wood is perfect and the builder has sufficient pat i ence to work out the 
curves. The importance of graining lies chiefly in thin sheets up to 118 thick
ness. Str ips are also best if th e largest dirnensio·n has t he "C" grain as it will 
hold up better under buckling or twisting. When dimensions are in proportion of 
less than 2 to1 th e gr&in can be of any type as long as i t is straigh grained. 

The poundage of balsa i s based on the wei ght of one cub ic foot. 3.5 to 5 .5 
lbs. is used for indoor models and planking strips. 5.5. to 7.5 lbs. finds excel
lent us in wings for handlaunched gliders. 7 to 12 lbs. covers the rubber models . 
The gradi ng is natu r ally acc ordin g to th e stress imposed on the structure. 9 to 
12 seems to be the favorite. 10 lbs. to almost hardwood characteristics fills 
the gasoli ne model needs . 

Under the present supply system it is difficult to obtain the exact grade 
needed, but as a rule most companies have some sort of spec ifications to make se
lection easier. If the price of balsa was not so low, the above system of gradin g 
and graining would be universal, but under the ci rcumstan ces very few companies 
are willi ng to go through th e required tedious production pro~edure. Perhaps 
some day when most of us become income tax payers the supply industry will get 

a break. -- BALSA WOOD LAM.ENT --
Scratched by tiger' s paws , 
~rus he d by coiling boas, 
Crunche d in t he deep Amaz on 
By jaws of sca ly amphibians , 
Torn apart by stee ly t eeth, 
Shipped miles over b riny de ep, 

Pa rch ed to d r yness by terrif ic heat, 
Haggled ove r by a pair of Sc r ooges, 
Bought by a coup le of stoo5es, 
Who turned out to be balsa butc-hers, 
Tis a sad and o i tiful end for me 
The lightest of the jung le trees! 



INDOOO. MODELS 

The exciting and pioneering days of indoor model development 
seemed to have settled down to fixed designs and construction.Contest 
are won by knowing the ship and having luck to keep clear off the ob
structions. At the moment there are no indications that the designs 
and construction of_ standard indoor models will be changed for a quite 
a while. Therefore the information given in previous Year Books will 
still fill the need of those who are just beginning. 

Since high record time models usually require large flying space, 
it would be advisable to set up a new indoor program which can be en
joyed by all model builders. Bob Copland reports: "We have been doing 
a new type of indoor flying lately in our rooms and clubrooms. We fly 
light weight outdoor models around ·a pole. Mr. Bullock of the Black
heath Model Flying · Club is responsible for this development. The model 
generally about 1 oz. , is attached to the pole by a cotton thread. The 
thread is attached to the wing tip on the leading edge. The best "'. 
flights to date are about 2! minutes done in a room about 18 x 15 ft. 
with a model weighing 1 oz. and about 90 sq. in. wing area. 

Chicago Aeronuts are developing the experimental designs ~uch as 
the heliocopter, autogirG, and ornithopter_ Ornithopter l~nds itself 
i..o any size room and it would be interesting to find out just what it 
will look like after we have been working on it for a few years. Ac
cording to reports, the "flapper" is the most economical aerdynamical 
design. Theoretically, the duration should exceed the prop driven de
signs on the same power. After all it is nothing else b<l.lt a glider 
with wing tips acting like "scuttle~. No torque troubles, no fine pro
pellers to carve, and its low power requirements should hang up high 
records. The design which holds most promise is that of A.Lippisch. 

/~IV,[/A/e 
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irregular s hac e, you will have to plot out i nd i v i dua l bulkheads. Se
cond Stec: Draw full size ~ lan and s i de views which provide the ma
jor and minor axis. Use the apuroximate method for dev eloping e llip
tical bulkheads. For ever changing cross-sections, draw two outlines 
of the largest '; ;ulkhead over which are superimcosed the smallest end 
bulkheads. Count the number of inte rveninz bulkheads and spa ce them 
between the two extreme s • 

. - --==---

The elliptical and varyin5 cross section bulkhead outlines are 
drawn on stiff paper. To transfer the outlines to balsa, trim and 
smooth the paper to the first or l a r 5est bulkhead. Circumscribe the 
outline on balsa, and an extra one on paper to ke ep the outline for 
future use or if t he bulkhead breaks. Cut away to the next outline & 
carry on. In transferring the outlines to balsa, be sure to have 
vertical and horizontal reference lines on balsa over which to su
perimpose pattern. The circular bulkheads can be outlined directly 
from drawings by compass. 

The bulkheads can be single balsa sheet providing t hat balsa is 
fairly heavy and of "C" or quarter grained to provide the stiffness. 
Rigidity counts mostly during assembly. Once the job is comple ted 
the cemented junction between the bulkhead and planking provides the 
11 T11 section. No stringers are needed if model is planked with 1/16 
or thicker p lanks. 1/20 or under coverin3 require stringers force
menting surface. It might be mentioned that it takes twice as long, 
with poorer r esults to cover ~ith thln sheets than it is to use 
planking. Since single sheet bulkheads are liable to crack if cut 
with razor, a fine scroll saw is just the thing. 

The as s err.blin5 is begun by using two 1/16 x t master planks on 
which the bulkhea ds spacing are marked. (2" spacing seems about the 
maximum allowable.) Tack to the strips with cement the two bulkheads 
Which are on either side of the largest. Be careful in doing this as 
it forms the base for the entire structure. Check up for line-up of 
two strips by bring ing the ends together, and pinning them tempora
rily while the rest of the bulkheads are cemented into place. With 
all bulkheads in place start planking.(Planks should be of ligth and 
soft balsa.) Begi!1 by cementing top and bottom, to prevent twist~ng 
or curving . To cover angles, just measure the length of the angle to 
the point whe r e the Width equals plank Width, and cut a straight an
gle. The softn ess of the wood Will allow jamming and so fill cracks. 

While planking be sure to mark all cut-outs deeply, such as the 
wing mountings, and also cement-in all wire fittings to the bulkhead:! 
With plenty of cement. When planking is complete, sand with medium 
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paper as l on,; a s the planks r es i st bendi n g o r hav e no ll ~ht s pots . 
i" i na l f i ne sand i n5 aft e r a light coat of d ope . Cove r with pape r,liz;h t 
color pre f ered as dark co l or Hill s hon up junct ion s treaks and a lso 
cover uo the natur a l wo od 5 r a in, coat wi th 6 app lica ti on of ba nana 
oil wi th f i na l f i n e sandi n G an~ wa xins . The bana n a oi l i s . best as i t 
d rie s up r o ck hare with l i ; htne s s. --- You n ow have a li5ht fuse l a5e 
wh ich will t ake 40 stra nds of 1/8 with ease even i f they s mash back . 
After a wh ile you will f ind par~ of bul kh e ads mi ss ing with ou t weak
n ess show ing up . Or aft e r a series of h e a d on smashes the front m i~~ 
weak en and c r a dk off , but you just fi t 1i t back a nd smea r it with ce 
ment. Th e mode l wi l l b e r ea dy to f l y as soon as cement dr i es . 
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LANDING GEAR: The beauty of wire landing gear ls that it never breaks. 
But it sometimes prove~ a d isappointment in way of ground stability. 
Single wire s trut seems ideal but the gauge will have to be lar~e to 
sustain the weight of the model. Abamboo or hardwood stiffener helps , 
out there is still another weakness; the ease with which the wire may 
be twisted. Sketch shows how bends weaken the landing gear struts.The 
ideal strut would be as shown which just enough free wire to provide 
the neP.ded 11 sorinp.; 11

• Be sure to use silk to bind wire to wood. 
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INHERENT RUBBER TENSIONERS: The original was developed by H.White of 
the Nothern Heights M.F.C.,London. The idea is sketched below. The 
initial turns are critical as they decide the tightness of the en
twined motor. Used extensively in England. ---Bob Copland 

FROM AMERICA: Use few strands With an apposing prewind. This pre
wind will turn the motor backwards until· both torques are equal. 
While unwinding, the entire motor will only turn to this balance of 
prewound strands and main portion. -----Albon Cowles. 

PUSH-PULL WINDING: To obtain equal number of turns and wind at the 
same moment with ordinary winder, wind in tamdem. --Walter Erbach. 

TESTING DIFFERENT GRADES OF RUBBER: Wind the two grades in tamdem. 
Weaker will break first. Winding and then unwinding ONI.X ONE, shows 
which has most torque. The more powerfull Will naturally have less 
turns. This test may be applied to many variations. ----by Editor 
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RUBBER 
Turns per inch on Two Strands--Weight per inch of Single Strano 

Size 1/32 3/64 1/16 5/64 3/32 7/64 1/8 5/32 3/16 1/4 

Turn 225 189 163 145 130 124 115 108 94 80 

Wt. , 0005644 .0011288 ,00 16932 .00215'76 .0033864 
oz . . 0008466 . 0011411 .0019756 .0028220 .0043152 

Turns per Inch on Mult iple Strands (For 1/30 Brown Rubber) 

No .Str. 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

1/8 80 64 55 50 44 40 36 34 32 

5/32 68 59 50 46 41 38 34 29 24 

3/16 60 54 46 42 38 35 32 27 24 ; 

1/4 56 44 37 33 29 27 25 23 21 
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GASOl,,INE MODELS 

The most pressing problem in gaso line mode l field is the spiral 
stability. It is hoped that before you atte~pt your next tes i 5n you 
will have a good mental pictures of what goes on by gettins thorouch
ly up with the theory here in presented. If your present mo J els are 
giving you trouble, check on the points sp e c i f ied and do not be af
raid to make chances. It is the one and only sure way of tracking 
down the trouble. 

The new weight rule changes the picture considerably. Heretofore 
we stressed the wing loading , low as prudenc e allowed. But with the 
wing loading fixed to a minimum of lC oz . per sq .ft. our next bag of 
tricks is low power loading , or is it high power loading . A lot of 
power for the weight is what we want . For examp le: Say we need 1/5 
H.P. to fly a seven pound model v; i th a Hing loading of 10 oz. per sq. 
ft. It is evident that if we decrease the weight to 3l lbs. and still 
have the same wing loading , the power could be almos t cut to 1/10 H.P. 
The H.P. required formula being: H.P.= Drag .::>S-.-Y.~1.9..~ __ gy_Q~~ed 

375 
Wing loading remaining the same , the ve locity stays as on the heavier 
model. But because of smalle r size the Drag will become much smaller 
and the extra power can be used for the clirr.b . 3ecause any power ex
cess of that required for horizontal flight can be turned into a c lirrb 
So, the new rule defeats its purpose of keepin ~; the model in the field 
but it does comple the builder to build s trbns er mode ls wh ich is a 
step in right direction. Durat ion should not suffer because of increase 
of win~ loading since most of the duration comes from the glide. If we 
are careful in our selec tion of airfoils and especially the trimr:; ine; 
Ne can almost make up for the increased viin _:: l oad inc . 

Since it is our aim to get t h e max imum performance out of a mo
del we are compelled to a.ssurne the high power means of t r y ins to keep 
ahead of the field. The i deal job woul d be a streamlined power plant 
with i maginary wing and tail. The closer you achieve thi s point in 
practice, so much better are your chances . But this hi5h power ~ill 
bring up new problems which usually crop up with increase of spe ed. 
So that the discussions on rubbe r models should be timely for gas mo
dels. Also, it will be doubly more i mpor tant to know your aerodyna
mics. The models will also have to be made stronger to stand up a
gainst the gaff. We have seen Da ny jo bs fold up in air b e cause of too 
light construction. The plans shov•n in the book have fair spar sizes 
but you must be careful to use hard balsa. The construction of rnono
coque fuse lages is similar to tha t described under Rubber Models. The 
only difference being i s that p lank ing should be thicker, the bulk
heads need not be cut out, model covE-red with silk and doped with co
lored dope. Ordinary " boxes" are also showing up with balsa sheet & 
silk covering combination. 

Cocensus of opinion on wing cons truc tion i s for standard frame
work wi th silk coverin5 . Al so that co l or doping should be thin to al
low light to show t hrough the covering for bette r visibility. Airfoil 
GBttingen 497 se ems to be the favorit e now. Inspection of t he plans 
and· ~heir performaca shoulcl give you a good idea wha t is best. In 
fa~t, the r eason for incluclinc s o many plans i s to present a fair 
cros s section of the art so that you n:ay profit by others' experienc e. 
The prop brekage is going on day in and day out. The folding prop pre
sented here has had a ~reat many succesful fli 6hts with lanclings that 
wiped off t he landing ge a r. It was also noted that too strons props 
ei ther wood or metal tend to crack crankcases with sad regularity. 

En0 ine r ecommendations : Plans list the make of engine used. We 
are sorry that we cannot tear every engine apart ancl g ive you the low 
down. Some eng ines are excellent while othe rs need immense patience & 
and kindness of heart. A good stunt would be to have the club pool to 
buy a particular engine, 5 ive it the works, and order in the future 
according to the performance. 



CANADIAN AVIATION 

The Single-Bladed Propeller 

By DON G. McLEOD 

E~~~;in~: ~h~is;771;-bi,~ d~~:n0n~:~ 
Stales some time ago on a Taylor Cub. a 
g reat dea l o f ir.terest has been a roused 
&mong aviati on fans in a ll walks and 

Nothing further was done al ong this line 
then, due to pressure of schoolwork 
brought about by thoughtful parents. 

In 1933 it was my inten tion to use a 
single-bladed prop on my Wakefield 
model. bu t unfortunate ly for some reason 
or other the idea was discarded . Conse
quentl y it was not until 1935 that it was 
again tried. this time on a semi-scale 
Dewoitinc of som e 44 in . s pan . Briefly 
rnme improv<e m ent was noted but the 
model was wa>hed out on a house top 
and lack of time prevented following up. 

Then ca.me gas models. In the spring 
of '37 the first single-bladed prop was 
tried on my Brown Jr Several experi
ments followed until the final design as 
tried on CW-3 resulted in a new open 
class record . Let me s tate here that I do 
not believe the flight was due entirely 
to the prop in this case bu t it was partl y 
res ponsi ble. 

'T'he fir>! p ro p u>ed was. for simpl ici ty 
made wi th a fixed pitch . This gives 

='-.;...=="'---' much better results at the take-off than 
Equipped with a single-bladed propeller. 
Don McLeod's CW-3 soared out of sight 
after 30 minutes. The ship and its builder 

are shown above. 

particular ly in model building circles. 
Two thoughts have sprung up, those for 
a~d those a gainst. T o those di e-hards 
who are afraid o f their crankshafts , the 
a uthor begs thei r undivided ait en tion 
later in the article. He also wishes lo 
s tate that there is quite a field open in 
this direction and the words, statem en ts, 
e tc ., hereunder are subject to some de
bate. This is wri tten with the hope that 
other experimenters may profit by his 
experience. 

The first experiment that I can re
member took place about ten year s ago . 
An old standby, an R. 0. G., cracked up . 
shearing off one of the detachable prop 
blades; a safety pin and a paper clip 
restored balance and the R. 0 G . flew 
' ery well until its ultimate dest ruction 
t ook place as is wont to happen . Obser
va tion showed a fa ster climb and flight . 
Seve ra l subsequent m odels, when acci
dentally fl own with broken prop blades 
<what model builder has not d one this? J 
showed a beautiful series of "galloping 
oscillations," rendering the flight of the 
model unfit to be talked about except 
after contests. In spite of the w iggles, 
they did '!'anage to speed along a bit. 
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the two-bladed prop as the single t ravels 
in undi sturbed air and takes a perfect 
bite; consequently the climb after the 
take-off is also better . The actual 
results of the L ' D ratio of the prop will 
more nearly reach the theoretical: thus 
a much highe r L ' D section m gy be used 
A slightly higher pitch may be used and 
the diameter may be inc reased ; the 
latter s hould not be more than e ight to 
ten per cent of the original diameter. 
Both P and D sh ould. of course . depend 
on the type of aircraft ; I have found here 
tnat pract1c" is ahead of theory. The 
angle o!. pitch of the blade should not be 
ex<:essive, however. as the blade will 
stall. 

The area of the prop should be at leas t 
8() per cent of that of the standard prop. 
It should have a taper rati o of at least 
two to one, i.e ., the blade should be twice 
as wide at the centre o!. the radius as at 
the tips; in fact it can qu ite profitably 
be 2.5 or 3 to one. One must remember 
that the tip speed is twice as great as 
half way out; al so remember that double 
the speed gives four times the lift. A 
good clean blade shape with as narrow 
a hub as possible is essential to cut down 
any blanket areai;. 

The blad<e profile is also very import
ant. Too many fellows are inclined to let 
any old thing do. It may do for fooling 
about with but no real value will ever be 
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learne d . Pick c ut a good '!Oil and stick 
to this as cl<:"cly as possible. Absolute 
accuracy is im possible for us as the 
;eclion is t oo srrall. 

Herc also. is where the sing!<· has it 
over the standard prop. Due to the small 
)fofile shape it is practically impci>siblP 
to get both bl ades identical. W ith th e 
; ingle thi s is not necessa r y and H> a 
•tatically and dy namically balanced prop 
.s m ore easi ly obtained . Neverthele»; 
profil e shape is important. On e m mt 
remember that slight changes affect the 
performance quite readil y. Thi~ may be 
easi ly understood when one realize> 1h:11 
!he tip speed with the Brown fur 
ins tance. runF from 250 m.p .h . at 6,000 
r .p.m . to 400 m .p .h . at 10.000 r .p .m . 

Th<· weighted end of '. he prop <th<' 
ballast here comisls of lead ) sh ould not 
be gr.,atn than 20 per cent of 1b P prop 
radius. 111 c cl oFe r the better but na tur
a ll y the we ight will be excessive if can' 
is not userl. The weight ' h ould be 
secu rely fa s tened on by a cleat of FhPe t 
metal a> the CEn lri fuga l force is quite 
high and increases to the square n f 1h e 
r .p.m . 

Th!' deFign of the blade s hould be rnch 
~s tu all ow the C. G .. if poss ible. to be 
rig ht on the centre line. This makes it 
~as ier t o balance as well as giving a 
sm oother running prop. T o those die 
~a rds. please note : the centri'uga' fnrct' 
;i f thf' blade is balanced bv the nnt r i
!ugal force of the lead , only , however, if 
the prop is in static balance to begin 
with. The crankshaft is in no danger of 
being twisted off as many gassies and 
ai rcraft men were wont to think . 

In closing, tests showed that the fl ow 
of air behind the single was much 
smoother than that of the two-blarled 
prop. especially as the speed increased. 
•This was accomplished by cement ing 
threads to a rod at intervals of an inch 
rnd then placed in the slipstream. The 
r.igher the speed the more noticeab le wa' 
the difference.) 

Unfortunately the thrust balance 11ec
essary for making a direct compa rison i' 
not comple ted as yet . However. very 
;hortly data on the singl e fixed pitch . a 
rnns tanl speed single. a standard prup. 
md a controllable pitch two-blad.-d prop 
will be available. Spacn pern11tting. thiF 
will Le published in a future is>ur nf 
:CANADIAN AVIATION. 
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~.AMI:!ATED BULKHEADS: CASCO Case ir, 5lue i s best for 3-ply gas model 
bulkheads. Of course the 2 in. wide sheets are cemented with cellu
lose cement ed.ge to edge . Tha the plys are join ~.:. ·.vith CASCO. It is 
excellent for large surface balsa joints such as leadin5 edge spli-
2es on gas mode ls. CASCO uoes not soak away,and while it is setting 
it is partly independent on the exposure to the air . It does not 
take mo re than overnicht to harden .-----Herbert J. Drake Easton,Pa. 

FOH TYING PARTS with rubber on gas jolis, ,·-e strips of · ner tube 
cut spirally under water with scissor s . This r~ober is iess affected 
by light and air. It streches enouch for most uses.--Curtis Janke 

BABY CYCLmE SUCTION FEED: 11 I use suction feed on Cyclone to keep it 
frrnn revving ~own in a steep climb when it is inverted, or when the 
intake is too close to the level of the tank. The idea is sketched. 
That i~ all ~here is to it, just stopp inc up one of the holes in the 
needle valve seat. The tube idea is not original with me . I saw it 
first used by Howard Robert s of Palo Alto on an inve rted Cyclone.The 
motor i s started on gravity feed, but once running, it will fe ed by 
suction frorJ the tank, even though it is fa.r be low the intake .Since 
the Cyclone is so economical on fuel, it ~as not enough suction to 
be able to start well on it, although some of the boys manace to do 
it. 11 ------Peter Bowers 

ANOTHER MAN with sa:r;e i dea. "I have had it on my motor for 5 months 
and if you shut your eyes and start the moto r you would think it was 
a Brown.--From now on always mount the gas tank below the level of 
the intake and you can forget about turning the needle off. The mo
tor will run on same needle adjustments ."----Clement 'I'uransky 
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GAS MODEL ADJUSTMENTS: "For slow and medium ships I use just enough 
right thrust to counteract the engine torque,· so that the turn is con
trolled by the rudder, and the circle in the glid.e and under power is 
always the same si_ze .--- On high power thirty secor:ids motor run Jobs 
I use the good old hand launch glider adJustments; right turn under 
power and left circle for t he glide. It sure grabs altitude! On these 
fast jobs, too I mount the batteries and coil high. This makes the 
turns flatter.~----Pete r Bowers, 

IDENTIFICATIOtJ SLIPS:" Instead or typing the identification slip on 
white card, do it on the covering tissue. This makes a neat and per
manent job after it is doped over. 11 ---Gilbert Wehrenberg. 

ELECTRICAL REMINDER: For best results use fresh batteries, solcer all 
connections and do not mount coil with metal straps.--N.Smith MFG.Co. 
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COVER FUSELAGES with light-reflecting col or s . They absorb less of 
sun's heat and keep rubber cooler. Silver seems best. Ca n be seen . 
INSTEAD OF SOAKING. in acetone, clean dope brushes bef ore dope dries 
by rubbing with moist s oap until la ther. Then wash out with water. 
TO REMOVE CRUSHED spots on indoor motor st i cks a nd such, mo isten the 
spot with watet. Let spot dry wel l before u s ing .---Walte r Erbach 

STAIN YOUR WCRKboard a dark color so that you can see \'1hat you are 
doing when sanding small strips of balsa to size.---Curtis Jank e 
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PLCTTING AIRFOILS 

Plotting airfoils from ordinates i s simple once you tackle the 
job and go t hrough with it. The hardest part i s to divide odd size 
chord into ten equal parts. This is eas ily done by using a 5eomet~ 
cal trick. For example: Divide 6j" chord into ten spaces. Draw two 
vertical lines 6%'' apart, t:onne cted by airfoil base line. Place 10 1 

of a ruler at the point shown. Move the other end down along the l~e 
until 7t" is superimposed on the line. Pin point alons the ruler 
e dge every ~". ( 10 x {'' = 7-f') Draw vertical lines thru these points. 
Result: 6~" div ided into ten equal spaces. For other sizes of chord, 
select a len~ th on the ruler which ca~ be easily divided into ten and 
be just a tr'ifle l ar5er than the chord. Ex: For 4-i" chord use 5". 

Having 1/10 chord spaces, it is s in~le to subdivideu them into 
s~a ller portions as r equired by the ordinate table. For horizontal 
lines bringup one or two 1/10 spaces. Subdivide them into 10th parts 
as above. Be sure to be exact as s~ings are small. With graph com
pleted the fun begins. If you carefully number the lines y ou should 
have no trouble in locating a particular point specifi~Q uy orain~te. 
Ex: The point for upper camber on 40% chord vertical line is 12.20. 
Count out twelve 1/100 spaces, and with eye subdivide the 13th and 
pin po int the estima ted .20 spot. 

The airf::>il shape is completed by connecting the pin points with 
a French Curve. Cement the d rawing on stiff Bristol Board, f~bre or 
me t a l. Cut r oughly to outline and finish with sand paper. If template 
is soft, outline i t -with fine wire (.014), for razor contact. 

It is surprising what one can do with this diagonally held ruler. 
It is easy to find out most detail dimensions if main dimension is 
known a nd drawing is in proportion, not necessary to scale. Just su
perimpose the ruler diasonally until main dimension is read on scale. 
For small plans you will need Architect scale which has many sides 
with different scales, from 3" to Ft., to 3/32" to Ft. With such a va
riety you can scale off most of the three view plans shown in maga
zines. (No~e :Drawings of plans in this book are in proportion.) 

i.-------,---6f CliOe 0 

~6 ~4 -2 0 2 ~ 6 g 10 12 l~ 16 18 20 22 
Angle of Attack in D•gT•oe . 
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RUBBER TURNS & TORQ,UE and PITCi-i 

by J.P.Glass 

Basic formula for finding number of turns that can be stored in a 
rubber motor is: !L~ Leng!_h 

Area of Rubbe~ Cross Section TURNS = 
The following calculations a re based on 1 strand of 1/8 x 1/30 

Brown Rubber as a unit of Area (A), and on 'K' whose value was found to 
be 163 when using Brown Rubbe r. Our turn formula (e;oo ct only for Brown 
Rubber , T56,) is as follows : 

TURNS : 
163 x Length of motor of new rubber inches 

Number of 1/8 strands 

EX: 10 Stra nds, 1/8 
width, 30 11 long. Turns 

4890 

3 .16 
= 1540 Turns 

It was found by experience that as the strands multiply or have a 
thick motor , you will fall a little short of the above formula value. 
Therefore, for 10 strands you can s afely expect 1500 turns. With thiclf 
er motors you will have to subtract even more . With mo tors using less 
than 6 st rands the formula will produce the correct number of turns. 
The lengt h of the motor has no bea ring on the number of turns. Turns 
calculated from this formula are on safe side. (Turn tablesshown else
whe re in the book were orig i nally cal culated by thi s formula. Editor 
made actual tests to check the values, and test turns were so close 
that the above fo r mula can be accepted as a sur e thing .Ed .) 

Do not forget that the formula i s based on cross sec tion of rub
ber in terms of number of 1/8 strands. For examp le: 2 strands of 1/16 
will equal 1 strand of 1/8. nr: 18 Atrands of 1/4 wil l equal 36 of 1/ 8. 

TORQ.UE 3 
Bas ic Torque Formula~~~ Torque = K ('fA"°)3 or (KAZ) 

For convenience it i s better to express torque as a ma tter of Vlork 
done i n one revolution, wh ich is r eally 2~x Torque. If we use inches 
in the 2 1P product the r es ult s will be in inch/ounce. This 2 TP factor is 
already taken care of in t h e 'K' value. Formula for torque on rubber 
motor i s : 1. 

Work per Revolution • K x (Nwnber of Stre.nds of 1/8) 2 

'K' or the coeff icien t varies with torque curve. For example :When 
fOU s t a rt -t o unwind a rubber motor the torque at 'a 1 is several times 
greater than at center 'b'. The average torque is at point ' c '. But for 
practical purposes it is much bette r to use the torque . at 'b' or half 
unwound point because the propeller is very inefficient at high torque 
and t h row s away the initial burst of power. Since we are most intereITTr 
ed in the portion which last longest and on which we hope to continue 
having a good cruise or modera t e climb, we should use the point 'b' as 
the determining factor in finding the value of 'K'. Experience and prBG 
tice s h owed .4 as a good value for 'K' when T56 Brown Rubber is used. 
Our torque formula then is: ~ 

Work per revolution = .4 x (Number of strands of l/8)Z in/oz. 
Ex : Using our 10 strands of 1/8 motor (Length has no bearing) we get: 

J 
Work per revolution ~ .4 x {lO)j- .4 x (31.6) - 12.65 1n./oz. per rev. 
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( The power f means to extract .s~re root of the number and ralbe to'\ 
t,third power Ex: (10)~ = ( '110 )3 = ( 3.16 )3 = 31.6 J 

This means that one turn of the 10 strand motor v: ill lift one oz. 
12.65 inches if pulley is 100% efficient. At start it would of course 
lift several times as much . This appl ie s only at the instant when the 
motor has been tlghly wound and half unv:ound . It represent s a good ave
rage value on which the model should cruise.---This also means that if 
the p lane has a drag of 1 oz. and if the prop is 100% efficient, the 
rubber has enough power to pull the model 12.65 inches in one prop re
volution. Or if t h e drag ls 1/3 oz . the pull will 38" ine one rev. But 
experience has shov:n th a t prop0 a re inefficient: 
55% to 40% for Indoor. 60% to 50% Outdoor . ( Dependins on care and finifii 
This means tha t our 12.65 in ~h pull is r educed to 7 inches, and the 38" 
to 20" ~f t he prop efficiency if 55% . --We r.ow have numerica l values 
for torque, deve l oped aJJd delive r e d., (Del.Tor.•Woric per r ev. x prop eff. 

PITCH 
Geometrical Pitch is found by knowing torque, dra~ of the model , 

actual pitch and slip percent age . We have already calcula ted for torque 
The drag is found by gliding the model, in still a ir, without prop 
whose weight is substituted . EX: If model glides 100 feet from launchi:g 
height of 16 feet, the L/D is about 6 . I f the plane we i ghs 2 oz. the 
drag is 1/3 oz. For 8 oz . model the dra5 is 1 1/3 oz. Actual Pitch is 
found by : 

Actual Pitch • Work oer rev. x oroo efficiency Ans.~inches 
Drag of the model 

EX : 10 Str . __ 12.65 in/oz. x .55 _20 9
"A P.12 . 65 in/oz. x .55: 

5 2"Ac.P. 
1/8 motor .33 oz. - • c.. 1.33 oz . • 

Before g iving values for Slip Percentage we must make clear the 
difference between it and the prop effic iency. Slip is the difference 
between actua l and geometrical pitch , and it determines the angl e of 
attack of the b l a des . While prop efficiency depends almost entirely 
)D the L/D of the blade sect i on under actual operating condit i ons.That 
i s , high an~l e s of attack , rough surfaces, poor ai rf oil sect ion will 
p r oduce low efficiency value beca use so much pow e r is wasted in over
comi ng the prop defects . While low angles of attack , highly polished 
b l ade s and good a irfoils will produce high eff i ciency props . By know 
ing these require~ents you can estimate t he eff iciency va lues. EX: If 
we a s sume tha t of the 100% availab le power or Work per Rev . we use 45% 
to ov~rcome the drag and other factors of the prop , we will only have 
55% of it to convert into forw ard action or thrust throu~h the prop . 

Under mo s t conditions , of proper blade area, rubber len~th, P/D 
rat i o and etc ., 25~ added t o the above Actual Pitch i s a good gue ss 
for Geometrical Pitch. Therefor e, our 20.9 11 A.P. beco;nes a 26" Geo .P. 
and 5 . 211 A.P. will be 6 .5 11 Geo. P. The exa ct Slip Percentag·e wil l de 
pend mostly on blade area. Comparatively large b l ade area will have 
less slip so that 26" Geo.P. can be cut down to 23". But if the area 
is small, you cannot add more Geo.P. because the blades will stall & 
so inc rease drag. It is better to be on the safe side with enou5h a
rea, especially since large blades would be more effici ent at sta rt. 

We can now calculate for Geo .P. on which we can bas e the siz e of 
our prop block . Pi tch/Diamete r Ratio determines t he Diame ter. P/D for 
models using rubber motor is 2. Take our word f or it. Ex: 26 11 /X =2 
X = 13 11 diameter. Next job is to determine width and thickness. ----
Sorry but we have no simple formula ava ilable to tak~ care of this. 
But we can keep this in mind. A low p itch travels at high speed a nd 
needs les s area . A high pitch travels slow and needs larger blade A
rea. Perhaps we could evolve a formula based on wing area and l oading 
which would furnish us with speed , weight and drag of the model. But 
until more tests are made, we will resis t the t emp tation of working 
out t heo r etical values. However, it mighl b e mentioned that correct 
Geo . P. i s more important than the blade area, especially under pre
sent trend of using cons iderable bl ade area. S o use the calculated 
Pitch and estimate t he blade area accord ing des ign~ cleanliness. 
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SPECIAL NOTES ON MODELS SHOWN AS GLEANED FROM CORRESPONDENCE 

Page 66 Peter Bower Amphil>ian Gas Model 

The bi ggest problem was the desi 6 n of the hull. I took it up wit h the prof. 
of the Gug genhe im Aeronautical Lab down at Stanford, but he was not much help. 
All he said was that once it got up on the step, it would be able to ge t off the 
water, if 

4 1 kept to the wing area and power loacting I had designed for. His only 
suggestion was the addition of step vents, to cut down the water suction and en-
able the ship to get on the step itself Ofcourse, a push will get it up, hut 
what is the fun of that? Another reason why I am sure it will be able to take 
off the water is that the wing and tail have a positive angle of attack, rela
tive to the foreward motion of the ship on the water. This means that before 
the plane is moving fast enough to get lift from the top surface of the wing, it 
is sort of kiting on the lower surface and so helping to ease the ship off water. 

The model was first tried as a seaplane, and it did not get off the water, 
althought it got up on the step quite nicely. Next I tried it as a landplane, and 
it still did not get off the ground. Adding a couple of degrees of up-thrust 
cured the high-thrust-line trouble, and she got off alright for three sweet flights
She is quite fast, and not as s teady as big l ig ht jobs go, but she is stable, and 
that is what counts. Due to the very high line of thrust, she flies with tail hig"h 
and starts a loop when the motor cuts. She pulls out of that, and comes in on a 
flat circling glide. 

The upthrust cured her water troubles too, and she takes off like a real 
boat, planing along for nearly a hundred yards before breaking off and climbing. 
I got only one water-hop out of her as something slipped in the air. The only 
damage was a smashed pilots cabin when the model hit the water . I shudder to 
think what would have happened if she had hit on land. I forgot to mention that 
on one of the previous tries, when she was planning at full speed, one of the 
wingfloats snaggect a floating bush and flipped the ship over on it's back. I 
pulled it out,took the cylinder off the engine , dumped out the water, put it 
back together and tried it again. The bus was bujit to take just such beatings. 

The ship does and is s trong enough for a Cyclone. I had it in mind when I 
designed it as I had my douhts about the Brat being able to get it off the wa
ter. However, the Brat has plenty uf power and takes that plane to places ina 
hurry. It is quite faster than any of my other ships, even though it is big for 
a Brat. It does not need much headwind to get off, just enough to ruffle the 
water is all that i s necessary. 

Page 94 Lawrence Faulkner Geared Model 

"The gear arrangement is very good for flyin g scale models. These models 
are usually smaller , requirin g shorter motors which would be easy to handle. The 
gears put weight in the nose and make possible a short fuselage and small propel
ler, all of which are very desirable in flyin g scale models. The model and the 
gears were finished in NOV. 1937. It has had approximately 90 flights. I live 
close to a lake and most of the flights were made using the ice of the lake as a 
flying fi eld. I make about s flights before the motor becomes so cold that the 
model will not climb. Winder wound, the average duration is 70s. I expect bet
ter flights in wammer weather." 

"During first flights I used right hand prop but later changed to a left 
hand so that the motor could be wound right. I spent about a week experimenting 
to build the gears. The chief trouble wasin finding bushings to fill the space 
between a 1/ 16 shaft and the sh aft hole already in clock gears. Also I had such 
a large collection of wheel~ and clocks that I did not know what I wanted to use. 
I have tried rear gear arrangements, but I had trouble in getting the lower mo
tor to unwind. After considerable experimenting- with gears I have decided that 
a fairly long fuseage with rubber tensioner combination is better for purely du
ration models. I might mention that I nad bent shafts with my front gear assem
bly but this did not bind the runningof the gears, very likely because of thin 
lower gear which can swing on upper teeth without binding." 
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Page 82 J.E. Adams Geared Wakefield Entry 

"The biggest b-ug in using a gear device is the general weakness of the as
sembly coupled with a terrific loss of power in friction. Now on my motor I went 
through a lot of trouble reducing friction in it, and except for a weakness which 
I have now rectified, the gear device was as strong as necessary. To my way of 
thinking usin~ a large supply of rubber is the best way to bring up the weight. 
I definitely approve use of gears. 

My model flew perfectly on its very first test and according to Rushy when 
he flew it, it was the most stable of ships. Lovely climb and good duration. The 
first flight was well over three minutes and the model most certainly would have 
placed high had not one of the gear shafts given away. You see, instead of bend
ing the hooks in the ends of the shafts to take the "S" hooks I foolishly went & 
drilled small holes in them. This so weakened the shafts that they would nottake 
strain imposed by so much rubber 

The motor was maae up from brass gears procured from Boston Gear Works, <Htd 
the box containing the gears was machined from a piece of celeron, a very tough 
sort of fibre composition. Ball bearings eliminated a lot of friction.I certain
ly expect to hang on to the gear idea." 

Page 96 Fred Mayfield Paper Mach~ 

"I have nothing new on the paper mache but JI might say that such mode ls work 
out swell with the new weight rule because a large model may now be given an extra 
coat of paper and a couple of coats of dope thereby making the model much stronger 
than before. All class "C" and ~"D" models should have four layers of paper excepr, 
in an unusual case such as the n~e- I drew plans for where I used a wing mount to 
bring the fuselage up to the correct cross section. All paper mache fuselages 
should be given one or two coats of clear dope with a light sanding after each 
coat. They may then be given a coat of colored dope." 

Page 112 Jacob Kosofsky Twin Pusher 

"This pusher will fly without much trouble, just p.ush the wing and elevator 
forward and backward until suitable adjustment is found. The plane made iµr. on its 
first flight before it entered a cloud about 1500 feet overhead. It was seen co
ming in and out of the cloud several times before it was completely lost. Since 
then three more pushers have been built, identical with exception of using one 
bladed props on the last one. The model with half blades also flew qm on only 
half possible winds. This design of the prq> helps to reduce drag in the glide 
which brings the design in par with single prop models. It is my belief that with 
the rise of the weight rule, the twin pusher will come into its own since they 
have normally been always over weight. With tractors and pushers on almost e
qual weight rule conditions, all we need is proper streamlining on pushers to 
make the tractors watch out for its standing." 

Page io2 Norman C. Schaller Push-Pull Fuselage 

"To convert the ship to 3 oz. per 100 sq.in . , use 16 strands, 30!" motors. 
The fuselage will easily take this extra rubber as I am now using 18 strands. 
The only other change is in the props, use 30

11 Pitch with no greater than 16
11 

diameter. A greater diameter effects the spiral stabDi ty too much. The props 
could be cut from l~" x l~ x 16 blanks. The new props should not weigh more 
than 5 and q gr. for front and rear respectively. You may think my props ex
tr~mely light for outdoor shjp but I found that light flexible props survive 
crashes better than rigid. Also, there are very few crashes with this type of 
ship as a stall results in no spiral dive or crash. The only real danger is that 
the mod~1 may not stall but continue on up and over. And then, what speed! Warn
ing: Make sure the surfaces are held with tighlly streched bands so that they 
will take high external load without 'givingJ but will break if there is an ex
cess load due to a mishap 

HISTORY: To start with, the P-P idea seemed to . me the practical method by 
which a largr amount of rubber could be used and at the same time to do away 
with large torque reaction which is ordinariiy evident on fuselage models. It 
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•:>eemed better than to use gears or co-axial props for a number of r easons . \vi th 
a gear drive quite a bit of we igh t is added and they are rather hard to get ope
rating efficiently in actual service. Also there would still be the torque of 
a single prop even though it was running at a high speed and comparatively low 
torque. Co-axial props bring up the mechanical difficulties and efficiency of 
props working one behind the other. 

These considerations led me to experimenting with small stick jobs. I found 
t hat I could almost double the length of power flight but the glide was poor.lb.v
ever with the advent of freewheeling props and with the application of a good 
type of freewheeler part1cu1arly to the rear prop - I am able to get a glide and 
sinking rate comparable with t he best tractor models. 

The first fuselage design had consistant fli gh ts but maximum duration was 
on ly lm 30s. It would cruise at low altitudes and then just settle to earth. It 
showed no soar i ng tendencies. I changed the wing design, high lift, low drag & 
thin airfoil section. The 1,1odel then tried to loop under power and "gallop" in a. 
gl ide. If it did not l oop , it stalled, slipped back, recover and etc. It be
haved better when both thrust lines were adjusted to go throu gh or above the C.G. 
but then it had a crazy tendency to come down in diving spiral. The real solu
tion came wh en I used a larger and a lifting elevator and by experimenting set 
the rudder so t hat the shi p would fly ri ght or left circle according to whi ch 
way it wanted to fly nq,turally. 

The stability attained when th e model was correctly and finely adjusted was 
as good as that of a trac t or. The lateral stability and freedom from dives or 
stalls was also improved l.Jy experimenting. Proof; the ori ginal 19 33 fuselage is 
st ill servicable. 

ADJUSTI~G P-P-: The tail should be set to give enoug h lift so that the plane 
has a good glide when the ship balan ces between the rear third and ha.lf of the 
win g . Th e prop thrust angles .are then adjusted acco rdin gly so that the ship does 
not stall or turn over when un<ler powe r. 130 ·· 1 thru st lines should be changed at 
once so th at their intersec tion lies along the vertical C. G. of th e ship . 

Bo th, l ongitudin al and sp i ral stability can be improved by using a fu selage 
whose shaJJe does not con tribut e much lift or which has a nega.tive Center of Pres
su re tr .. i.el. llence th e reason fo r the odd shape of my fuselage. It would have 
been stiJ.l better if the ge neral contour was followed but use an elliptical cross 
sectioil instead of rectangular. The important thing to keep in mind about P-P 
cabin design i s to minimize the e ff ec t of the side fuselage area. Use hi gh lift 
wing , lifting tail, aajust tnru st lines ve ry carefully and allow the ship to 
turn on its natural circle . 

Page 103 Richard Schumacher Brown - 3 Flying Scale 

" As f or flying scale , before the advent of the gas model, it was the most 
popular model around here. And as the result, I think the State Fair has the best 
set of rules used. I picked the Bro.on because it had fairly simple lines and was 
to my esti~ati o n, well pr opo rti oned for a model, i.e., enough rudder, stab area, 
snappy looks and some dihedr~l. wh ic h means that by putting some more dihedral 
for good stability it would not go as hard Kith your rating as if the real plane 
was rigged with none. The results proved very gratifying. 

I had one at th e '.36 Fair that had a M-6 airfoil and a motor stick. The mo
del flew well but the glide was not the best; placed 2nd with it. Last year I 
bui 1 t another one and put a rubber tensioner and an undercambered wing section 
and took away the motor . stick. The performance was, as you would suspect,remark
ably itnproved The airfoil section !suggested by Rod Doyle and drawn up by me). 
worked like a charm and the model has a good glide as the average fuselage design. 
The ten strands of 3/ 16 gives the model a near 'Tulsa Climb'. I hadn't played a
roun d with it enough but I think that it would almost give the fuselage a com
petition if it was pr perly tuned up . 

Incidently, the fact t hat it is a low wing doesn 'l seem to hurt the perfor
mance a bit. As you notice, it has no down thrust which helps a bit to prove 
that the right thrust adjustment is better than putting more negative in the 
stabilizer of a low win g . It allows the model to be adjusted for the best glide 
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and power fli ght, and not the best power fli ght alone . .Uso note th.at if you 
choose the ri ght plane, it is not necessary to enlarge the tail surfaces and so 
make people as k if you de s igned it all by yourself." 

'37 CALIF. STATE FAIR FLY)NG SCALE MODEL EVENT 
SPECIFICATIONS: A flying scale model shall be as nearly as possible a replica of 
a U.S. Military or Commercial man carrying airplane manucatured in the U.S. since 
Jan. 1st, 1936 and shall represent to scale all the essential parts necessary for 
controlled stable flight. .~irfotls shall be double surfaced. Plans must accom
pany the entry blank. 

DRAWINGS: Of the actual airplane model are to be obtained from U.S. Ch;imber of 
Commerce Year Book, Aero Digest, or the ~nnual Directory of National Aviation. 
The scale to which the model is constructed shal 1 be clearly indicated on the 
drawing. 

SCALE: Models built to any of the follwwing scales will be given a bonus for con
struction: k" equals I ft.; ~"equals I ft.; d" equals I ft.; and I" equals I ft. 
Models may be built to other scales but are not desired. 

PROPELLER: May be any shape, but shall have a ground clearance of 9" measured 
to the same scale to which the model is built. The propeller diameter shall 
not be greater than 1/3 the wing span unless the authentic drawing call spe
cifically for a larger propeller. 

WING LOADIHG: Shall be at le;:ist I oz. (Av.) for each area unit of 50 sq.in. 
of effective wing area when ready to fly. 

CREDIT: A maximum of 200 points may be credited to the model for construction 
features based on the following score: 

Craftsmanship-------------- 50 pts. 
(Fidelity to the authentic drawing, 
fuselage, wings, empenage, 
landing gear) 

Power plant, etc.----------100 pts. 
Color arid Finish----------- 26 pts. 
Originality in indication 
of parts ------------------_1E-~is. 

Total 200 pts. 
h model will be disqualified in this event if the construction credits are below 
100 pts. To the construction will be added the total time for three official 
flights. 
LAU~CHING TECHNIQUE: The Model shall be launched by holding it by the tip of 
one wing and the propeller to prevent an initial start. The model is required 

to R .O.G. from a standst 1 l l under its own power. 

Page 81 Franlt Zaic 1937 Wakefield Entry 

The model has had many changes since it was built. During the initial 
trials the model flew normally under low power of 24 strands of 118. But spun 
while under full power of 18 strands of i/4. Very sensitive to rudder con
trol. Dihedral increased from 4'' to 6". Spinning tendency almost removed 
but the model still banked steeply while under full power, and also still 
sensitive to rudder control. Later changes reduced the rudder area to out
line as shown in dotted lines. Also a short motor trial idea was used for 
full power testing. The results with reduced rudder area were satisfactory, 
the model would almost keep level under full power. The climb was steep in 
a large circle. The only fault left was that the model tended to rock every 
once in a while. 

From these tests our theory of correct rudder, dihedral and power combi· 
nation seems t o be substantiated. A dihedral decrease to s" should cure the 
rocking. Therefore, the design may be accepted for proportions. The s tabi
lizer area was also reduced to 33% by cutting off the tip portion. No loss 
of longitudinal stability noticed. 
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FROM HAWAII 

By ROBERT FUKUDA 

Model Aviation in the islands began in 1927. In that year many boys became 
interested due to flights of Lindbergh, Southern Cross and the Dole race. From 
that year till 1932 a11nual territorial championship contests were held, and the 

winners were sent to the Nationals on the mainland. During this period activi
ties were much more intense than they are now. This was due to the fact that a 
local ne~spaper sponsored the contests, and really tried to promote model aviation 
down here. I, myself, belong to the "second generation" of model builders. All 
the old timers have -"retired" or have gone to colleges on the mainland. However, 
there are still some old timers in the game, and they form the nucleus of our 
activities. 

Jim, whom you met at N.Y.U., is one of tnese old timers, and he can tell you 
many things about Hawaiian model history l>Jhich I don't know. You see, it was real
ly he wh'o taught me how to buJld good models. Up until then I had been building 
scale models mostly. He took me in hand and taught me the finer points. Unfortu
nately, that was in his final year in Hawaii, and I'll bet he would certainly be 
surprised if he could see my models now. I suppose he has told you how he and some 
other fellows made and flew their own primary glider. 

Well, there hasn't been any great action here since the last territory wide 
contest in 1933· It was the last of the series started in 1927. Jimmy and his 
gang had their Heyday in that period. I am trying to get the "retired" old ti
mers back again. But you know how it is when they are working. Anyway, everything 
got quite again after 1933 and that brings us up to 1936 when two model shops o
pened simultaneously. That was when gas models were beginning to get into the 
news. Buck Jones was here that year with a Dennyplane and interest was awakened 
in the gas models. Before that time of course, we had been reading about them, 
and one of Jim's friends built the first gas model in the islands in 1934· Our 
club's first model was finished early in 1937 by AhOn Au. It was a Flying Quaker 
powered with a Cyclone. And as we were mere beg inners we flew it in February gales. 
Luckily, it stayed together long enough to teach us a thing or two so that our se
cond model, a King Burd by Billy Lee had a comparatively long life. Since then, 
I have not tried to keep track of the models for they come so fast it would be 
hard to keep a record. 

In April we hit our stride, and formally organized with twenty five charter 
members. Applied for membership in the I.G.M.A.A. and became Unit 91. In August 
we had our first contest, and although it was to be a club contest it turned out 
that there were su many outside builders that it was opened to all comers. We had 
25 contestants and 35 planes. Al though there was little publicity, the contest 
drew a large crowd and the army had to send special M.P.'s to direct the traffic. 
We were flying at Wheeler Field, the Army airport. As a W'hole, it was a succes
ful, and we are now planning to hold another sometime in the spring. 

Several unusual planes appeared. One being a twin Elf powered Martin bomber 
which can be seen in the Jan. or Feb. issue of Air Trails. Another twin engine 
plane has been built, a Sikorsky S-43. It is 7 feet in span, weighs 6! lbs. and 
powered with two Mighty Midgets. It was flown off water and its builder, Rex 
Raymond, says it performed beatifully. It has also been flown as a landplane. 

A company is putting on a scale contest. So it looks as the time is about 
right to start holding contets again. I am going to ask the local chapter of the 
Rotary Club to hold one this summer. If I am successful, may be I will be seeing 
you at the Nationals in two years because I'll try to get a trip to mainland as 
one of the prizes. 

am enclosing photos of a model scaled from Don Donahue's plans in the 1 37 
Book by Mr. Low. The plane has proved to be very efficient and stable all four 
ways. It weighs about 3! lbs. and powered wit h inverted Cyclone. He uses Elf 
coil a.Ad Penli t e batteries to keep the dead weight down. Well, it is getting ra
t h~r chilly now so I think 1 will sign off and warm my tootsies in bed. Nothing 
at all compared to New York's snow of course, but when one is used to going surf, 
ing in December, it does not take a very low temperature to make him shiver. 
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INDOOR OUTDOOR 
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STICK CLASS 'A' (30. sq.in. orunderJ STICK CLASS 'C' r zoo I 150 sq. in. J 
RISE OFF GROUND HAND LAUNCHED 

.JR: Ral~h Brown 
SR: Ervin Leshner 
OP: Joe Matulis 

12ni 27s JR: William Jackson Hornell,N. Y. 7m 44.2s 
15m l\7.4s SR: Jerry Kolb · Cleveland 1 Ohio 4lm 15s 
llm 33.8s OP: Bernarr Andersotl AkrQn, Ohio 12m 52s 

RISE O!l'F WATER 
STICK CLASS 'D' (150-300 sq. in. J 

JR: W.N.Hcwson Atlantic City,N.J. 7m 2..'Js HAND LAUNCHED 

~~; ?r~~eM~~hr ~;~r~;~:'°Aa~:: 
STICK CLASS 'B' (30-100 sq.in.) 
RAND LAUNCHED 

8m 5.4s 
8m 42. 2s 

JR: John Stokes,Jr. Huntingdon Val.Pa. l&n 12.2s 
Sr. Wallace Simmers Chic~o 1 Ill. 2lm 3'.ls 
OP: Ernest A. Walen Springfield,Mass. 18m 46. 5s 

RISE OFF GROUND 
JR: John Stokes,Jr. Hunt.ingdon Val.Pa. 17m 19.3s 
SR: Milton Huguelet Chicaf!o 1 Ill. 17m 36.4s 
OP: Ernest A.Walen Springfleld,Mass. 17m 42.8s 

RISE OFF WATER 
JR: David Call Philadelphia,Pa. 10.. 41.2s 
SR: Walter Lees Philadelphia,Pa. 14m 35.4s 
OP: Wm. Latour Phih.delp,b.ia,Pa. 1~ 15s 

STICK CLASS 'C' (zoa-150 sq.in.) 

JR: Henry Falkowski 
SR: Edward Swort 
OP: Harry Walker 

CABIN FUSELAGES 
RISE OFF GROUND 
JR: Wesley Peters 

g~~ ~~r.~~lmer 
RISE OFF WATER 

SR: Roy E. Stoner 

CABIN FUSELAGES 
RISE OFF GROUND 

JR: Robert Guilf?r 
SR: Alvie Dagued r. 
OP: Richard Kor a 

RISE OFF WATER 

Buffalo,N. Y. 

gf!;:~~:ia;1 ohio 

CLASS 'C' 

Akron Ohio 
Camillush N. Y. 
Akron, 0 io 

Rockford, Ill. 

CLASS 'D' 

~~~ui~kl~~· 
Cleveland, Ohio 

HAND LAUNCHED ""-
533 

SR: Roy E. Stoner Rock.ford, . Ill. 

3Jm lls 
2ro 35. 5s 

36w 38.4s 

lcrn 42.4s 
4lm 3J.5s 

lm 5ls 

lm 12s 

lm 32s 
2lai1 1. 2s 
54m 13s 

lm 13s 
JR: John Stokes Jr • .Huntingdon Val.Pa • .c;vu• 
SR: Robert Jacotson Philadelphia,Pa. 2.'Sm Zls GASOLINE POWERED FUSELAGES CLASS 'E' 
OP: Carl Goldberg Ch.ic~o, Ill. 23m zi. 3s RISE OFF GROUND (300 sq. in. and overJ 
CABIN FUSELAGE CLASS 'B 1 .SR: Fiske Hanley Jl'ort \olarth 1 Tex. EOm 29s 
RISE OFF GROUND OP: Maxwell Bassett Philadelphia,Pa. 70m .?..s 

JR: John Stokes, Jr. Huntingdon Val.Pa. 14m 15. ~ OUTDOOR GLIDERS CLASS 'B' 
SR: Charles Heintz Philadelphia, Pa. 13ru 15. 3s HAND LAUNCHED 
'.lP: John Ginnetti Atlantic City,N.J. l?lll 48.6a JR: Martin Phillipa Everett, Mass. 
RISE OFF WATER SR: Syd Wallerstein Boston Mass 

7m 508 OP: Bruno Marchi Medfora, l1a11;. 

~ i~2s OUTDOOR GLIDERS CLASS 'C' 
HAND LAUNCHED 
JR: Horace S..ith Jacksonville, Fh •• 

RISE OFF GROUND ~~; J~!~ ~~~:~~,Jr~s~=~ to~k:· N. Y. 
JR: John Stokes,Jr. Huntingdon Val.Pa. 151A 5.6s 
g~; ~~~~i~ton ~l!:d,e~Ef!~· Pa. u:: ~!:~: TOW LINE LAUNCHED 

JR: Ralph Brown lfoy~~~~6~~a. 
RAND LAUNCHED GLIDERS CLASS 'A' ~~~ ~~r~teTasker Boston, M11-ss. 

~~~ U!il~~e H~:;~; ~~~~: m: ~: ~: OUTDOOR GLIDERS CLASS 'D' 
OP: Carl Goldberg Chicago, Ill. 45.4s HAND LAUNCHED 

~; ~i~~;" ~f;~d ~~~~~t0rh~· c. 
OP: Wm. Latour Phila~elphia,Pa • . 

CABIN FUSELAGE CLASS 'C' 

HAND LAUNCHED GLIDERS CLASS 'B' SR: iidward L.Smith Jacksonville,Fla. 
JR: Robert Gelbard Chicago, Ill. 49.2s TOW LINE LAUNCHED 
SR: Wallace Si101Ders Chica(to, Ill. 58. 4s JR: Paul Durup Boston, Mass 
OP: Carl Goldberg Chicago, Ill. 47.5s SR: Dick Everett EllD Grove,W.Va. 
AUTOGIROS, Launchin~ Optional No Classes OP: Roland Buhrig Canostota, N.Y. 

~~ ~t~~~lQg~!kl gt~~~: m: 
OP: Carl Goldberg Chicago, Ill. 

~ ~'.~ OUTDOOR GLJ DERS CLASS 'E' 
549 TOW LINE LAUNCHED 

lm 42.8s 
l2m 57s 

46s 

36s 
cm 3). 4s 

31.5s 

9m 3:Cs 
23n 13• 

4l1l 25s 

38s 

57.8s 
::ln 38s 
lm 18s 

HELICOPTERS, Launching Optional, No Classes SR: Jack Smith,Jr. Dayton, Ohix> 1m 23.4s 

~~ ~i~K~~rg~arski rJ~~~~~nt~r~s. 
OP: Carl Goldberg Chicago, Ill. 

ORNITHOPTERS, Launching oPtional, 
JR: Milton Hut;uelet Chicago, Ill. 
SR: DeruU.s Turner Chica1io, Ill. 
OP: Carl Goldberg Chicago, Ill. 

2rn 15.58 
4m 35s 
2m 46.2s 

No Classes 
lm 36.8s 
4m 19.2s 
lm 18s 

AUTOGIROS, Launching Optional, No Classes 
SR: Sanford Clevinger Kansas City, Mo. 21. 4s 

HELJ(XJPTERS, Launching Optional, No Classes 
SR: Glen O'Roak Boston, Mass. 15s 

ORNITHOPTERS, Launching Optional, No Classes 
SR: Leonard Elgenson Chicago, Ill. 6s 

QUALIFICATIONS: Min.Fuselage cross section area L2 /100. Min. weight for outdoor 
models is 3 oz./100 sq.in., except gliders for which the min. is 2 oz./100 sq.in. 
Max.Towline, lOO feet. Best flight of three trials. Delayed flights dnd model fol
lowing by timer allowed. JR: Up to 16 years. SR: Between 16-21. OP: Over 21. 

MODEL AIRPLANES HEWS 
551 Fifth Avanue 

New York, N.Y. 

AIR TRAILS. 
79 7th Ave. 

New York, N.Y. 

FLYING ACES 
67 W 45th St. 
New York, N.Y. 

POPULAR AVIATION 
608 So. Dearborn St. 

Chicago, Ill. 
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MODEL AIRCRAFT LEAGUE OF CANADA 

Mr. Frank Zaic 
83 East 10th St. 
New York, N.Y. 

Dear Frank:-

J unior Branch, Aviation League of Canada 

JOURNAL BLDG, 
OTT A w A, CANADA 

Mar c h 21, 1 938 

Looking back over the past year, I don't think 
a&yone could be accus e d of being trite in sayin g it was as 
active a twelve month s as model aviation hes yet passed 
through. The story . is the same in every country where people 
are civilized enough to know what a model aeroplane is, end 
even in countries where the natives, or rather their l e aders, 
can hardly be celled c ivilize d in times such es thes e . Horses, 
said to be uncivilize d end of low intelligence compared to 
the human race, are not i n the habit of ganging to g ether and 
makin g war on each other, in which case we humans, models 
build e rs and a few ot h ers excepted, might place ourselves in 
the s c ale somewhere between t h e horse end the amoeba, perhaps 
in the neighborhood o f the monkey. Initiatin g some of our 
worldly ambitious trouble-mak e rs into the brotherhood of 
mod9l builders mi g ht ~ P-lp a lot. 

How e ver , to g et back to tu~ subject, we fee l 
that Canadians have held their own, with a little to spare, 
throughout t h is period of pro g ress. A youn g man from 1 oronto 
we nt do wn to the Nati o nal Meet at Detroit last y e ar and won 
the open indoor stick event with the first indoor tra c tor he 
had ever built, a n d p l aced fourth in the open indoor fusela g e 
event . Another fellow, from Galt, placed third in the senior 
indoor fuselage event, setting a new wo rld record for Class B 
models of this type. The year 1 9 38 marked the first occasion 
when interest ran sufficiently high for Canadian participation 
by proxy in the Wakefield Internatiunal Contest. The results 
were not disheartenin g in the least; in fact, h ad it not been 
for a tough break in the way of a snapped g ear shaft, one of 
the entries would likely have come close to bringing the fam
ed cup to Canada. Those were the principal efforts of our 
model e rs in international end e avour. 

The high point of the model aviation year in this 
country was, of course, the Canadian National Contest, which 
was held at Toronto from August 30th to September lat, inclus
ive. The number of contestants was approximately the same as 
last year's high of 160. Gas models complet~ly stole the show 
outdoors, with rubber powered models so much in the background 
as to be almost curiosities. It was quite a reversal of form 
over the preceding year, when the gas model was the curiosity. 
Indoors things went well end a number of new records were es
tablished. The longest indoor fli g ht eTer rec~rded officially 
in Canada - 13 minutes 54 seconds - was made on September 1st. 
The fact that this time {s still well under 15 minutes indi
cates the comper~tively poor flying facilities available in 
this country, for as far back es 1 934 a Canadian made a flight 
of over 17 minutes with en indoor tractor et Akron, and lest 
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Mr. Frank Zaic -2- March 21, Hl38 

y ear the open ~tick winner referred to before flew his ship for 
more than 20 minutes, at Detroit. However, competition was keen 
in practically every event and everyone had a goed time. The 
1937 National Champion was Bert Norman, of Vancouver, B.C. 

Club activity has kept up fairly well, although 
what there may be lacking in that direction isn't anything to 
worr y about as far as the hobby as a whole is concerned. Clubs 
are bound to have their ups and downs, due simply to the fact 
that model building is so highly individualistic a pastime. The 
only exception to the clubs-are-bound-to-have-their-ups-and
downs rule, and a notable one, is the case of the Junior Avia
tion League at Boston, in my estimation, from what I've seen 
and heard, by long odds the most outstanding model aircraft 
group anywhere. There are, of course, scores of clubs in exis
tence throughout Canada, and most of them are doing good work, 
but at the same time it is probably safe to say that the major
ity of the building and flying is carried o~ by the individual 
builder as I feel is the case in the Unite d States. 

The commercial end appears to be holding up well, 
which is important inasmuch as activity depends on the avail
ability of supplies, and a model gasoline engine showing good 
possibilities has been developed for general sale in a mid
western city. 

The best of luck and wishes to yourself and model 
builders ev e rywher e , 

Cordially yours, 

' Edward S. Booth) 
National Secretary 

MODEL AIRCRAFT LEAGU ~ OF CANADA 

OFFICIAL CANADIAN MODEL AIRCRAFT RECORDS 
(Adopted by the Model Aircraft League of Canada - March I, 1938) 

INDOOR 
BABY R. 0. G (30 sq. in. or under) 

~; ~lio~~f~fe~ Wa!i~t:,z?,115~t 
AD: Mel. Bardsley St, Catharine&, Ont 

STICK H.L. f30 - 150 sq. in.J 

?Di 5a 
&u 34s 
an 4?s 

JR: Bert Norman ~~~~~~~r6ntc. i~ ~~ 
~~ ~:r~i:~~ovr Toronto, Ont. rot ':Ila 

FU St.LAGE R. 0. G. (30 - 150 sq. in. J 

~; g~:~cBa~ ~!:t~{:int· 1~ ~~ 
AD: Tom Harris Toronto, Ont. 11111 35s 

FLYING SEHI-SCALE R.O.G. fDurationJ 

~i ~=d T~~;:;on ~:~~!~,On~~. 
AD: Albert Levy Torol'.lto, Ont, 

GLIDER R.L. (30 - zoo sq.in.) 
SR: Donald Gray Vancouver, B. C 
SR: Ernest Barrie Galt., Ont, 
AD: Bill Doe Vancouver, B.C. 

2ii ':fls 
3111 548 
~ 14s 

32a 
33a 
3Ja 

OUTDOOR 
STICK H.L. (zoo - 200 sq. in. J 
JR: Fred Bower 
SR: Ernest Barrie 
AD: John T.Dilly 

Toronto, Ont. 
Galt, Ont. 
Galt, Ont.~ 

8m 15a 
4m 3Js 
2l!J 6s 

WAKEFIELD HODELS f z90-2zo sq, in. 8 oz. .~Aue. J 

SR: Bob Milligan Toronto, Ont. lm lls 
AD: Bill Doe Vancouver, B. c. lm a:>a 

GASOLINE ENGINE HODELS (z/8 oz. per Lb.J 
SR: Tom Smith w;nn;peg, Man. 13ia 4411 
\D: Don McLeod W1nn1peg, Man. 3Jm 

JR:-Junlor SR:- Senior . AD:- Adult 

CANADIAN AVIATION 
309 Journal Bldg. 
2sit per issue, $2.00 Yr. 
U.S.$2.50 Foreign $3.00 
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1937 IN ENGLAND 

By C.S . Rushb rooke 

Lanc.M.A.Society 

Undoubtedly 1937 will go down in history as one of the high spots in model 
aeronautical development. Records have been beaten in all senses, and the gene
ral progress and advancement are such as to give great satisfaction in many di
rections. 

This year saw some of the fruits of the recent reorganisation of the S.M .A. E. 
and believe me, some of these w~re very welcome "plums". Greater attention has 
been paid to all-round representation, and the benefits of this has been seen in 
the greater activities shown by the clubs over the whole of the country. Enthu
siasts are coming to realize more than ever that this is a game where the more we 
pull together the better it is for all concerned-and undoubtedly the intense work 
put in by the members of the S.H.A.E. Council is begining to bring its just re
ward. Though under no compulsion to join the governing body, more and more clubs 
are finding the real benefit to be gained by so doing, a very healthy state of 
affairs. 

With the weather in general in kinder mood than usually the case in these 
small islands, flying has been of a very hi gh order throughout the year, and many 
r eco rd s times have been put up. Ot course, comparisons still suffer in relation 
to the times put up in America, bu t when one considers the fact that models have 
been kept in sight for over 12 mi nutes, and that without the timekeepers leaving 
the take-off spot - well, need more be said. 

1937 saw a gr eater sp reading out of the of ficial events sponso red by the S. 
M.A. E., a move apprec iat ed by 111any clubs . Hono rs went round very well, and there 
is no question that with some of the important trophy's being won by clubs out
side London, a greate r support fo r these affairs has been gene rated. 

Socia l activities have received mo r e attention, 
picion at first, are now eagerly ant icipat ed by all. 
fortune to att end one of the S.M.A.E. "whoopee's " can 
this is one of the best moves made for a long time -
thin g - the cemen tin g and fostering of a really good 

and though regarded with sus-
Anyone who has had the go:xl 

bear me out when I say that 
and is doing one very good 
feeling among all enthusiasts . 

Pe r haµ s the greatest event to take place any time and any place was the Wake· 
field F'inaJs held at F'aireys Aerodrome at the beg inning of Au gust. The amazing 
gr owth of this event is pe rh aps mo r e marked to me than some . My firs t expe rience 
of this aeromodllers "Derby " was in 1933 - my fir st ~ear of aeronutting- when th e 
onl:,· compet it or apart from t he English team was th e lone en try of Go rdon Light. 
And what do we find in 1937 - a gran d total of 11 different countries sen din g 
teams to compete for this magnificent Troph y , donat ed by th at Guardian Angel of 
model aircraft - Lord Wakefie l d. 

The details of this event are pa.s t history , but the thin g that struck merrnst 
forcibly was not so much the fl ying as the real ly fine spirit of goodwill and 
sportmanship t hat prevailed. Here inded was an object lesson for the world' s 
statesmen - a League of Na ti ons in all faith!! The spectacle at the Ranquet fol
lowing th e Finals will r emai n one of the brightest of many ~emeries. 

Ac tu ally I was pleased to see the French Team win the Trophy . If tryin g has 
anything to do with it, these c haps certainly deserved it, as they have competed 
assiduosly since 1934, and the improvement the; showed this year was remarkable. 
Actually it must be a good thing for the honors to go round a bit - it would do 
no good if the "pot" just migrated back and fo r th between England and America all 
the time. And just think of the concrete excuse it gives us to spend a holiday 
in Paris! Who says there is no th ing in this mod~l game!! 

Indoor flying has made itself felt in Eng l and this season, and with practise 
f certainly think we can show the way to a few of the worlds records. Bob Coplands 
.flight of over 18 minutes is getting near the mark - so look to your laurels Ame
rica! Facilities are none too good for this phase of the game, but more ·experi
ence is being gained in the use of fairly small halls, and I am confident that 1938 
will see livelier activity in this so far neglected side of the sport. 
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"Gas" powered models are increasing in numbers, and pernaps this section is 
gaining more adherents than any. other. Wisely the S.M.A.E. has formulated a very 
reasonable but rigid set of regulation governing the flying of these buses, and 
great stress is being placed on the controlability of the type. The main con
tests for the petrol model are based on this system in preference to the super 
duration method, which after all depends largely on how much juice is put in the 
tank! A far-seeing policy is definitely required here - there being very few 
places where a petrol model can be safely given the air with no restrictions. 

A great deal of help has been evident during the seasons from the two jour
nals devoted exclusively to our sport. News, hints and tips and general interest 
matter has been given wide attention, and there is no doubt that we are feeling 
the benefit of the closer touch obtained through this medium. 

I feel I should be neglecting my duties as Secretary to the L.M.A.S. if I did 
not include a bit of domestic news in this resu~e. 1937 has been a boom year for 
us, and with collaring of two of the main events of the season, e.g. the Inter
Club Farrow Shield, and the National Gliding Cup - including the breaking of the 
existing record for this class - we are naturally feeling quite bucked. 

Our annual event, the Northern Rally., was the best yet, and is unquestionably 
the biggest event of its kind ever held outside London. This together with the 
large number of successes gained in open competition in outside events has won us 
a prestige second to none. But the~ - what Club Secretary doesl'\'t say that about 
his own gang!! 

And so, what do we see. A year past tnat contained some of the finest fix
tures ever held, a governing body of such standing that it is respected and con
sulted whereever the game holds good, Internatiion.al feeling and support greater 
than at any ot her time - and all in all, a season to look back on with pride. 

And to 1938 I say - you have a hard task to beat your predesessor, but it 
can be done. Everyone tropes to see an even greater number in Paris than at 
Faireys, and if the representatives are like the 1937 bunch - theres nothing to 
worry about. Heres hoping to see Alvie, Herbie, Jesse, the Bodle-bird and Co. 
and to the Edi tor - remember there always a place at the "Rushy' s" table. 

THE SOCIETY OF MODEL 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS 
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NEW ZEAL . .\ND NEWS 

By Vernon B.Gray 

;lew Zealand! "Oh, that's somewhere in Australia says someone." Well, I'd like 
to correct such thoughts for once and for all by stating a few facts about New Zea
land. (Ameri can magazines please cop~ . l 

Fact one: New Zealand is a self-governing Dominion of the British Empire. New 
Zealand proper consists of three islands, North, South and Steward Islands, with a 
total population of approximately one and a half million. What we lack in quantity 
is made up with quality, ahem ! 

Fact two: The nearest New Zealand is to Australia is approximately 1100 miles . 
Also the New Zealand Model Aeroplane Association is the Official Body governing Mo
del Aeronautics.in New Zealand, not the Model Flying Club of Australia as one bright 
lad once would have you believe. So to all of you lads who read this enlightening 

epistle, the next time you hear anyone mentioning New Zealand as part of Australia 
just tell them to procure a 1938 Year Book and ge t some true .knowledge for a changa 
Yes the geography lesson is over so let's proceed with model topics. 

The sport is governed by the New Zealand Model Aeroplane Association (N. Z.M.A. 
A. l Clubs throughout New Zealand are affiliated to the parent Body, also the clubs 
are grouped into three sections known as Northern, Southern, and South Island dis
tricts, and then forward their siftings to the New Zealand M.A.A. for New Zealand 

recognition, thus, saving the N.Z.M.A.A. a considerable amount of unnecessary work. 

The N.Z. M.A.A. handles all details concerning models that represent New ZeaT 
land in Overseas conte>ts. 

At present no "Nationals" are held in New Zealand, by this I mean that there 
is no assembly at one point over one or more days and flying off for champ honours. 
Instead the clubs hold contests, at one time of the year throughout New Zealand and 
the best times registered in the diffprent classes are listed as champions of New 
Zealand . Al together a hellava muddle, or as I would say "vot a system. The pick
of a team to represent New Zealand overseas is worked on the same system. Before 
long New Zealand Nationals should eventuate and this should give a much more sa
tisfactory solution to championship honours. 

I can only report thoroughly on the happen i ngs in the Auckland District.I my
self belong to the Auckland M.A.C. which is the oldest club in New Zealand being 
founded in 1928. The club is a section of the Auckland Aero Club. The parent 
club presents 1/4 hour dual control flights each month for competition among mem
bers of the model club. It need not be said how keen competition is when one of 
these flights are in the offing. 

Indoor Flyina 
Considering the facilities here in New Zealand for indoor flying you will a

gree with me that the times are not so bad. The only one that lags behind is the 
indoor fusela ge. The indoor records are held mostly by Aucklanders, due I think 
to the fact that, we here in Auckland have had more experience at this branch of 
the sport, also we've been lucky in being able to get a suitable hall. The size 
of the hall is approximately 40 feet high and 60 x 80 feet effective floor area. 
To help things to stay up a little longer, some kind person who designed the hall 
decided upon ha~ging chandeliers, so you can see that the indoor modelists' life 
is not a bed of roses. An amusing sidelight on indoor flying was caused when the 
club applied for the use of the hall, incidently, it is the Auckland Town Hall,and 
in the reply that was received from the Mayor, i t was stated that the club would 
be held responsible for damage to the hall fittings, etc., by the "Toy" aeroplanes 
Since then though his worship has danged his ideas on Indoor models. However, the 
halls in New Zealand are a little on the small side, and the trend is towards mo
dels of approximately 25" span, which would fall in your Class B category. 

Outdoor 
The weight ruling on outdoor models in New Zealand is 1 oz. for 50 sq. in.But 

we have an 8 oz. Wakefield record class also. Talking of upcurrents, well here in 
Auckland they make themselves conspicuous by their absence. Of outdoor flying, the 
boys in the country districts more than hold their own. I guess the upcurrents 
sure like the wi de open spaces. 
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Concerning Petrpl Models 
It has been only in the last one or two years that petrol models hava really 

taken on in big numbers. Th .:uel allo~ c ... . e is 1/16 oz.per lb. weight of plane, 
which is plenty to my way of thinking. The N.Z.M.A.A. has decided to put forward 
an Insurance e ' 0~~~ ·-~' lOn s~hc~e. Flying, however, in populated areas, etc., 
is definitely OL ,.,. i.11 thein. We h-::re in New Zealand do not want any legislation 
put into force to ban petrol model flying. Therefore, it's better to be sure 
than sorry. 

The Texas Oil C • presented a Brown Jr. motor for competition in 1936. The 
contest stated that the competing clubs could use the motor if they had not one of 
their own, and as you can see the motor went all over New Zealand. I think the on· 
ly thing that wasn't renewedwere the skids that the motor was originally mounted 
on. I don't think the motor has finished its travels yet. The Company also gave 

'a locally built motor for a contest this year. The contest is over and the lucky 
centre was the South Island Districts Association. 

The most sucessful petrol contest to be held in Auckland to date was held on 
the ~0th and 31st of October, 1937. There were 15 models on hand. This meet was 
held in conjunction for the 1937 Texaco Contest. On the 3Cth the contest was du
ration on a fuel allowance of 1/16 oz.per lb. weight of plane. The timers did not 
chase the models . The best time was 4m 41s, by Mr. A. Mahony, who also holds the 
New Zealand record at this da te. The model was definitely in the air much longer . 
On the 31st the Contest was a free for all, i.e., no restriction on fuel at all. 
This contest was run by the Northern Districts Association. Altogether three mo
dels were lost. Best time was 12m with timers staying on the spot. Before I close 
this survey I would like to have a little ramble t . hrou~h miscellaneous data , so. 

All those in Auckland with flyin g at hea.rt are looking forward to a re,;ulaT 
service by Pan-American Airways to Auckland. I with many others had the pleasure 
to see the Sirkosky boat alight on the Auckland Harbour in March 1937.--0n the 
question of fue l and tiT!ler control of petrol models one could write volumes, but 
I would like to say a few words on this thorny subject. Fuel allowance by weight 
of plane causes too big a distinction between large and small models. Timer r~s

trt ctions sound good till you try it in contest, then it loses its spell overyou. 
l believe that until a perfect rule is found that Melvin Yates' idP.a. receiv 
rious thought. I would like to see one or two classes with wing area and ~ ~ 
1 ·•line in effect .---Concerning the 1937 "Moffett". It is too bad that we "here 
in New Zeala~d were not notified until it wag tnn late about the alteration in 
weight ruling, but •-1e will be there i.1 _, .38.--Just e. personal messa~e 
t(,) both CahiJls, ereat stuff, all of the best WU. 11 your interest in this ,;.>rell.t 
sporL!--Well , I guess this j ust about runs out my ~upply or information, also I'm 
told all good thin~s come to an end, so to one and all the best of everything! 

OFFICIAL LIST OF 1937 NEW ZEALAND RECORDS 
INDOOR OUTDOOR 

Senior Spar 
H. L. V, B. Gray 

~:8:8: ~:~:u;~~1ey 
Junior Spar 
H.L. R.E.Clarkson 
R.O.G. ~.E.Clarkson 
R.0 W. II.Dobson 
Senior Fuselage 
H L. R.E.Allen 

~:8:8: ~:~:~~~~ley 
Junia- Fuselage 
H.L. 
R.O.G. 
R.o.w. 

L.R.Mayn 
L.R.Mayn 
A.Sykes 

PETROL MODELS 

AKD 
AKD 
AKD 

AKD 
AKD 
AKD 

AKD 
AKD 
AKD 

AKD 
AKD 
AKD 

Open, no restrictions. 
A. Mahoney AKD 

Restricted Class, 1/ 16 oz. 
C.E.Bmith CHCH 

13m 13.2s 
lOm 41s 

4m 46.8s 

6m 47.Bs 
?m 4s 
3m 4 2 

?m 1. 6s 
?m ?s 
3m 26s 

4m 43s 
4m 121 
lm 31.4s 

27m 68 

per lb. 
llm 56s 

Senior Spar 
H.L. L.R.Mayn AKD 
R.O.G. H.Parker AKD 
R.o.w. W.B.Mackley AKD 
Junior Spar 

14m 8. 2s 
14m 

lm 45s 

H.L. J.Curtiss 
R.E.Allen 
A.Sykes 

Te Aroha 14111 40s 
R.O.G. 
R.O,W. 
Senior 
H.L. 
R.O.G. 
R.o.w. 
Junior 
H.L. 
R.O.G. 
R.O. W. 

Senior 

H.L. 
Tow Line 

AKD 5m 30.4s 
AKD 2m 49s 

Fuselage 
N.Gray CHCH 
W. C. Munro Southland 
A.J.Dacombe CHCH 

Fuselage 
G.M.Perkins 
B.E.Loftus 
W, '1. Finlayson 

Glider 

AKD 
AKD 
WG'l'N 

lOm 
15m 15s 

lm 30s 

1811 37s 
9111 

30s? 

l3m 40s 
lm 9s 

K.Vernon AKD lOm 10s 
A. Russell Hastings 4• 21s 

AKD --- Auckland WGTN --- WellinJton CHCH --- Cnristchurch 
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MODEL BUILDING IN NORWAY 
by Harald W. Orvin 

Model building in Norway began as early as 1911-1912 but the first mooel 
club was not started unti l 1921. An union of most Norwegian clubs was made in 
193q. Our first National contest took place in 1935· The models were built of 
hardwood and were covered with silk or fabric. Best time was 33.5 seconds. In 
the spring of 1936 the "Allers Flying Club" was launched. It now has about 30, 
ooo members all over the country and the interest is still growing . The leading 
group is connected with t he Norsk Aero Klub. 

Here in Norway we have an altogether different climate from yours. Seldom 
do we have thermals, and up to date we had no contests with ideal weather. In 
the neighborhood of our great cities there are only small places to fly without 
90% chance of losing the model as there are so many hills and so much wood. Un
der these conditions we use t he average of three flights contest procedure. Our 
rules are similar to American. Our new models are highly efficient, having an 
average duration of q or 5 minutes in calm air or dead air as you say. We now 
use only balsa and tissur models. And also use high power - about 1/3 of total 
weight. We have tried building American models but they seem aot to suit con
ditions under which we work. 

LIST O~ HORWEGIAH RECORDS 
June 1937 

Fuselage Models 
Class C (70-100 -cm span) 
Hand . Launched Hans P. Gra111111es 29111 138 
Rise Off Ground .- Per. Bugge 2m 36. 38 
Class D (100-150 cm span) 
Hand Launched Harald W, Orvin 21: 56. 2s 
Rise Off Ground Harald w. Orvin 2111 18. 48 

GASOLINE ENGINE 
Ri et! Off Ground Henry Stub 16m ID. ?s 

GLIDERS 
To...,J.ine Launched Harald W.Orvin 5m 36s 

FUSELAGE MODELS: Min. Cross section 
L 2/200--Min. weight 10 gr.per.aq.dm. 

OFFICIAL LIST OF GERMAN MODE AIRCRAFT RECORDS 
To JULY 1937 ffrom NODELLFLUG ! 

FUSELAGE GLIDERS FUSELAGE MODELS 
H.fr=Dis. A.Besser Dresden 
H.n=Time E.Bellaire Mannheim 

Z! ti=~~ ~:~:;;~1d ~~rg 

~Di;s. .(.Lippmann Dresden 79~ J1et. 

f:E~!~ ~~tlli~~ ~H!E ~~~et 
TAILLESS GLIDERS Gasoline Powered MODELS 

H. L.--Di:s. A. Herrmann Nordbausen 2i1'?5 met 
H.L.-Time K.~reidtberl[ Frankfurt/M srm 41s 

%Hf=9!;~ h~L:~ ~:::~ 10i~ met 

Ifr b!me ~- ~~:ilild 8!:i::n 235~ met 
n:L:=Ti~ R.Dannenfeld Uelzen lc2I 

MOD ELL FLUG 
Gr ossadmiral-Prinz
Heinrich Strasse 1/3 

BERLIN W 35 
NSFK members only 

F L U G SP 0 R T (Bi-Week l 
Hinderburgplatz 8 

FRANKFURT a.M. 
16 Marks per Year 

DER DEUTCHE SPORTFLIEGER 
Leipzig.---50 Pf. issue 
LUFT & KRAFTFAHRT 
Alte Jakob Strasse lq8 
BERLIN SW 68--q.~p Marks 

ll3T OF HOLLAND MODEL AIRCRAFT RECORDS 
February 1938 

Towli ne Gl iders A. deBoer ~6m 31s 
Tailless Glide r s P.Napj us i1m 3s 
Rubbe r Models C.!l.F.van Asselt OOi 30s 
Records by classification now pe~ding. 

LIST OF TASMANIAN MODEL RECORDS 
Outdoor 

FUSELAGE H. L. SR:Unlilll, B.Carney 1Ja 15s 
SR: lit. B.Carney 5511 
AD: Unlim. A.E.James 2Qn o/a 
AD: lit. F.Steven lJa ros oh. 

GLIDERS H. L. SR: B.Carney la 3511 0/1 
AD: JI'. Steven 458 0/11 

1937 LIST OF AUSTRALIAN RECORDS 
Indoor 

STICK -- H. L. 

STICK -- H.L. 
" ROG 

ROW 

FUSELAGE - H. L. 
• ROG 

ROW 

J, stor1110nt 
Outdoor 

J.Stormont 
J. F'inneran 
A. Rob eon 

~:~f:;ton 
H.'!'onkin 

WAKEFIELD ROG J. Fulhrton 
ROW G. Hop kine 

SCALE -- H. L. J.C. Luke 
ROG J.!l'ullarton 
ROW C. Turi'ord 

GLIDERS H.L. J.Cavill 
TOW B.Coulter 

Petrol Driven Unlimited 
K.Moore 

841 12s 

3Jm 21s 
4111 
4.m 3'7s 

2'.)m 498 
15111 28a 
4'lu ~ 

15m 28a 
lJa 46a 
lm 3a11 
1111 ?s 
lJa Z7s 
ea 43s 

mm 
Fuel 
39111 

ii+ frogreea to determine By Laws and Consti
tution, aud contest rulee.-AL!N D.BROWN 
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INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE 

There is no doubt in ou r minrl that the enomorous strides in the field of Mo
del Aeronautics is traceable to the correspondence among the builders. It is a 
well known fact that no sec~et can be long held by a model builder, and it is a 
matter of days until the country knows it, and of weeks for the rest of the world 
to get in on it. Some of us do nothing else in the hobby but correspond about it. 
We are satisfied to enjoy contests on the sideline as kibizers . Yet the eye is 
ever elert for something new to amaze the correspondent thousands of miles away. 
How to get into this special fraternity of model builders? 

To be a succesful correspondent the lad must realize that it is a give and 
take proposition, andnever ·to expect mo re then delivered. This is especially 
true during the first few contacts. Late r on when you feel as though you knew 
each other for life you can bring in personal problems, but be sure that they 
are presented in a humorous mood. Soon the contact will grown into a desire to 
see each other, and if a National contest or even an International contest pro
vides an excuse to leave home, the long distance correspondence is f inally 
brought to a person to person 

Th e question now is if you are qualified to begin an international corres
pondence. You must realize that time is valuable to most active persons and they 
are just the once you want to contact. If your correspondence does not reach a 
ce rtain par you can only expect a polite reply or none at all. It is advisable 
that you be an active model builder of at least two or three year standing. You 
must be experimentally inclined, and have a smarting of aerodynamics. If any
thing new pops up, write without waiting for a reply on your last note. Never 
ask for any favors that will require time or expenditure of money. So keep to 
ideas and snapshots. Sometimes it is a splendid gesture to exchange magazine 
subcriptions. Above all, keep the letter in light vein, unless you both have 
a responsible position in the organization end. 

It is simple to build up a correspondence. Just write to every national or 
international address that you run across and that holds possibilities. You might 
not reach a responsive person but you may be assured that he will turn the letter 
to someone else. We remember many pleasant contacts which happened just this way. 
The boys listed below sent their names in answer to our notice. Please do not 
abuse the department. Do not write unless you have something to write about. If 
you wish to have your name included next year, send rour address to us before 
November i938. 

Reward for midnight oil burning? A friend in every corner of the earth. A 
marvelous collection of stamps. Assurance that you will be welc omed when you tra
vel. A slow but sure grasp of the writing tec.hni-c. '.vhat is a story but a long 
letter 

Leonard Becker 
1657 Wyandatte Ave. 
Lakewood, Ohio 

Len Carpenter 
212 Kensington Ave.S. 
Hamilton,Ont. Canada 

Lawrence Faulkner 
Ple~sant Hill, Mo . 

Gilbert Wehrenberg 
Red Bud, 111 i no is 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE LIST 

V. C Gracie 
"Xenia" 

Southfield Rd. 
Plumstead (Cape) 
South Africa 

P.Dalgety 
c/o City Engineer 
(Water Branch) 
Durban, Natal 
South Africa 

Ben Tarnof sky 
5978 Durocher St. 
Montreal, Canada 

Raymond Thomas 
2339 Misletoe Ave. 
Fort Worth, Texas 

!¥alter C.Kutaj 
2602 W.22 Pl2ce 
Chicago, 111. 

Ben Tamashiro 
P.O.Box So 
Waimea, Kauai 
Hawaii 

Frankl in T.Merkler Paul Daoust 
188-12 Nashville Ave. 5322 Drake Ave. 
Springfield, L.l.,N.Y. Montreal, Canada 
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ORGANIZATION 

Time will come when there will be three divisions of aviation organization. 
The &ience of Model Building and Flying, Gliding and Soaring, and Power Flying. 
At the moment t here are only two, Gliding and Soarin g , and Power Flying. Each is 
recognized as an individual group but their cooperation is rnutual. The &ience 
of Model Building and Flying is still tied to the apron strings of the Power Fly
ing organization. Considering that we now have a large number of builders who be
gan to build models before 1930 we see no reason why we cannot set up organiza~ 
tions that will be By, For and Of model builders alone. There should be no scar
city of leaders. All we need is a start . 

The !irst requirement is that such organization be ab solutely independent 
trom others. It must achieve an individuality of its own so that it will com
mand attention by its own merit, rather than be an expensive step child. It can
not afford to be a little house inside the larger house. The larger house might 
crash and with it the little inside house. It is much better to have your h~use 
outside the walls of the larger one, and provide cooperative tunnel beteeen the 
two. So no matter what happens to the bi g house the little house wi ll carry on 
its work. 

Certain countries have set up organi zations that are satisfactory. Most hap
py and progressive are does who are given a complete freedem of activity by the 
AERO CLUB whic h is representing the FAI in that country. There is no attempt to 
keep the model group tied to the Aero Club. Rather, there is a mutual understand
in g between th e two to the effect that both shall try not to do anyth:ing that 
will reflect on the honor of the other. Its an agreement between MEN who make 
every effort to stick to their part of the bargain. While in some countries we 
have the Aero Club most jealously keeping control of the model group through the 
FAI franchise. This is definitely a sign that the Aero Club considers the model 

·group as children inc.:i.pable of conductin g their own affairs. It i s a most exas-
perating feel ing t o be considered as a irres ponsible child when some of us al
ready answer to the call "Gran pa!" 

It is sad but true that the ~lembership of the Aero Club very seldom knows 
what goes on behind the scene. They are presented with a forward looking youth 
movement program. Th ey approve and usually delegate full a.uthori ty to one man. 
Then th€ entire structure of the model organization is kept in constant turmoil 
as one promotional stunt after another is tried out according to the whims of 
one man. All this while t he many small c lubs all over the land are wondering 
what will happen next, and wait with model work to be sure in havine the model 
within the new rules. But rules are a minor matter. The principle grievance is 
they provide no distinction between the model builders and youth movement. 

We feel that too much energy which could be converted into sci entific re
search is wasted in effort to reach a compromize between model builders and the 
Aero Club. Why cannot it realize that progress will be so much more harmonius 
if we are left alone? Or should we consent to be led around by the apron stringsf 
We are advised to break down and tag along until we become powerful enough and 
then break away. Sounds swell until you remember that few years from now the pre
sent leaders will give way to youngsters who have never heard about the little 
house outside the large house. They will simply carry on the work of the moment. 
If it is under the control of the Aero Club, they will know no difference. So 
you see how much better it would be if we begin to lay the groundwork for the 
future while we are still in formative period. 

Give these thoughts your most careful consideration. Let your imagination 
roam over the possibilities of an independent organization. We have splend.id ex
amples in other fields of what can be done by youthfull and exuberant enthusiasm. 
Let Model Aeronautics become the Amateur Aviation and not keep it as a novelty 
and plaything. Let us hope that in few years from now we will have our organiza
tion in a nice white house next to a large lawn-like airport, far away from the 
grim and stern walls that almost hemmed us in. Then the godfatherslalias the pro
rnotersl can wander over the face of the earth without holding back the pro~ress 
of the Science of Model Aeronautics! ----.... 

---~ 
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